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� 1\QQH 7. BFQNHW 

• 

6XERNWWHI WT WKH KFHXQW\ TKQQINFQF :QNYHWXNW\ 9WFIXFWH 6HKTTQ 

NQ UFWWNFQ KXQKNQQRHQW TK WKH WHTXNWHRHQWX 

KTW WKH IHLWHH 

0FXWHW TK 1NEHWFQ 6WXINHX 

NQ WKH 5TQQHLH TK1NEHWFQ 3WWX FQI 6HNHQHHX 

6HHHREHW� ���� 



3HHHUWFQHH 3FLH 

9KH HTRUQHWNTQ TK WKNX WKHXNX NX XXERNWWHI WT WKH KFHXQW\ TK ;QINFQF :QNYHWXNW\ 

9WFIXFWH 6HKTTQ NQ UFWWNFQ KXQKNQQRHQW TK WKH WHTXNWHRHQWX KTW WKH 6HLWHH 0FXWHW TK 

1NEHWFQ 6WXINHX NQ WKH 5TQQHLH TK1NEHWFQ 3WWX FQI 6HNHQHHX� 

)~w L � ;!d�1 Q_� ;z � � � /c 

0FWK\ 7NWHKNH� 3K�6� 

� 
{��l�����_~ 

1TXNXH 5TQQNQX� 3K�6� 

016 5TRRNWWHH 

6FWH TK4WFQ 7[FRNQFWNTQ� 

���������� 



6HINHFWNTQ 

9T R\ WKWHH ZTQIHWKXQ XTQX- -TKQ� -FRHX� FQI 3QWTQNT� 

9T FQQ WKH HKNQIWHQ TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 

" 
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3HNQTZQHILRHQWX 

; ZTXQI QNNH WT WKFQN FQQ WKH RHREHWX TKR\ WKHXNX HTRRNWWHH� 6W� 5TQQNQX� 6W� 

0HHQ� 6W�1NINQXN\� FQI 6W� 7NWHKNH KTW FQQ WKHNW KHQU FQI XXUUTWW NQ RFNNQL WKNX WKHXNX F 

XXHHHXX� 

...... 
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9FEQH TK5TQWHQWX 

3HHHUWFQHH 3FLH ����������������������������������������������������������������������N 

6HINHFWNTQ 3FLH �����������������������������������������������������������������������NN 

3HNQTZQHILHRHQW 3FLH �����������������������������������������������������������NNN 

9FEQH TK 5TQWHQWX���������������������������������������������������������������������NY 

3EXWWFHW������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ � 

;QWWTIXHWNTQ������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 

6TRHXWNH 9NTQHQHH� A` 4YHWYNHZ��������������������������������������������� 

7KKHHWX TKBNWQHXXNQL 6TRHXWNH 9NTQHQHH TQ 5KNQIWHQ����������������� �� 

A. 7KKHHWX TKBNWQHXXNQL����������������������������� � ���������������� �� 

4� 6KTWW�9HWR 7[WHWQFQN]NQL 3WTEQHRX ����������������������������� 
��� 

5� ;QWHWQFQN]NQL 3WTEQHRX ����������������������������������������������� 

6� 3TXW 9WFXRFWNH 6WWHXX 6NXTWIHW (3966) ������������������������� 

7� 7HQFWNTQXKNU 3WTEQHRX ������������������� � ����������������������������� 

8� 5KNQI 3EXXH������������� � ��������������������������������������������������� 

6TRHXWNH 9NTQHQHH FQI 6THNFQ 1HFRNQL 9KHTW\ ����������������������������� 

�� 1HFRNQL E\ 4EXHWYFWNTQ���������������������������������������������� 

�� 3XQNXKRHQW FQI 7HNQKTWHHRHQW ��������������������������������� �� 

�� 1FHN TK1TQL 9HWR 7KKHHWX ��������������������������� ��� ���������� �� 

�� 5KFQLH NQ 4HKFYNTW������ ����������� ����������������������������������� �� 
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�� 5TLQNWNTQX ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 

�� 3FWHQWNQL� 6THNFQ 7HQFWNTQXKNUX FQI 6XUUTWW������������������ �� 

6XRRFW\� ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� �� 

8XWXWH 7HXHFWHK ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� �� 

5TQHQXXNTQ ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� �� 

7HKHWHQHHX ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� �� 

9NWF 3FLH ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� � 

" 
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1\QQH 7� BFQNHW 

9KH 1TQL 9HWR 7KKHHWX TQ 5KNQIWHQ TK 6TRHXWNH 9NTQHQHH� 

5WNWNTXNQL 6THNFQ 1HFRNQL 9KHTW\� 

3EXWWFHW� 9KH UXWUTXH TK WKNX WKHXNX NX WT XXH XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ WT HWNWNTXH WKH 

QNWHWFWXWH TQ WKH TXWHTRHX TK WKH QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ� 

6THNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ NX IHKNQHI FQI INXHXXXHI� 6TRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NX UWHYFQHQW NQ TXW 

XTHNHW\� 9KHWH NX FQ FEXQIFQHH TKWHXHFWHK TQ WKH XKTWW�WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ� NQTZQ 

FX WKH "KTWLTWWHQ YNHWNRX�" ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� :QKTWWXQFWHQ\ WKHWH NX QNWWQH ���
~ 

WHXHFWHK TQ WKH QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 

9KH TXWHTRH TK WKH HXWWHQW WHXHFWHK XXLLHXWX WKFW ZKNQH HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX 

ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH FW LWHFWHW WNXN TK QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX� WKH RFOTWNW\ TK WKHXH HKNQIWHQ 

LT TQ WT KFYH XXHHHXXKXQ� KNLK KXQHWNTQNQL QNYHX� 9KNX WKHXNX ZNQQ HTRUFWH FQI HTQWWFXW 

HXWWHQW QNWHWFWXWH XXNQL XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ FX NW UHWWFNQX WT WHXHFWHK TQ WKH QTQL�WHWR 

HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� FQI WKH ZF\X WKH WKHTW\ RF\ KFYH FQ NRUFHW TQ KXWXWH 

WHXHFWHK� 



InWUodXcWion 

6TRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NX UWHYFQHQW NQ TXW XTHNHW\� 9KHWH NX FQ FEXQIFQHH TK WHXHFWHK 

TQ WKH XKTWW�WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ� NQTZQ FX "KTWLTWWHQ YNHWNRX�" ZKT ZNWQHXX 

ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� :QKTWWXQFWHQ\� WKHWH NX QNWWQH WHXHFWHK FETXW WKH QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TQ 

HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 9KH UXWUTXH TK WKNX WKHXNX NX WT XXH XTHNFQ 

QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ WT HWNWNTXH WKH QNWHWFWXWH TQ WKH HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH� 9KH EFXNH UWNQHNUQHX TKXTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ ZNQQ EH INXHXXXHI FQI WKHXH 

UWNQHNUQHX ZNQQ EH XXHI WT HWNWNTXH WKH HXWWHQW WHXHFWHK TQ WKH QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TKHKNQIWHQ 

·ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 

9KH HXWWHQW QNWHWFWXWH TKWKH HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ NX WHYNHZHI 
~.. 

XXNQL XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ WT HWNWNTXH WKH QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ ZNWQHXXNQL 

ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 6XLLHXWNTQX KTW FWHFX TK KXWXWH WHXHFWHK ZNQQ EH FIIWHXXHI WT EHWWHW 

XQIHWXWFQI WKH TXWHTRHX TK WKH QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH 

YNTQH�QHH� 

3QWKTXLK XFRH�XH[ FQI KHRFQH�RFQH YNTQHQHH ITHX THHXW� WKH UHWHHQWFLH TKRFQH� 

KHRFQH YNTQHQHH NX RXHK KNLKHW� ;Q WKH :QNWHI 6WFWHX� ��% TKYNHWNRX TKITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH FWH ZTRHQ� FQI ��% TK WKH UHWUHWWFWTWX FWH RFQH (6FQEHW & 9FQNFKHWWT� ����)� 

9KNX WKHXNX ZNQQ KTHXX TQ RFQH�KHRFQH (KHWHWTXH[XFQ) YNTQHQHH FQI NWX QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TQ 

HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 
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DomeVWic Violence: An OYeUYieZ 

6TRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NX IHKNQHI FX "FHWX HFWWNHI TXW E\ FQ NQWNRFWH UFWWQHW TW H[� 

UFWWQHW (XUTXXH� H[�XUTXXH� UFWWQHW TW H[�UFWWQHW) ZNWK WKH NQWHQWNTQ TKHFXXNQL UK\XNHFQ 

UFNQ� NQOXW\� NQWNRNIFWNTQ� TW KHFW� TW KTW WKH UXWUTXH TKH[HWWNQL HTQWWTQ TW ITRNQFWNTQ�" 

(3REXHQ� ����� UFW� �)� 6TRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NX XT UWHYFQHQW NQ TXW XTHNHW\ WKFW 3WHXNIHQW 

9HTWLH B� 4XXK FQQTXQHHI TQ 4HWTEHW �� ����� F QHZ KHIHWFQ LWFQW UWTLWFR IHXNLQHI WT 

KHQU WHQNLNTXX NQXWNWXWNTQX HTREFW ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 9KWHH KXQIWHI QNQHW\ RNQQNTQ 

ITQQFWX ZNQQ EH XUHQW FQQXFQQ\ WT RFNQWFNQ WKH QHYHQX QHHIHI KTW WKNX UWTLWFR� 3QWKTXLK 

WKH ZTRHQ FWH IHFQNQL ZNWK WKH FKWHWRFWK TK WKH YNTQHQHH� WKH HKNQIWHQ� NQTZQ FX WKH 

"KTWLTWWHQ YNHWNRX�" FWH FKKHHWHI WTT� 5KNQIWHQ IT QTW KFYH WT EH INWHHW WFWLHWX TK WKH 
~. 

YNTQHQHH WT EH FKKHHWHI� 6THNHW\ NX EHHTRNQL FZFWH TK WKH QHLFWNYH NRUFHW TKITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH TQ F HKNQI'X HRTWNTQFQ� EHKFYNTWFQ� FQI XTHNFQ KXQHWNTQNQL �� 

5KNQIWHQ FWH H[UTXHI WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NQ YFWNTXX IHLWHHX TK KWHTXHQH\� 

XHYHWNW\� IXWFWNTQ� FQI IHLWHH TKWHHNUWTHNW\� 3QWKTXLK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NX XXXFQQ\ 

WKTXLKW TK FX UK\XNHFQ FXXFXQW� NW FQXT NQHQXIHX HRTWNTQFQ FQI YHWEFQ FEXXH� XH[XFQ 

FXXFXQWX� FQI RXWIHW� 9KH HKKHHWX HFQ EH QHLFWNYH WT HKNQIWHQ'X EHKFYNTWFQ� HRTWNTQFQ� FQI 

XTHNFQ KXQHWNTQNQL� 

9KH NNQI TKYNTQHQW FHWNYNWNHX HKNQIWHQ FWH H[UTXHI WT RF\ NQHQXIH ZNWQHXXNQL WKH 

FHWXFQ HYHQW TKTQH UFWWQHW EHNQL FEXXHI� KHFWNQL WKH HYHQW� EHNQL UK\XNHFQQ\ FXXFXQWHI E\ 

EHNQL HQTXH WT WKH RTWKHW IXWNQL F HTQKQNHW� TW EHNQL KTWHHI WT HQLFLH NQ WKH YNTQHQHH� 

9KH HKNQI NX QHKW ZNWK WKH FKWHWRFWK TK WKH YNTQHQHH� 6TRHWNRHX WKH HKNQI KFX WT HFQQ WKH 

� 



UTQNHH TW LNYH FNI WT FQ NQOXWHI UFWHQW� 3XNIH KWTR WKH NRRHINFWH FKWHWRFWK� WKH HKNQI 

RF\ KFYH WT WHQTHFWH WT F XKHQWHW� TW ZNWQHXX F UTQNHH TKKNHHW FWWHXWNQL F UFWHQW FQI WFNNQL 

KNR TW KHW FZF\� 

9KH QXREHW TK HKNQIWHQ FKKHHWHI E\ ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH YFWNHX ZNIHQ\� 9KNX RF\ EH 

IXH WT QTQ�WHUTWWHI NQHNIHQHHX� 6TRH HTRRTQ KNLXWHX XXLLHXW WKFW � �� RNQQNTQ HKNQIWHQ 

FQI �� RNQQNTQ WHHQFLHWX FWH H[UTXHI HFHK \HFW WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH (5FWQXTQ� ����- 

6WWFXX� ����)� 3QWKTXLK WKNX QXREHW NX XWFLLHWNQL� XXXFQQ\ NQWHWYHQWNTQX FWH WFWLHWHI FW 

WKH FIXQW YNHWNR� 9KNX NX ZK\ WKHXH HKNQIWHQ FWH HFQQHI WKH "KTWLTWWHQ YNHWNRX�" 

EffecWV of WiWneVVing DomeVWic Violence on ChildUen 

9HQHWFQ 7KKHHWX • 
:QWNQ WKH UFXW IHHFIH� WHXHFWHK INI QTW KTHXX TQ HKNQIWHQ TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 

9KHWH NX F XNLQNKNHFQW FRTXQW TK WHXHFWHK TQ WKH XKTWW�WHWR HKKHHWX FX TUUTXHI WT WKH QTQL� 

WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ� 

0TWH WHHHQWQ\� WHXHFWHKHWX FWH KNQINQL HTQXNXWHQW IFWF TQ WKH HKKHHWX TK HKNQI 

ZNWQHXXHX TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH QNQNHI WT UX\HKTQTLNHFQ UWTEQHRX FQI INKKHWHQW W\UHX TK 

WWFXRFX� 5TRUFWNQL HKNQIWHQ KWTR QTQ�FEXXNYH KTRHX WT HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH� ��%���% TK HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH FW KNLKHW WNXN KTW 

UX\HKTQTLNHFQ UWTEQHRX (9WFKFR�4HWRFQQ� ����- -TXWNQHX� 0XWUK\� & 4'1HFW\� ����)� 

9KH ZF\X NQ ZKNHK HKNQIWHQ H[UTXHI WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ EH UX\HKTQTLNHFQQ\ 

RFQWWHFWHI NQHQXIH� (�) EHNQL WHWWTWN]HI� HTWWXUWHI� TW XUXRHI� (�) EHNQL IHQNHI 
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HRTWNTQFQ WHXUTQXNYHQHXX� (�) EHNQL NXTQFWHI� FQI ( �) XXKKHWNQL QHLQHHW TK RHQWFQ KHFQWK� 

RHINHFQ� TW HIXHFWNTQFQ QHHIX� 

;IHQWNK\NQL WKH QFWXWH TK WKH H[UTXXWH WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NX INKKNHXQW� FQI 

FXXHXXNQL WKH HKFWFHWHWNXWNHX TK WKFW YNTQHQHH NX HYHQ RTWH HKFQQHQLNQL WT WHXHFWHKHWX� 

6TRHXWNH YNTQHQHH HFQ FQI XKTXQI EH HKFWFHWHWN]HI NQ RXQWNUQH ZF\X� 0H\ HKFWFHWHWNXWNHX 

TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FX NW RF\ WHQFWH WT HKNQIWHQ FWH HFWHLTWN]HI FX� (�) WKH W\UH TK 

YNTQHQHH� (�) WKH QFWXWH TK XUHHNKNH FHWX� (�) WKH UWHXHQHH TK NQOXWNHX� ( �) WNRNQL YFWNFEQHX� 

(�) HXHFQFWNTQX� (�) W\UH TKUHWUHWWFWTW� (�) UHWUHWWFWTW'X WHQFWNTQ WT WKH HKNQI� (�) WKH 

YNHWNR'X WTQH NQ WKH FXXFXQW� FQI (�) WHXTQXWNTQ� 

6KTWW�9HWR 7[WHWQFQN]NQL 3WTEQHRX 

5KNQIWHQ H[UTXHI WT XWWHXX FQI WWFXRF RF\ XKTZ XNLQX TKQHLFWNYH H[WHWQFQ 

EHKFYNTWX� 9KH RTWKHW XXXFQQ\ WHUTWWX WKHXH H[WHWQFQ UWTEQHRX� HKFX EHHQ HTQXNXWHQWQ\ 

KTXQI WKFW HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ� NQHQXINQL ET\X FQI LNWQX� IHRTQXWWFWH FHWNQL TXW 

UWTEQHRX� 9KHXH NQHQXIH HTQIXHW UWTEQHRX FQI INXTWIHWX� FLLWHXXNTQ� WWXFQH\� FQI 

IHQNQTXHQH\� 6XHK HKNQIWHQ WHQI WT EH IHKNFQW FQI KFYH INKKNHXQW WHRUHWFRHQWX� 4WKHW 

UWTEQHRX FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK H[UTXXWH WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ NQHQXIH FQHTKTQ TW IWXL 

FEXXH� QTQ�HTRUQNFQHH� IHXWWXHWNYHQHXX� TUUTXNWNTQFQ EHKFYNTW� TW HWXHQW\ WT FQNRFQX� 

3QTWKHW KNQINQL NX WKFW HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ FWH RTWH QNNHQ\ WT EH INFLQTXHI ZNWK 

3WWHQWNTQ 6HKNHNW�:\UHWFHWNYNW\ 6NXTWIHW� 9KNX NX WWXH ZNWK FQQ FLHX TK HKNQIWHQ (-TXWNQHX� 

3KNKKQHW� & 4'1HFW\� ����)� 
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3HFIHRNHFQQ\� HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ KFYH RTWH XHKTTQ�WHQFWHI UWTEQHRX 

FQI RTWH UWTEQHRX ZNWK WKHNW UHHWX FQI WHFHKHWX (-FKKH� BTQKH� & BNQXTQ� ����)� 

3QWKTXLK XWXINHX KFYH EHHQ HTQIXHWHI FQI HTQHQXIHI TQ WKHXH H[WHWQFQ HKKHHWX� RTXW 

XWXINHX ZHWH ITQH NQ ZTRHQ'X XKHQWHWX KTQQTZNQL WKH NRRHINFWH HWNXNX� 4WKHW YFWNFEQHX 

ZHWH QTW HTRUFWHI� XXHK FX� UTYHWW\� HKNQI FEXXH� WKH RTWKHW'X HTUNQL XNNQQX� FHFIHRNHX� 

UHHWX FQI �KWNHQIXKNUX� UHWXTQFQNW\ INXTWIHWX� TW WKH KWHTXHQH\ FQI WKH XHYHWNW\ TKWKH 

FEXXH� 9KHXH XWXINHX XXXFQQ\ WWFHNHI WKHXH KFRNQNHX KTW TQQ\ WZT RTQWKX FKWHW QHFYNQL WKH 

XKHQWHW� 8TWWXQFWHQ\� WKHWH NX KTUH KTW HKNQIWHQ ZKTXH RTWKHWX QHFYH WKH FEXXNYH 

HQYNWTQRHQW� 7HHHQW XWXINHX WWFHNHI HKNQIWHQ TYHW XHYHWFQ RTQWKX FQI KTXQI WKFW WKH 

HKNQI'X EHKFYNTW NRUWTYHI FQI UX\HKTQTLNHFQ UWTEQHRX ZHWH WHIXHHI TQHH WKH RTWKHW QHKW 

WKH FEXXNYH HQYNWTQRHQW� 9KH RTWKHW'X UX\HKTQTLNHFQ ZHQQ EHNQL FQXT NRUWTYHI (:TQIHQ� 
~. 

6WHNQ� 7NWHKNH� :FWWNX� & -TXWNQHX� ����- 6HH UFLH ��NQ WKNX WH[W)� 

3HHTWINQL WT XWXINHX� ZNWQHXXNQL UFWWQHW FEXXH INI QTW FKKHHW WKH HYFQXFWNTQ 

(EHKFYNTW) TK WKH HKNQI'X FIOXXWRHQW FX RXHK FX EHNQL F YNHWNR TKUK\XNHFQ FEXXH FQI 

ZNWQHXXNQL UFWWQHW FEXXH� 5KNQIWHQ ZKT ZHWH UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI WHUTWWHI QTZHW 

H[WHWQFQN]NQL UWTEQHRX WKFQ WKH HTRUFWNXTQ LWTXU TKHKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXXHI ITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH FQI ZKT ZHWH FQXT UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI� ;WTQNHFQQ\� WKH HKNQIWHQ WHUTWWHI KHZHW 

UWTEQHRX FRTQL WKHRXHQYHX WKFQ ZKFW WKHNW RTWKHWX WHUTWWHI FETXW WKHNW HKNQIWHQ� 9KNX 

RF\ EH EHHFXXH WKH RTWKHW NX UWTOHHWNQL KHW KHHQNQLX TQWT KHW HKNQIWHQ� 3WHXHQW XWXINHX 

NQINHFWH WKFW NW NX UFWWNHXQFWQ\ NRUTWWFQW WT UF\ FWWHQWNTQ WT ZKFW HKNQIWHQ FWH XF\NQL FETXW 

WKHNW TZQ FIOXXWRHQW� NQXWHFI TK WHQ\NQL XTQHQ\ TQ TWKHW XTXWHHX (6WHWQEXWL� 1FRE� 

9WHHQEFXR� 5NHHKHWWN� 6FZXI� 5TWWHX� 0WNXUNQ� & 1TWH\� ����)� 
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;QWHWQFQN]NQL 3WTEQHRX 

;QWHWQFQN]NQL UWTEQHRX FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ NQHQXIH FQ[NHW\� 

QTZ XHQK�HXWHHR� ZNWKIWFZFQ� XQHHU INXTWIHWX� UX\HKTXTRFWNH NQQQHXXHX� FQI HFWNQL 

INXTWIHWX� 5KNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ (XTQX FQI IFXLKWHWX) WHQI WT H[KNENW WKHXH 

UWTEQHRX HTQXNXWHQWQ\ FQI KFYH EHHQ XKTZQ WT KFYH RTWH XQHHU INXTWIHWX� KHFIFHKHX� 

XWTRFHK UWTEQHRX� FQI TWKHW NQQQHXXHX� 3X\HKTQTLNHFQ NQWHWQFQ UWTEQHRX RF\ NQHQXIH 

IHUWHXXNTQ� UFXXNYNW\� XFIQHXX� XHQK�EQFRH� XK\QHXX� FQI XXNHNIFQ WHQIHQHNHX� :TZHYHW� NQ 

F WHHHQW XWXI\ ZNWK EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ NQ XKHQWHWX� WKH HKNQIWHQ'X NQWHWQFQN]NQL UWTEQHRX 

IHHWHFXHI FKWHW WKH RTWKHW QHKW WKH XKHQWHW� ;Q HTRUFWNXTQ ZNWK H[WHWQFQ HKKHHWX� WKHXH 

WHRFNQHI XWFEQH FKWHW QHFYNQL WKH XKHQWHW� 3LFNQ� WKNX NX EFXHI XUTQ F WNRH UHWNTI TK XN[ 

RTQWKX ( BFWH� -TXWNQHX� 3NQQHW� 0H6TQFQI� 6ZFQN� FQI 3TWZTTI� ����)� 3 QTQLHW 
~ 

UHWNTI TK WNRH FZF\ KWTR WKH ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ HKFQLH WKHXH XWFWNXWNHX� 

:XLKHX (����) INI F XWXI\ HTRUFWNQL HKNQIWHQ KWTR XNRNQFW HHTQTRNH 

EFHNLWTXQIX ZKT ZHWH FEXXHI FQI QTQ�FEXXHI HKNQI ZNWQHXXHX WT UFWHQWFQ YNTQHQHH 

WHXNINQL WHRUTWFWNQ\ NQ F EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ'X XKHQWHW� 6KH RHFXXWHI XHQK�HXWHHR� 

IHUWHXXNTQ� FQ[NHW\� FQI EHKFYNTWFQ UWTEQHRX WHQ\NQL TQ WKH RTWKHW'X UHWHHUWNTQ FQI XHQK� 

WHUTWWX� 9KH WHXXQWX NQINHFWHI WKFW INXWWHXX ZFX XNLQNKNHFQWQ\ KNLKHW FRTQL WKH FEXXHI� 

ZNWQHXX HKNQIWHQ WKFQ NQ WKH HTRUFWNXTQ LWTXU TK QTQ�FEXXHI ZNWQHXXHX TKUFWHQWFQ 

YNTQHQHH� 3LFNQ� WKHXH X\RUWTRX IT NRUWTYH TQHH WKH RTWKHW QHFYHX WKH FEXXNYH 

HQYNWTQRHQW (-FKKH� BTQKH� & BNQXTQ� ����- 0FWLTQNQ� ����)� 9KH RTXW INXWWHXXNQL 

UWTEQHR HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ RF\ H[KNENW NQWHWQFQQ\ NX 3TXW 9WFXRFWNH 6WWHXX 

6NXTWIHW (6HH UFLH ��NQ WKNX WH[W)� 
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3TXW 9WFXRFWNH 6WWHXX 6NXTWIHW (3966) 

9KH INFLQTXNX TK 3966 TWNLNQFWHI KWTR TEXHWYFWNTQX TK XTQINHWX KFYNQL 

UX\HKTQTLNHFQ UWTEQHRX QTQL FKWHW BTWQI BFW ;; ZFX TYHW� 6\RUWTRX NQHQXIH WH� 

H[UHWNHQHNQL WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW� QNLKWRFWHX� QXRENQL FQI FYTNIFQHH EHKFYNTW� 

WWFXRFWNH NQWWXXNTQX� FQI K\UHW�FWTXXFQ� 5KNQIWHQ TK EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ RF\ H[UHWNHQHH 

3966� 6TRH HTQXHWYFWNYH HXWNRFWHX XKTZ ��% TK HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ H[KNENW 

WKHXH X\RUWTRX (9WFKFR�4HWRFQQ & 1HYHQITXN\� ����)� 

3HHTWINQL WT INFLQTXWNH HWNWHWNF KTW 3966� NQ TWIHW KTW XTRHTQH WT EH XXXHHUWNEQH 

WT 3966� WKH UHWXTQ RXXW KNWXW H[UHWNHQHH� ZNWQHXX� TW EH HTQKWTQWHI ZNWK FQ HYHQW TW 

HYHQWX WKFW NQYTQYH WKH WKWHFW TK IHFWK� XHWNTXX NQOXW\� TW WKH WKWHFW WT UK\XNHFQ NQWHLWNW\ TK 

WKH XHQK TW TWKHWX� 6HHTQIQ\� WKH UHWXTQ'X WHXUTQXH RXXW NQYTQYH KTWWTW� KHFW� TW 
~ 

KHQUQHXXQHXX� 

9KH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW NX HTQWNQXFQQ\ WHQNYHI TW H[UHWNHQHHI NQ TQH TW RTWH TK WKH 

KTcQTZNQL ZF\X� WHHXWWHQW NQWWXXNYH WHHTQQHHWNTQX TKINXWWHXX WKWTXLK NRFLHX� UHWHHUWNTQX� 

TW WKTXLKWX- WHHXWWHQW IWHFRX TK WKH INXWWHXXNQL HYHQW- F XHQXH TK WHQNYNQL WKH WWFXRFWNH 

H[UHWNHQHH� XXHK FX KQFXKEFHNX TW WHHQFHWRHQW- KHHQNQLX TK NQWHQXH UX\HKTQTLNHFQ INXWWHXX 

ZKHQ H[UTXHI NQWHWQFQQ\ TW H[WHWQFQQ\ WT WKH HYHQW- FQI WHFHWNQL UK\XNTQTLNHFQQ\ EHHFXXH 

TK NQWHWQFQ TW H[WHWQFQ HXHX WT WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW� 

7[UHWNHQHNQL 3966 RF\ NQYTQYH UHWXNXWHQW FYTNIFQHH TK XWNRXQN WHQFWHI WT WKH 

WWFXRFWNH HYHQW E\ FYTNIFQHH TK WKTXLKWX� KHHQNQLX� FQI HTQYHWXFWNTQX FETXW WKH WWFXRFWNH 

HYHQW� FX ZHQQ FX FYTNIFQHH TKUHTUQH� UQFHHX� TW FHWNYNWNHX WKFW FWTXXH WHHTQQHHWNTQX TK WKH 

WWFXRF� 4WKHW X\RUWTRX RF\ NQHQXIH� FQ NQFENQNW\ WT WHHFQQ WKH NRUTWWFQW FXUHHWX TK WKH 
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WWFXRF- F QFHN TK NQWHWHXW TW UFWWNHNUFWNTQ NQ XNLQNKNHFQW FHWNYNWNHX- WHXWWNHWNTQ TK WFQLH TK 

KHHQNQLX KTW H[FRUQH� WKH NQFENQNW\ WT KFYH QTYNQL KHHQNQLX- FQI F XHQXH TK F KTWHXKTWWHQHI 

KXWXWH XXHK FX QFHNNQL KTUHX TK RFWWNFLH� HFWHHW� HKNQIWHQ� TW F QTWRFQ QNKH XUFQ� 
�_ 

3966 ZNQQ XKTZ UHWXNXWHQW X\RUWTRX� 9KHXH RF\ THHXW IXWNQL NQHWHFXHI FWTXXFQ 

(QTW UWHXHQW EHKTWH WKH WWFXRF) FX NQINHFWHI E\ WZT TW RTWH TK WKH KTQQTZNQL� FQ TXWEXWXW 

TK FQLHW- INKKNHXQW\ KFQQNQL TW XWF\NQL FXQHHU- INKKNHXQW\ HTQHHQWWFWNQL- H[FLLHWFWHI XWFWWQH 

WHXUTQXH- FQI K\UHW�YNLNQFQHH� 

3QWKTXLK FIXQWX ZNQQ XKTZ XNRNQFW X\RUWTRX TK 3966� HKNQIWHQ H[UHWNHQHH 

INKKHWHQW QHYHQX FW INKKHWHQW XWFLHX TK WKHNW FLH UWTHHXXHX� 5KNQIWHQ ZNWK 3966 RF\ 

H[KNENW XWWHXX X\RUWTRX XXHK FX FQ H[FLLHWFWHI XWFWWQH WHXUTQXH- WWFXRFWNH RHRTWNHX- 

QNLKWRFWHX- INXXTHNFWNTQ- FQI F LHQHWFQ YXQQHWFENQNW\ WT XWWHXX (4RNW] & 3\QTTX� ����)� 

5KNQIWHQ TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH LHQHWFQQ\ XXEOHHW WT WH�YNHWNRN]FWNTQ FW FQ\ WNRH� 

WHRNQINQL WKHR TKUFXW FXXFXQWX FQI QHFINQL WKHR WT KHFW FIINWNTQFQ KXWXWH FXXFXQWX� 3W 

UWHXHQW� WKHWH FWH QT ZNIHQ\ FHHHUWHI WKHTWNHX FETXW 3966 FQI WKH ZF\X NQ ZKNH_K 

HKNQIWHQ LHQHWFQQ\ WHFHW WT F WWFXRF� 9KNX QHHIX KXWWKHW H[UQTWFWNTQ� 

4YHW WNRH� RFQ\ HKNQIWHQ EHLNQ WT KHHQ WKH\ FWH UTZHWQHXX WT IT FQ\WKNQL WT XWTU 

WKH YNTQHQHH� 9KH HKNQI RF\ XWFWW FHWNQL TXW NQ HHWWFNQ XNWXFWNTQX� 3 HKNQI H[UTXHI WT F 

UHWXNXWHQW FWRTXUKHWH TK WKWHFW FQI NQWNRNIFWNTQ RF\ XWFWW WT FHW TXW WKH YNTQHQHH NQ UQF\ 

FHWNYNWNHX� 3W UWHXHQW� XWXINHX TKLHQIHW INKKHWHQHHX NQ WKNX FWHF FWH QFHNNQL� 

6TRH HKNQIWHQ H[UHWNHQHNQL 3966 ZNQQ XKTZ F QTXX TK NQWHWHXW NQ KTEENHX FQI 

FHWNYNWNHX WKH\ TQHH HQOT\HI (YXQH� ����)� 6\RUWTRX NQ \TXQL HKNQIWHQ ZNQQ HKFQLH TYHW 

WNRH FX WKH HKNQI LHWX TQIHW EHHTRNQL NQHWHFXNQLQ\ XNRNQFW WT FIXQW X\RUWTRX� 
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3HHTWINQL WT 5TTN�5TWWTQH� (����)� UWH�XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ ZNQQ INXUQF\ RXHK 

RTWH IHXWWXHWNYH� WHLWHXXNYH� FQI FQWN�XTHNFQ EHKFYNTWX� 3WH�XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ RF\ 

XKTZ WHUHWNWNYH IWFZNQLX FQI UQF\ TXW WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW� 4WKHW X\RUWTRX RF\ NQHQXIH 

QNLKWRFWHX� HQNQLNQL EHKFYNTW� IHYHQTURHQWFQ WHLWHXXNTQ� INXWXWEHI XQHHU UFWWHWQX� FQI 

FHWNQL TXW NQWHWQFQN]HI EHKFYNTWX� 

;Q LHQHWFQ� XHKTTQ�FLH HKNQIWHQ KFYH NQHWHFXHI HTLQNWNYH IHYHQTURHQW FQI 

NQHWHFXHI YHWEFQ FENQNWNHX FX HTRUFWHI WT UWH�XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ� 9KHXH WWFXRFWN]HI 

HKNQIWHQ RF\ XWNQQ H[UHWNHQHH EHI�ZHWWNQL� HQNQLNQL EHKFYNTWX FQI FQ[NTXXQHXX� 3QXT� WKH\ 

XWFWW WT XKTZ H[WHWQFQN]HI EHKFYNTWX RTWH WKFQ NQWHWQFQN]HI EHKFYNTWX HTRUFWHI WT UWH� 

XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ� 9KHXH HKNQIWHQ RF\ KNLKW ZNWK WKHNW UHHWX� ZNWKIWFZ KWTR KWNHQIX� 

IHYHQTU UTTW FWWHQWNTQ XNNQQX� FQI XKTZ F IHHQNQH NQ FHFIHRNH UHWKTWRFQHH� 6HKTTQ�FLH . 
HKNQIWHQ RF\ XWNQQ KFYH WWTXEQH IHXHWNENQL WKH WWFXRF NQ HTQHWHWH WHWRX� WKXX IHYHQTUNQL 

X\RUWTRX XXHK FX KHFIFHKHX FQI XWTRFHKFHKHX� F KHFW TKEHNQL FQTQH� FQI XQHHU 

INXWXWEFQHHX� 9WFXRFWNH 3QF\ ( FHWNQL TXW INXWXWENQL HYHQWX ZKNQH UQF\NQL) FW WKNX FLH NX 

RTWH XTUKNXWNHFWHI FQI HTRUQH[� TKWHQ NQYTQYNQL WTQH UQF\NQL FQI HTRUQNHFWHI WXQHX� 

9KXX� WKH HKNQIWHQ'X WWFXRFWNH UQF\� TW� UQF\ WKFW FHWX TXW WKH QHLFWNYH HYHQWX WKH\ KFYH 

ZNWQHXXHI� NX FQXT RTWH XTUKNXWNHFWHI WKFQ NQ UWH�XHKTTQ HKNQIWHQ� 

;Q UWH�FITQHXHHQHH FQI FITQHXHHQHH� HKNQIWHQ KFYH F LWHFWHW FENQNW\ WT WHHTLQN]H 

WKH WHQFWNTQXKNU EHWZHHQ HRTWNTQ FQI HTLQNWNYH FENQNWNHX� ;Q TWKHW ZTWIX� WKH HKNQIWHQ 

RF\ EH FEQH WT HTLQNWNYHQ\ UWTHHXX WKH WWFXRF FQI NQWHLWFWH WKH H[UHWNHQHH NQWT WKHNW 

HTQWH[W TK QNKH H[UHWNHQHHX� 4\ FITQHXHHQHH� WKH X\RUWTRX TK WKHXH HKNQIWHQ ZNQQ XWFWW WT 
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XHHR XNRNQFW WT FIXQW X\RUWTRX� :TZHYHW� KTW FITQHXHHQWX� WKH KHHQNQLX WKH\ KFYH FETXW 

WKHNW XFKHW\� KXWXWH� FQI NIHQWNW\ FWH XWNQQ YXQQHWFEQH WT FQWHWFWNTQX (YXQH� ����)� 

7HHHQW XWXINHX (0HINQF� 0HONF� 6HKHQQ� 6FZXTQ� & 0FWLTQNQ� ����) TK3966 NQ 

HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ KFYH HTQHQXIHI WKFW QNQNX HFQ EH XHHQ EHWZHHQ HKNQIKTTI 

HTWUTWFQ UXQNXKRHQW FQI UFWHQWFQ FLLWHXXNTQ� 0TWHTYHW� NQ HFXHX ZKHWH HKNQIWHQ 

H[UHWNHQHH WWFXRF FQI XWFWWQH WHFHWNYNW\ ZNWK 3966� WKHWH NX F LWHFWHW WNXN TKQTQL�WHWR 

HKKHHWX TK3966 WKWTXLKTXW WKHNW QNYHX� 

;Q XXRRFW\� ZKHQ HKNQIWHQ FWH H[UTXHI WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQI H[UTXXWH WT WKH 

WHUHFWHI WWFXRFWNH HYHQWX NQYTQYNQL KFRNQ\ RHREHWX� WKH HYHQW NX INKKHWHQW KWTR F XNQLQH 

WWFXRFWNH HYHQW TXWXNIH WKH KTRH� 3QWKTXLK H[WHWQFQ FQI NQWHWQFQ X\RUWTRX IHHQNQH 

ZKHQ WKH RTWKHW QHFYHX WKH FEXXNYH HQYNWTQRHQW� 3966 ITHX QTW (7TXXRFQ� ����)� 9KNX .. 
RFNHX WKNX INXTWIHW RTWH INXWWHXXNQL WKFQ TWKHW X\RUWTRX FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK ITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH� (6HH UFLH �� NQ WKNX WH[W�) 8XWWKHW WHXHFWHK TK3966 NQ HKNQIWHQ TKITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH NX YNWFQ� 

7HQFWNTQXKNU 3WTEQHRX 

;XXXHX FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK ZNWQHXXNQL ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH HWNWNHFQ NQ FWHFX XXHK FX� 

FWWFHKRHQW FQI UFWHQWNQL� UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX� FQI WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNUX� 8TW H[FRUQH� 

WKH XWWHXX TK NQWHW�UFWHQWFQ HTQKQNHW RF\ HFXX_H UFWHQWX WT EHHTRH NQHTQXNXWHQW FQI 

NQHKKHHWNYH ZNWK UFWHQWNQL NXXXHX� 3FWHQWX RF\ QTW WHXUTQI WT WKH HKNQI'X HRTWNTQFQ QHHIX� 

9KNX RF\ QHFI WT FWWFHKRHQW UWTEQHRX EHWZHHQ WKH UFWHQW FQI HKNQI� WKXX QHFINQL WT 

EHKFYNTWFQ UWTEQHRX NQ WKH HKNQIWHQ� 9KH FQLHW EHWZHHQ WKH UFWHQWX RF\ HFXXH INXWWHXX 
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FQI FQLHW NQ WKH HKNQI� 1FWHW NQ QNKH� WKNX RF\ XHWYH FX F RTIHQ KTW FLLWHXXNTQ QHFINQL WT 

EHKFYNTWFQ UWTEQHRX NQ WKH HKNQIWHQ� FX ZHQQ FX UWTEQHRX ZNWK UHHWX FQI WTRFQWNH 

WHQFWNTQXKNUX� 

3WWFHKRHQW WKHTW\ XXLLHXWX WKFW F HKNQI LTHX EFHN FQI KTWWK H[UQTWNQL KNX�KHW 

HQYNWTQRHQW FQI FW WKH XFRH WNRH HKHHNNQL NQ ZNWK FQ FWWFHKRHQW KNLXWH� ;Q WNRHX TK 

XWWHXX� WKH HKNQI'X H[UQTWFWNTQ ZNWK WKH HQYNWTQRHQW NX WHIXHHI FQI WKH HTQWFHW ZNWK WKH 

FWWFHKRHQW KNLXWH NX HQKFQHHI� IX WKH WKWHFW NX UWTQTQLHI FQI WKH HKNQI'X XHHXWH EFXH NX 

XQHHWWFNQ� WKH HKNQI'X RTWNYFWNTQ KTW H[UQTWFWNTQ RF\ QHXXHQ� 

9KH WHQFWNTQXKNU EHWZHHQ F EFWWHWHI RTWKHW FQI HKNQI RF\ KFYH FWWFHKRHQW FQI 

UFWHQWNQL NXXXHX� 9KWHH XWXINHX IHRTQXWWFWH WKFW ETWK UFWHQWNQL XWWHQLWKX FQI UFWHQWNQL 

XWWHXX HKKHHW F HKNQI'X QH\HQ TK FIOXXWRHQW (9WFKFR�4HWRFQQ & 1HYHQITXN\� ����- 
~ �� 

1HYHQITXN\ & 9WFKRF�4HWRFQQ� ����F� ����E)� 

4WKHW WHXHFWHK KTXQI WKFW KNLK QHYHQX TKRFWNWFQ XFWNXKFHWNTQ FWH UTXNWNYHQ\ WHQFWHI 

WT UFWHQWNQL UWFHWNHHX ZNWK UWH�XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ (0HWNL� 5TZFQ� & 5TZFQ� ����- 

9XWWXWT� ����)� ;Q HTQWWFXW� QTZHW QHYHQX TKUFWHQWNQL FWH WHQFWHI WT QHLQHHWKXQ FQI KTXWNQH 

UFWHQWNQL UWFHWNHHX� If NX UTXXNEQH WKFW WKH HKNQI RF\ KFYH F QHLFWNYH FWWFHKRHQW ZNWK WKH 

RTWKHW TW KFWKHW NQ F YNTQHQW KTRH� 9KNX RF\ QHFI WT KXWWKHW FWWFHKRHQW UWTEQHRX NQ TWKHW 

NRUTWWFQW WHQFWNTQXKNUX NQ WKHNW QNYHX XXHK FX ZNWK UHHWX� XNEQNQLX� FQI WTRFQWNH 

WHQFWNTQXKNUX� 

:TZHYHW� FHHTWINQL WT RTWH WHHHQW XWXINHX� ZKHQ WKH NQINWHHW HKKHHWX TK ITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH ZHWH WFNHQ NQWT FHHTXQW� WKH WTWFQ NRUFHW TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ UFWHQWNQL 

HKKHHWNYHQHXX ZFX WFWKHW XRFQQ� 6TRH ZTRHQ WHUTWWHI UTXNWNYH HKKHHWX TKUFWHQWNQL� 
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EHHFXXH TK FQ F�HRUW WT HTRUHQXFWH KTW WKH YNTQHQHH WKH HKNQI KFX ZNWQHXXHI� If NX FQXT 

QTWHI NQ WHHHQW XWXINHX WKFW KWTR HTRRXQNW\ XFRUQHX� TWKHW KFHWTWX [` WKH KFRNQ\� XXHK FX 

QNKH XWWHXXHX� RF\ FHWXFQQ\ KFYH RTWH NQKQXHQHH TYHW WKH HKNQI'X KXQHWNTQNQL (1HYHQITXN\� 

:XWK�4THNX� 6KFUNWT� & 6HRHQ� ����)� 8XWWKHW WHXHFWHK TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQTQL ZNWK 

� TWKHW QNKH XWWHXXHX ZTXQI EH KHWWNQH LWTXQIX KTW KXWXWH WHXHFWHK� 

3FWHQWNQL FQI RTWKHWNQL YFWNFEQHX RF\ NQKQXHQHH WKH NRUFHW TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH 

TQ HKNQIWHQ� 3QWKTXLK QNWWQH WHXHFWHK KFX EHHQ ITQH TQ UFWHQWNQL NQ ITRHXWNH YNTQHQW 

KTRHX� WHHHQW XWXINHX FXXHXXHI WKH LWHFWHXW QXREHW TK YFWNFEQHX NQ RTWKHWNQL� 9KH 

WHXHFWHK XXLLHXWX WKFW WKH XXH TK WHFXTQNQL� UK\XNHFQ UXQNXKRHQW TW UK\XNHFQ FKKHHWNTQ� TW 

F YFWNHW\ TKYFWNTXX QHLFWNYH HKNQI�WHFWNQL EHKFYNTWX NX QTW FQ\ INKKHWHQW EHWZHHQ 

HTRUFWNXTQ LWTXUX FQI EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ (:TQIHQ & 7NWHKNH� ���� )� 
' 

;Q LHQHWFQ� XWXINHX HTQHQXIHI WKFW� ( �) EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ ZHWH QTW FQ\ RTWH 

FLLWHXXNYH WTZFWIX WKHNW HKNQIWHQ WKFQ QTQ�EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ� (�) EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ ZHWH OXXW 

FX FKKHHWNTQFWH FX QTQ�EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ FQI UWTYNIHI XWWXHWXWH KTW WKHNW HKNQI FQI� (�) 

XNLQNKNHFQW NRUWTYHRHQW NQ WKH RTWKHW'X IHUWHXXNYH X\RUWTRX ZHWH QTWHI ZNWKNQ XN[ 

RTQWKX TKQHFYNQL WKH EFWWHWHW (BTQKH� -FKKH� BNQXTQ� FQI ZFN� ����)� 

3HWKFUX WKH XHQK�ZTWWK TK WKH RTWKHW FQI KHW UX\HKTQTLNHFQ KXQHWNTQNQL RF\ 

HKKHHW WKH WFWNQLX NQ UFWHQWNQL� If KFX EHHQ XKTZQ WKFW RTWKHWX ZKT FWH HTQXNXWHQWQ\ 

XHQXNWNYH FQI HTTUHWFWNYH NQ WHHTLQN]NQL HKNQIWHQ'X EHKFYNTWFQ HXHX �� XXHK FX ZNWKIWFZFQ� 

FQLHW� IHUWHXXNTQ� XQHHU UWTEQHRX� FQI TWKHW EHKFYNTWFQ FQI KHFQWK UWTEQHRX �� FWH RTWH 

QNNHQ\ WT KFYH XHHXWHQ\ FWWFHKHI HKNQIWHQ WKFQ RTWKHWX ZKT INXUQF\ QHXX UTXNWNYH 

NQWHWFHWNTQX ZNWK WKHNW HKNQIWc_Q (8WTXHK HW FQ�� ����- 3HIHWXTQ & 0TWFQ� ����)� 
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1TZ NQHTRH XWFWXX� XNQLQH UFWHQW XWFWXX� FQI KWHTXHQW RTYHX TK WKH KFRNQ\ RNLKW 

UQF\ F WTQH NQ XKTWW FQI QTQL WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NQ WKH HKNQI� :TZHYHW� F 

XWXI\ E\ BTQKH� -FKKH� BNQXTQ� FQI ZFN (����) HTRUFWHI QTQ�YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX WT HXWWHQW 

FQI UWHYNTXX WHXNIHQWX TKF EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ'X XKHQWHW FQI KTXQI WKH HKNQIWHQ NQ WKHXH FWHFX 

(QTZ NQHTRH XWFWXX� XNQLQH UFWHQW XWFWXX� FQI KWHTXHQW RTYHX) XKTZHI QT INKKHWHQHHX NQ 

EHKFYNTWFQ TW HRTWNTQFQ UWTEQHRX� 

;Q F XWXI\ E\ 9W\HK (����)� QFWWFWNYHX KWTR HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ INKKHWHI 

KWTR WKTXH E\ QTQ�YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX NQ ETWK WKH HTQWHQWX TK WKHNW WHUWHXHQWFWNTQX FQI WKH 

ZF\X NQ ZKNHK WKH\ HTRRXQNHFWHI WKHNW QFWWFWNYHX� 9KH HKNQIWHQ [` WKH EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ'X 

XKHQWHW YNHZHI WKHNW RTWKHWX FX QHXX QXWWXWNQL� FKKHHWNTQFWH� FQI FXWKTWNWFWNYH� :TZHYHW� 

WKH\ INI QTW YNHZ WKHNW RTWKHWX FX RTWH FLLWHXXNYH� QHLQHHWKXQ� TW WHOHHWNQL� 9KH . 
HKNQIWHQ'X WHUWHXHQWFWNTQX ZHWH QHXX UTXNWNYH� EXW QTW RTWH QHLFWNYH TW FLLWHXXNYH FX 

HTRUFWHI� ZNWK WKTXH E\ HKNQIWHQ KWTR QTQ�YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX� 5KNQIWHQ TKETWK XFRUQHX 

ZHWH FEQH WT RFNH QHLFWNYH FQI UTXNWNYH HTRRHQWX FETXW RFWNWFQ HTQKQNHW� FQI ETWK TK 

WKHXH W\UHX TK KFRNQNHX NQYTQYHI WKH HKNQIWHQ NQ QTQ�YNTQHQW RFWNWFQ HTQKQNHW� 8NQFQQ\� 

HKNQIWHQ NQ WKH XKHQWHW XKTZHI RTWH FYTNIFQHH NQ WKH XWTW\WHQQNQL WFXN (LNYNQL F HKNQI WKH 

EHLNQQNQL TK F XWTW\ FQI KFYNQL WKHR KNQNXK NW) WKFQ HKNQIWHQ KWTR WKH HTRRXQNW\ LWTXU� 

4QH WHFXTQ HKNQIWHQ KWTR YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX RF\ H[KNENW QHXX UTXNWNYH UTWWWF\FQX TK 

WKHNW RTWKHWX NX YNHWNRX TK UFWWQHW FEXXH RF\ UWTYNIH QHXX XHQXNWNYH HFWH FQI QHXX UTXNWNYH 

WHXUTQXHX WT WKHNW HKNQIWHQ'X QHHIX� 9KNX WHIXHHI HFWH RF\ EH IXH WT IHUQHWHI HRTWNTQFQ 

WHXTXWHHX (:TQIHQ� 6WHNQ� 7NWHKNH� :FWWNX� & -TXWNQHX� ����- 1HYHQITXN\ & 
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9WFKFR�:HWRFQQ� ����)� IXRTWKHWX KFYH F UTTW FWWFHKRHQW WT WKHNW HKNQIWHQ� WKH 

HKNQIWHQ RF\ NQ fXd` KFYH UWTEQHRX ZNWK FWWFHKRHQW� 

3WWFHKRHQW UWTEQHRX RF\ HFWW\ TYHW NQWT WKH HKNQI'X WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNWK TWKHWX� 

BKHQ HKNQIWHQ H[UHWNHQHH WWFXRF NQ WKHNW QNYHX� WHQFWNTQXKNUX UQF\ F YHW\ NRUTWWFQW WTQH 

NQ WKH TXWHTRHX TKKTZ HKNQIWHQ ZNQQ WHXUTQI FQI FIOXXW WT WKHNW HQYNWTQRHQW� 5KNQIWHQ 

H[UTXHI WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TW HTQKQNHW RF\ QTW KFYH WKH TUUTWWXQNW\ WT ZNWQHXX 

HTQXWWXHWNYH ZF\X TKWHXTQYNQL HTQKQNHW� 9KH\ RF\ QTW H[UHWNHQHH UTXNWNYH TXWHTRHX FQI 

HTQXHTXHQHHX FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK WKHXH HTQXWWXHWNYH WFHWNHX� 4KWHQ FEXHQW KWTR YNTQHQW 

HUNXTIHX FWH YHWEFQ WHFXTQNQL� QHLTWNFWNTQ� QNXWHQNQL� FQI XHQK�HFQRNQL XWWFWHLNHX� (6HH 

UFLH �� NQ WKNX WH[W)� 

;Q HTQWWFXW� HKNQIWHQ ZKT IT QTW ZNWQHXX KFRNQ\ YNTQHQHH RF\ KFYH TUUTWWXQNWNHX 

WT H[UHWNHQHH HTQXWWXHWNYH ZF\X TKWHXTQYNQL HTQKQNHW ZNWK UTXNWNYH HTQXHTXHQHHX� 9KNX 

RF\ HFWW\ TYHW NQWT WKH HKNQI'X WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNWK UHHWX� XNEQNQLX� WHFHKHWX� ET\KWNHQIX FQI 

LNWQKWNHQIX� FQI UFWHQWX� 3X FIXQWX� WKH HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ QTW 

EH FX ZHQQ HTXNUUHI WT IHRTQXWWFWH UTXNWNYH WHQFWNTQXKNU FQI HTRRXQNHFWNTQ TXWHTRHX 

IXWNQL FWLXRHQWX� 9KH HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ HFWW\ WKH YNTQHQHH 

FQI FLLWHXXNTQ KWTR WKHNW HFWQNHW KTRH HQYNWTQRHQW NQWT WKHNW FIXQW WHQFWNTQXKNUX� 4WKHW 

XWXINHX KFYH XKTZQ WKFW ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NQ WKH KTRH UWTYNIHX KHWWNQH LWTXQI KTW 

WHQFWNTQXKNU UWTEQHRX ZNWK UHHWX FQI TWKHW KFRNQ\ RHREHWX� FQI FLLWHXXNTQ NQ XHKTTQX� 

9KHXH HKNQIWHQ RF\ EH FKKHHWHI HRTWNTQFQQ\� UK\XNHFQQ\� XTHNFQQ\� FQI EHKFYNTWFQQ\ (1FXE 

& 1FXWNWH� ����)� ;QWHWFHWNTQX EHWZHHQ XNEQNQLX FWH FW WNXN� 9KHXH HKNQIWHQ RF\ IHYHQTU 

�� 



UTTW HTRRXQNHFWNTQ XNNQQX FQI UWTEQHR XTQYNQL XNNQQX EHHFXXH TK WKH RFWNWFQ INXHTWI NQ 

WKH KTRH� 

3X HKNQIWHQ KTWR WHQFWNTQXKNU NIHQWNW\ WTQHX (KTZ WKH\ NIHQWNK\ WKHRXHQYHX NQ 

WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNWK TWKHWX) KWTR WKHNW KTRH HQYNWTQRHQW� WKH\ RF\ HFWW\ WKHXH WTQHX NQWT 

UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX TXWXNIH WKH KTRH� 6HYHQTURHQWFQNXWX KFYH KTHXXHI TQ WKH ZF\X HFWQ\ 

HKNQIKTTI H[UHWNHQHHX ZNQQ XKFUH WKHNW XTHNFQ� HTLQNWNYH� FQI FHFIHRNH XNNQQX� ;Q F XWXI\ 

E\ 6TILH & 0XWUK\ (����)� "XTHNFQ HTRUHWHQHH" ZFX H[FRNQHI NQ WHKHWHQHH WT 

FLLWHXXNTQ FQI YNTQHQHH� 6THNFQ HTRUHWHQHH NX IHKNQHI FX INXUQF\NQL WKH HFUFHNW\ WT 

WHXUTQI UTXNWNYHQ\ WT XTHNFQ XNWXFWNTQX FQI WT FYTNI QHLFWNYH HTQXHTXHQHHX FQI WHXUTQXHX� 

IX WKH KTRH NX KNQQHI ZNWK FLLWHXXNTQ FQI YNTQHQHH� WKH HKNQIWHQ RF\ QTW KFYH WKH 

HFUFENQNW\ WT KTWR XTHNFQ HTRUHWHQHH� 9KNX RF\ QHFI WT QHLFWNYH WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNWK TWKHWX 

NQ FQI TXWXNIH WKH KTRH� WKXX FKKHHWNQL� XTHNFQ� HTLQNWNYH� FQI FHFIHRNH XNNQQX� 

9HQHWFQQ\� WKH WHQFWNTQXKNUX EHWZHHQ HKNQIWHQ TK FQQ FLHX KTWRHI NQ UHHW LWTXUX� 

FWH YHW\ NRUTWWFQW NQ IHYHQTUNQL XTHNFQ XNNQQX� 6THNFQ HTRUHWHQHH NX FWWFNQHI FQI 

RFNQWFNQHI WKWTXLK UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX FQI NQWHWFHWNTQX� 3HHWX XHWYH FX RTIHQX KTW HFHK 

TWKHW E\ HNWKHW UXQNXKNQL TW NLQTWNQL HHWWFNQ EHKFYNTWX� TW WHNQKTWHNQL FUUWTUWNFWH HXQWXWFQ 

EHKFYNTWX� 9KNX KFX QHI RFQ\ XHKTQFWX WT NIHQWNK\ UFWHQW�HKNQI NQWHWFHWNTQ ZNWK KTZ WKNX 

WHQFWNTQXKNU NQKQXHQHHX XTHNFQ HTRUHWHQHH (6TILH & 0XWUK\� ����)� 

3FWHQWX INWHHWQ\ NQKQXHQHH F HKNQI'X UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX E\ UWTYNINQL LXNIFQHH� 

FIYNHH FQI XXUUTWW� FQI XXLLHXWNTQX FETXW FHWNYNWNHX NQ UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX� 5KNQIWHQ KFYH 

WKH HFUFHNW\ WT QHFWQ FQI NRUWTYH FUUWTUWNFWH XTHNFQ XNNQQX ZNWKNQ WKH KFRNQ\� 5KNQIWHQ 

ZNQQ KTWR XHHXWH FWWFHKRHQWX ZNWK WKHNW UFWHQWX NK WKH UFWHQWX WHXUTQI NQ F XHQXNWNYH FQI 
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FUUWTUWNFWH ZF\ WT WKHNW HKNQIWHQ'X XNLQFQX FQI QHHIX� 6XHK XHHXWH FWWFHKRHQWX RF\ KTXWHW 

FUUWTUWNFWH XTHNFQ XNNQQX FQI HTRRXQNHFWNTQ XW\QHX ZNWK WKHNW UHHWX� BFWR WHQFWNTQXKNUX 

ZNWK WKH UFWHQWX ZNQQ XXXFQQ\ QHFI WT KWNHQIQ\� FXXHWWNYH WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNWK WKHNW UHHWX� 

6XHK KWNHQIQ\ FXXHWWNYHQHXX NX NH\ WT XTHNFQ HTRUHWHQHH� 

BKHQ UWHINHWFENQNW\ NX FEXHQW NQ F HKNQI'X KTRH QNKH EHWZHHQ UFWHQW�HKNQI 

NQWHWFHWNTQX� NQHTQXNXWHQH\ IHYHQTUX NQWT NQXHHXWH FWWFHKRHQWX� 6XHK H[FRUQHX FWH� (�) 

KNLK WFWHX TK NLQTWNQL HKNQIWHQ� (�) FEWXUWQHXX TW NQWWXXNYHQHXX� (�) NQHTQXNXWHQW WHZFWIX 

FQI UXQNXKRHQWX� (�) TW FEXXH� 9KNX HFQ HFXXH F HKNQI WT IHYHQTU RFQFIFUWNYH UHWXTQFQ 

XW\QHX� 9KNX QHLFWNYH NQWHWFHWNTQ UWTRTWHX KXWWKHW KTXWNQH NQWHWFHWNTQX EHWZHHQ WKH UFWHQWX 

FQI WKH HKNQIWHQ� 9KNX RF\ UWTRTWH KTXWNQH FQI FLLWHXXNYH WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNWK WKHNW UHHWX� 

:XXFQQ\ HKNQIWHQ IHYHQTU WKHNW UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX WKWTXLK WKHNW XHKTTQX� 9KH ;XWFHQN �� 
6TRHXWNH 9NTQHQHH 6WXI\ QFXQHKHI NQ ���� HYFQXFWHI HKNQIWHQ KTW WKHNW FHFIHRNH 

UHWKTWRFQHH FQI XTHNFQ XNNQQX NQ WKH XHKTTQX� 9KH LWTXUX HTQXNXWHI TK HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZHWH 

HNWKHW YNHWNRX TK UK\XNHFQ FEXXH� ZNWQHXXHX WT XUTXXFQ FEXXH� ETWK YNHWNRX TK UK\XNHFQ 

FEXXH FQI ZNWQHXXHX WT XUTXXFQ FEXXH� FQI QHNWKHW YNHWNRX TW ZNWQHXXHX TK XUTXXFQ FEXXH� 

;Q XXRRFW\� WKH IFWF HTQQHHWHI KWTR WKH WHFHKHWX XXLLHXWHI WKFW ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH KFI 

HQHFW HKKHHWX TQ WKH HKNQI'X XTHNFQ FQI FHFIHRNH XNNQQX� FQI UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX (6FZXI� 

3TXWXN� 1FRE� & 6WHWQEHWL� ����)� 

3HHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX FQXT NQHQXIH FQI H[WHQI NQWT WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNUX� 4\ WKH WNRH 

F HKNQI WHFHKHX FITQHXHHQHH FQI HQHTXQWHWX KNX�KHW KNWXW WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNU� 

H[UHHWFWNTQX FQI NQWHWUHWXTQFQ XNNQQX FETXW WKH QFWXWH TK F HQTXH WHQFWNTQXKNU KFYH FQWHFI\ 

EHHQ HXWFEQNXKHI ZNWKNQ WKH KFRNQ\ HTQWH[W� 7HHHQW XWXINHX WHUTWW WKFW RTWH WKFQ KNKW\ 
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UHWHHQW TK FITQHXHHQW IFWNQL WHQFWNTQXKNUX NQHQXIH UK\XNHFQ YNTQHQHH (-H]Q� 0TQNITW� & 

BWNLKW� ����)� ;Q TXW XTHNHW\� YNTQHQHH NQ WKH FITQHXHHQW UTUXQFWNTQ KFX NQHWHFXHI FQTQL 

ZNWK IFWNQL YNTQHQHH� 

6FWNQL YNTQHQHH NX F UFWWHWQ TKYNTQHQW FHWX XUTQ FQTWKHW UHWXTQ ZKNHK HFXXHX 

UK\XNHFQ TW HRTWNTQFQ KFWR NQ F HQTXH WHQFWNTQXKNU EXW QTQ�HTKFENWFWNQL� 3 XWXI\ TK 

WHQFWNTQXKNUX FQI IFWNQL YNTQHQHH ZFX HTQIXHWHI ZNWK KTXW HTQHQXXNTQX� (�) RFQHX FQI 

KHRFQHX ZKT ZHWH KNW E\ F UFWHQW FQI ZNWQHXXHI UFWHQWFQ YNTQHQHH ZHWH RTWH XXEOHHWHI WT 

HTQKQNHW�FLLWHXXNYH XW\QHX TKUWTEQHR XTQYNQL� (�) RFQHX FQI KHRFQHX ZHWH RTWH FHHHUWNQL 

TKIFWNQL YNTQHQHH NK WKH\ KFI ZNWQHXXHI UFWHQWFQ YNTQHQHH TW EHHQ KNW E\ FQ FIXQW� (�) 

EHNQL KNW E\ F RTWKHW ZFX QTW FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK UHWUHWWFWNTQ E\ RFQHX FQI� ( �) KHRFQHX 

ZNWQHXXNQL KFRNQ\ YNTQHQHH ZHWH QHXX HTRRNWWHI WT HTQYHQWNTQFQ FHWNYNWNHX FQI KHQW QHXX 

FWWFHKHI WT WKHNW RTWKHWX (8TXKHH� 4FXRFQ� & 1NQIHW� ����)� 

3HHTWINQL WT XWXINHX E\ 9WF\ & 8TXKHH (����)� WKH KFRNQ\ HQYNWTQRHQW FQI KTZ 

WKH KFRNQ\ XTHNFQN]HX FQI NQWHWFHWX ZNQQ FKKHHW KTZ FITQHXHHQWX ZNQQ WHXUTQI NQ IFWNQL 

WHQFWNTQXKNUX� 0FQ\ WNRHX� IFWNQL WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNQQ RNRNH RFWWNFLH FQI KFRNQ\ YNTQHQHH� 

ZKNHK KFX EHHQ HQTXHQ\ FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK IFWNQL YNTQHQHH� 7[UTXXWH WT UK\XNHFQ FEXXH TW 

XH[XFQ FEXXH FX F HKNQI TW ZNWQHXXNQL ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ KFYH XTRH FXXTHNFWNTQ ZNWK 

IFWNQL YNTQHQHH� 

3X XWFWHI UWHYNTXXQ\� WHQFWNTQXKNU UWTEQHRX FWH HWXHNFQ NQ FXXHXXNQL QTQL�WHWR 

HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ� 3WHFX XXHK FX UFWHQWNQL� FWWFHKRHQW NXXXHX� 

UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX� FQI WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNUX RF\ IHWHWRNQH WKH UTXNWNYH FQI QHLFWNYH 

TXWHTRHX TK WKH QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ 

�� 



5KNQI 3EXXH 

0FQ\ WHXHFWHKHWX FQI UWFHWNWNTQHWX� ZKT ZTWN ZNWK HKNQIWHQ TK EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ� 

YNHZ ZNWQHXXNQL ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FX F KTWR TK HRTWNTQFQ FQI UX\HKTQTLNHFQ FEXXH� 

3QXT� XXHK HKNQIWHQ FWH FW LWHFWHW WNXN TKUK\XNHFQ FQI XH[XFQ FEXXH FX ZHQQ� 

:XLKHX� 3FWNNQXTQ� & 9FWLT (����) XXH WKH WHWR "ITXEQH�ZKFRR\" WT IHXHWNEH 

HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQI ZKT FWH FQXT UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI� 9KHXH 

HKNQIWHQ FWH RTWH QNNHQ\ WT XXKKHW QHLFWNYH UWTEQHRX WKFQ 

HKNQIWHQ ZKT TQQ\ ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH (:XLKHX� HW FQ� ����)� 

;Q KTRHX ZKHWH ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH THHXWX� HKNQIWHQ FWH �� WNRHX RTWH QNNHQ\ WT EH 

UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI FQI QHLQHHWHI HTRUFWHI WT HKNQIWHQ KWTR QTQ�YNTQHQW KTRHX (6HQFWH 

-XINHNFW\ 5TRRNWWHH :HFWNQL �������� FX HNWHI NQ 0FXXFHKXXHWWX 5TFQNWNTQ� ����)� 

3HHTWINQL WT :XLKHX (����)� XNQHH HKNQIWHQ ZKT FWH FEXXHI FQI ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH 

YNTQHQHH RF\ EH QHXX ZHQQ FIOXXWHI WKFQ WKTXH ZK� OXXW ZNWQHXX YNTQHQHH� NW NX NRUTWWFQW NQ 

WHXHFWHK WT HQFXXNK\ HKNQIWHQ NQWT LWTXUX TK FEXXHI FQI QTQ�FEXXHI HFWHLTWNHX� 

;Q FIINWNTQ WT UX\HKTQTLNHFQQ\ EHNQL RFQWWHFWHI� HKNQIWHQ TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH 

FW WNXN KTW UK\XNHFQ FQI XH[XFQ FEXXH� 4TZHQ (����) IHXHWNEHX QNQNX EHWZHHQ XH[XFQ 

FEXXH FQI ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 4K WKH KFRNQNHX WHKHWWHI WT KHW HQNQNH TK UHINFWWNHX� XKH 

WHUTWWHI F ��% UWHYFQHQHH TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NQ WKH HKNQIWHQ WHKHWWHI WT KHW KTW 

XXXUHHWHI XH[XFQ FEXXH� 4K WKH RTWKHWX� ��% H[UHWNHQHHI HKNQIKTTI UK\XNHFQ FEXXH� FQI 

��% KFI H[UHWNHQHHI HKNQIKTTI XH[XFQ FEXXH� 

3HHTWINQL WT XWXINHX E\ 3UUHQ & :TQIHQ (����)� NW KFX EHHQ IHWHWRNQHI WKFW WKHWH 

NX F KNLK WFWH TKTYHWQFU EHWZHHQ ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQI UK\XNHFQ HKNQI FEXXH� ;Q F 

�� 



XXRRFW\ TKRTWH WKFQ �� HRUNWNHFQ XWXINHX� NW NX XKTZQ WKFW ��% WT ��% TK HKNQIWHQ TK 

EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ FWH FQXT UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI (3UUHQ & :TQIHQ� ����)� If NX HQHFW KWTR WKH 

QNWHWFWXWH WKFW HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ FWH FW LWHFWHW WNXN KTW XH[XFQ FQI UK\XNHFQ 

FEXXH� 3HHTWINQL WT 4QFHN� :H\RFQ� FQI 6RNWK 6QHU (���� )� TQH TK WKH EHXW WNXN 

NQINHFWTWX TK HKNQI UK\XNHFQ FEXXH NX H[UTXXWH WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� 

;Q HTQHQXXNTQ� E\ IHKNQNQL FQI INXHXXXNQL ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� WKH HKKHHWX NW KFX TQ 

HKNQIWHQ� FQI NWX XNLQNKNHFQHH WT WKH QTQL WHWR HKKHHWX TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ KFX 

QHI WT F QHHI WT KXWWKHW HWNWNTXH WKNX QNWHWFWXWH NQ F X\XWHRFWNH� WKHTWHWNHFQ ZF\� 9KHWHKTWH� 

WKNX UFUHW ZNQQ H[UFQI NQWT F HWNWNTXH TK WKH HXWWHQW QNWHWFWXWH FQI WHXHFWHK TK WKH QTQL� 

WHWR HKKHHWX TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ E\ XXNQL XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\� 3WHFX TK 

WHHHQW WHXHFWHK� QNRNWFWNTQX TK HXWWHQW WHXHFWHK FQI KXWWKHW WHXHFWHK QHHIHI TQ WKH QTQL� 

WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH ZNQQ EH HWNWNTXHI FQI FQFQ\]HI� 

An OYeUYieZ of 6ocial LeaUning TheoUy 

6THNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ ZFX NQNWNFQQ\ IHWNYHI KWTR QHFWQNQL WKHTWNHX TK WKH 

EHKFYNTWNXW XHKTTQ� 3QWKTXLK XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ LTHX EH\TQI HFWQNHW WKHTWNHX� NW KFX NQ 

HTRRTQ ZNWK WKHR WKH KXQIFRHQWFQ FXXXRUWNTQ WKFW HTQWNQLHQHNHX NQ WKH HQYNWTQRHQW 

UQF\ FQ NRUTWWFQW WTQH NQ LXNINQL EHKFYNTW� 3X 3QEHWW 4FQIXWF (����)� WKH KTXQIHW TK 

XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ XWFWHX� " 8WTR WKH XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL UHWXUHHWNYH� KXRFQ QFWXWH NX 

HKFWFHWHWN]HI FX F YFXW UTWHQWNFQNW\ WKFW HFQ EH KFXKNTQHI E\ XTHNFQ NQKQXHQHHX NQWT F 

YFWNHW\ TK KTWRX" (U���� )� 9KXX� KXRFQX KFYH WKH UTWHQWNFQ WT EH XTHNFQQ\ NQKQXHQHHI NQ 

RFQ\ ZF\X� 3QXT� 4FQIXWF (����) XXLLHXWX WKFW WKNX NQKQXHQHH THHXWX "ZNWKNQ ENTQTLNHFQ 

�� 



QNRNWX" (U����)� I` TWKHW ZTWIX� WKH ENTQTLNHFQ RFNH�XU TK FQ NQINYNIXFQ RF\ INWHHWQ\ 

NQKQXHQHH KTZ WKH H[UHWNHQHH NX TEXHWYHI� 

8XWWKHW� 4FQIXWF XWWHXXHX WKFW XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ ITHX QTW XHH F UHWXTQ FX F 

KHQUQHXX YNHWNR TK HQYNWTQRHQWFQ NQKQXHQHHX� :H ITHX QTW EHQNHYH NQ TYHWXNRUQNK\NQL 

NQINYNIXFQ TW HQYNWTQRHQWFQ KFHWTWX FX FIINQL XU WT TQH'X EHKFYNTW� 3HHTWINQL WT 

WHHNUWTHFQ IHWHWRNQNXR� UHTUQH FWH ETWK UWTIXHHWX FQI UWTIXHWX TK WKHNW HQYNWTQRHQW� 

4FQIXWF (����) XWFWHX WKFW� "4HKFYNTW UFWWQ\ HWHFWHX WKH HQYNWTQRHQW FQI WKH WHXXQWFQW 

HQYNWTQRHQW� NQ WXR� NQKQXHQHHX WKH EHKFYNTW" (U� ��)� 

6THNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ KTHXXHX TQ EHKFYNTWX QHFWQHI ZNWKNQ F XTHNFQ HTQWH[W� If 

UWTUTXHX WKFW UHTUQH QHFWQ KWTR TQH FQTWKHW E\ TEXHWYFWNTQ� RTIHQNQL� FQI NRNWFWNTQ� 

FQTQL ZNWK WKH NRUTWWFQHH TK WHZFWINQL HTQXHTXHQHHX� 1FWHW NQ KNX ZTWN FQI NQINYNIXFQ .
" IHYHQTURHQW� 4FQIXWF KTHXXHI TQ WKH HTLQNWNYH WHYTQXWNTQ� UFWWNHXQFWQ\ UF\NQL FWWHQWNTQ 

WT NQKTWRFWNTQ�UWTHHXXNQL FHWNYNWNHX� 9KNX HTLQNWNYH UWTHHXX RHINFWHX KTW WKH QHFWQHW WKH 

WHQFWNTQXKNU EHWZHHQ RTIHQNQL HYHQWX FQI RFWHKNQL UHWKTWRFQHHX� 9KH KTXW LHQHWFQ 

UWNQHNUQHX TK XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ FWH� ( �) QHFWQNQL E\ TEXHWYFWNTQ� (�) UXQNXKRHQW FQI 

WHNQKTWHHRHQW� (�) HTLQNWNTQ FQI� (�) QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX (F HKFQLH NQ EHKFYNTW)� 

9KH KNWXW LHQHWFQ UWNQHNUQH WKFW RFNHX XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ INKKHWHQW KWTR TWKHW 

QHFWQNQL WKHTWNHX NX QHFWQNQL E\ TEXHWYFWNTQ� 3HTUQH HFQ QHFWQ EHKFYNTWX KWTR RTIHQNQL 

TWKHWX' EHKFYNTW FQI WKH TXWHTRHX TK WKHXH EHKFYNTWX� 9KH TEXHWYHW XHHX WKH RTIHQ EHNQL 

WHNQKTWHHI FQI FXXXRHX KH TW XKH ZTXQI EH XNRNQFWQ\ WHNQKTWHHI� 0TIHQX HFQ XXUUQ\ FQ 

TEXHWYHW ZNWK YNHFWNTXX WHNQKTWHHRHQW (UTXNWNYH WHZFWIX TK FHWNTQX)� 8TW H[FRUQH� NK TQH 

HRUQT\HH XHHX FQTWKHW HRUQT\HH ITNQL F WFXN ZHQQ FQI EHNQL WHZFWIHI KTW WKHNW EHKFYNTW� 

�� 



WKNX RF\ NQKQXHQHH FQTWKHW HRUQT\HH WT IT ZHQQ� 4Q WKH TWKHW KFQI� NK FQ HRUQT\HH NX 

ITNQL UTTWQ\ FW KNX OTE FQI NX KNWHI� WKH TWKHW HRUQT\HH ZNQQ TEXHWYH WKH QHLFWNYH 

HTQXHTXHQHHX TK WKH FHWNTQX TEXHWYHI� 9KNX NX FQ H[FRUQH TK YNHFWNTXX UXQNXKRHQW 

(QHLFWNYH HTQXHTXHQHHX TK FHWNTQX)� 

9KH XHHTQI LHQHWFQ UWNQHNUQH NX UXQNXKRHQW FQI WHNQKTWHHRHQW� 7HNQKTWHHRHQW 

FQI UXQNXKRHQW HFQ THHXW NQ XHYHWFQ ZF\X� XXHK FX TEXHWYNQL WKH RTIHQ EHNQL WHNQKTWHHI 

TW UXQNXKHI� WHNQKTWHHRHQW E\ F WKNWI UHWXTQ� FQI INWHHW WHNQKTWHHRHQWX TW UXQNXKRHQW TK 

WKH NQINYNIXFQ WKWTXLK EHKFYNTWFQ HTQXHTXHQHHX� 5TQWHRUTWFW\ XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL 

UHWXUHHWNYHX KTHXX TQ NQINWHHW HKKHHWX TK QHFWQNQL� UXQNXKRHQW FQI WHNQKTWHHRHQW� FQI WKH 

H[UHHWFWNTQX TK NQKQXHQHNQL HTLQNWNYH UWTHHXXHX� 

9KNX EWNQLX XX WT WKH WKNWI LHQHWFQ UWNQHNUQH� HTLQNWNTQ� 5TLQNWNTQ UQF\X F WTQH NQ 
.... 

QHFWQNQL� 7[UHHWFWNTQX FQI FZFWHQHXX TK KXWXWH WHNQKTWHHRHQWX TW UXQNXKRHQWX HFQ 

KFYH F RFOTW HKKHHW TQ TQH'X EHKFYNTW� 6THNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ RF\ EH HTQXNIHWHI F 

WWFQXNWNTQ EHWZHHQ HFWQNHW QHFWQNQL WKHTWNHX FQI HTLQNWNYH QHFWQNQL WKHTWNHX� 5TLQNWNYH 

KFHWTWX NQ XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL NQHQXIH� TEXHWYFWNTQ- FHWXFQ NRNWFWNTQ- FWWHQWNTQ- H[UHHWFWNTQX 

FETXW WKH HTQXHTXHQHHX- NQKQXHQHHX KWTR WKH HQYNWTQRHQW- FQI QNYH TW X\RETQNH RTIHQX� 

3HHTWINQL WT XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\� WKH EHKFYNTW FQI NWX TXWHTRHX WHNQKTWHH F 

HKNQI'X HTLQNWNYH UWTHHXX� 9KNX EWNQLX XX WT WKH KTXWWK LHQHWFQ UWNQHNUQH TK XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL 

WKHTW\� QHFWQNQL F EHKFYNTW HFQ THHXW ZNWKTXW F HKFQLH NQ EHKFYNTW� 1HFRNQL F EHKFYNTW 

RF\ TW RF\ QTW EH XKTZQ NQ UHWKTWRFQHH� 9KH TEXHWYHW NX WHNQKTWHHI E\ F WKNWI UHWXTQ� 

5HWWFNQ HTQINWNTQX FWH QHHHXXFW\ KTW QHFWQNQL TW RTIHQNQL EHKFYNTWX WT THHXW� 
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9KH KTXW HTQINWNTQX QHHHXXFW\ KTW RTIHQNQL WT THHXW NQHQXIH� ( �) WT UF\ FWWHQWNTQ 

WT WKH EHKFYNTW� (�) WKH FENQNW\ WT WHRHREHW WKH EHKFYNTW (WHWHQWNTQ)� (�) WKH FENQNW\ WT 

WHUQNHFWH TW UWTIXHH WKH EHKFYNTW FQI� ( �) RTWNYFWNTQ WT IHRTQXWWFWH WKH EHKFYNTW� 

8TW H[FRUQH� KTW F EHKFYNTW WT EH QHFWQHI TW WHNQKTWHHI� WKH UHWXTQ KFX WT EH 

UF\NQL FWWHQWNTQ� 0FQ\ YFWNFEQHX HFQ NQKQXHQHH WKH FRTXQW TK FWWHQWNTQ F EHKFYNTW 

FWWWFHWX� 8TW H[FRUQH ZNWK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� WKH FLH TK WKH HKNQI FQI KNX TW KHW 

HTLQNWNYH FENQNWNHX RF\ UQF\ F HWXHNFQ WTQH NQ WKH QHYHQ TK FWWHQWNTQ WKH HKNQI NX HFUFEQH TK 

WHWFNQNQL� 9KNX QHFIX WT WKH XHHTQI HTQINWNTQ QHHHXXFW\ KTW F EHKFYNTW WT EH QHFWQHI� 

WHWHQWNTQ� 3LFNQ� NQ ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� WKH FLH TK WKH HKNQI NX HWXHNFQ� IX WKH HKNQI 

HTQWNQXHX WT EH H[UTXHI WT WKH EHKFYNTW� KH TW XKH RF\ KFYH F EHWWHW HKFQHH TK WHWFNQNQL F 

RHRTW\ TK WKH YNTQHQHH� 

9KH WKNWI HTQINWNTQ KTW F EHKFYNTW WT EH QHFWQHI NX NK WKH UHWXTQ NX FEQH WT UWTIXHH 

WKH EHKFYNTW� 3LFNQ� ZNWK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH� NK WKH HKNQI NX WTT \TXQL WT FHW TXW WKHXH 

EHKFYNTWX FQI WKH HQYNWTQRHQW NX QTW HTQIXHNYH WT WKNX� WKH EHKFYNTW RF\ QTW FUUHFW 

NRRHINFWHQ\� 3X WKH HKNQI RFWXWHX� KNX FENQNW\ WT FHW TXW EHKFYNTWX NQHWHFXHX� 9KXX� WKH 

EHKFYNTW RF\ THHXW QFWHW NQ WKH HKNQI'X QNKH XXHK FX FITQHXHHQHH TW FIXQWKTTI� 9KNX NX 

ZKHWH UWTIXHNQL WKH EHKFYNTW EHHTRHX FUUFWHQW NQ IHWHWRNQNQL WKH QTQL�WHWR HKKHHWX TK 

ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ 

9KH KTXWWK HTQINWNTQ QHHHXXFW\ KTW F QHFWQHI EHKFYNTW NX RTWNYFWNTQ� 9KNX 

HTQINWNTQ FQXT WHQNHX TQ RFQ\ TWKHW YFWNFEQHX� 3LFNQ� XXNQL ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FX FQ 

H[FRUQH� FX WKH HKNQI RFWXWHX FQI KNX�KHW FENQNW\ WT FHW TXW EHKFYNTWX NQHWHFXHX� WKH HKNQI 

RF\ EH NQ F EHWWHW UTXNWNTQ WT IHKHQI WKH RTWKHW KWTR WKH FEXXHW� 3QXT� KH TW XKH RF\ 
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resort to violence in other areas ofhis or her life� )epending on the child's biological 

make�up� the outcomes ofhow a child reacts may vary from one child to another� )or 

example� a child who is less aggressive may· walk away from conflict� whereas a child 

who is internally more aggressive may choose to participate in the conflict either 

emotionally or physically� 

7he presence of the four conditions necessary in learning behaviors vary from one 

person to another� 7he circumstances� environments� and supportive or non�supportive 

relationships may play a role in how a behavior is not only learned but also acted upon� 

7hese issues will be addressed in this paper� along with how a person is able to be 

proactive in changing negative behaviors and relearning and replacing old behaviors with 

new positive behaviors� 
-"ai 

.n order for a person to be proactive in replacing old behaviors with new positive 

behaviors� the person must learn to demonstrate self�regulation� 8elf�regulation or self� 

monitoring leads to attaining self�efficacy (having control over events)� )or example� 

another area of%andura's work in social learning theory is the role the selfplays in 

evaluation and regulation ofbehavior� %andura believes that a person incorporates 

societal standards and monitors his or her self (self�monitoring�self�regulation) in keeping 

in line with these standards� 7he self regulates the behavior even in the absence of 

external reinforcement� $gain using domestic violence as an example� there may come a 

time in a child's life when self�monitoring will be necessary to control behaviors� 

$n outcome of self�regulation�self�monitoring is self�efficacy� 7his is described 

as an individuals' belief that he or she can exercise some control over the events that will 
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influence his or her life (%andura� ����)� 5eople are more likely to engage in behaviors 

they can execute successfully and gain self�efficacy� 7he individual's prior history 

affects whether the person will have low self�efficacy� or high self�efficacy� $ person 

with low self�efficacy may avoid challenges and opportunities� whereas a person with 

high self�efficacy will seek out better opportunities and promote future efforts for 

experimentation� 8elf�efficacy can be achieved through self�regulation� self�instructions� 

self�monitoring� and self�reinforcement (8ee page �� in this text)� 

)or example� with domestic violence� once children are removed from the 

domestic violence or eventually leave the environment� they may start to experience 

settings in which they can positively learn to exercise more control over their lives� 7his 

may happen in educational settings� $lso� if the mother leaves the abuse and is 
···~ 

motivationally and positively proactive in her life� the child may start to feel safety and 

security� 7his may bring the child closer to achieving high self�efficacy� 4n the other 

hand� if the child exhibits low self�efficacy� this may lead to detrimental long�term effects 

of witnessing domestic violence� 

.n summary� these four general principles of social learning theory will be used in 

this paper as they relate to the long�term effects ofwitnessing domestic violence on 

children� $fter critiquing the current literature on children witnessing domestic violence� 

this paper will then discuss future research suggestions from this critique� 
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6nchak LeaqmhmJ 7Kenqx amd Dnlershc Vhnkemce 

1eaming %y 4bservation 

4ne of the three general principles of social learning theory is learning by 

observation� 7his principle is based upon the belief that people can learn behaviors and 

outcomes of these behaviors by observing others� 7he steps involved in the modeling 

process are attention� retention� reproduction� and motivation� )or example� to learn a 

behavior� (�) one has to be paying attention� (�) one must retain or remember the 

behavior that gained the person's attention� (�) the person observing the behavior has to 

be able to reproduce it and� ( �) motivation must be present in order to model the behavior 

(8ee page �� in this text)� 

$ccording to social learning theory� if children witness domestic violence� they 

may repeat this behavior� 8hort�term effects may include aggressive behavior among 

siblings or at school in social situations� 1ong term effects may include repeating the 

observed behavior in adult relationships� such as fighting among peers or using violence 

in an intimate relationship� 

%andura was responsible for hundreds of studies done in reference to social 

learning theory and the environment and behavior� and a person's psychological 

processes� 4ne ofhis groups of studies that stands out the most is the "hobo doll studies" 

(a hobo doll is a punching doll)� $ film was presented to kindergarten children of a girl 

punching a hobo doll� $fter the children watched the film� they were sent in a room to 

play with a hobo doll� 7he children copied the behavior they had observed on the film 
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and started to punch the hobo doll� %andura concluded that learning by observation is 

crucial� 

7hough hobo doll studies show modeling aggressive behaviors and learning by 

observation� its association with domestic violence has not been studied� :ould children 

from domestically violent homes react differently than children from non�violent homes$ 

8tudies have not been done on children who witness domestic violence in comparison 

with children who have not witnessed domestic violence� $lso� just because the children 

modeled the behavior with the hobo doll in this environment� does not mean they will do 

this at home or on the playground� 

:ith social learning theory attention� retention� motor reproduction� and 

motivation must be present for an individual to successfully model the behavior of 
~ 

someone else� )o these hobo doll studies take into account the retention rate� the severity 

of the behavior� and the duration of the modeled behavior over a longer period of time$ 

4ther studies have been done� but have they been applied to battered women$ 8o far� it 

is unclear what the long�term effects may be� )uture research in this area may be 

relevant to understanding the short�term effects and long�term effects ofwitnessing 

domestic violence� 

)or example� future research in learning by observation may focus on 

circumstantial differences of domestic violence� such as the severity and duration of the 

domestic violence along with short�term effects and long�term effects� using longitudinal 

studies over long periods of time� 8ocial learning theory would suggest that if children 

witness domestic violence� the children will in tum learn to use violence� 8everal 
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researchers have attempted to test this hypothesis and some studies suggest that modeling 

a behavior such as domestic violence in the home is a significant predictor ofa child's 

violent behavior� 

)or example� 8inger (����) did a study on ����� children and teenagers and 

found that recent exposure to domestic violence in the home was a significant factor in 

predictions ofa child's behavior displaying violence� $gain� this study may be profound 

for short�term effects� but may not prove long�term effects on children witnessing 

domestic violence� 1earning by observation and modeling this behavior ( domestic 

violence) in the future or in the child's future adult relationships is fertile ground for 

longitudinal studies in future research� 

:hether studies of children who witness domestic violence and its effects are 
--+++ 

short or long�term� can children relearn new� non�violent behaviors$ )o they want to 

relearn behaviors$ 7ecent workshops (4ntario 5sychological )oundation� ����) have 

noted that adolescent survivors of family violence are very open to discussions in the 

schools and creative with their ideas to change or learn appropriate behavior� 8ocial 

learning theory suggests that in learning by observation� improvement can be made from 

effective modeling that teaches new behaviors and promotes self�efficacy� 7his gives the 

students self�confidence towards learning new positive behaviors� 

7eachers demonstrating and modeling appropriate behaviors may accomplish 

relearning by observation through education� Ifchildren ofdomestic violence are taught 

poor coping skills and resolution� this may carry over into their lives outside the 

home environment when dealing with stressful situations� events� and people� +owever� 
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if teachers and parents could model appropriate behaviors and also monitor themselves to 

avoid modeling inappropriate behaviors� this may be a start in children's behavior� 

%y modeling� teachers can expose the students in educational settings to 

appropriate models with group sessions� group therapy� role�playing� and a variety of 

other models to break down traditional stereotypes� 7his may help students to believe 

they are capable ofaccomplishing these tasks� It is important for the teacher to relay to 

the student confidence�building messages and set realistic expectations� $s the 

adolescent is in the process ofrelearning appropriate behaviors� he or she is gaining self� 

confidence and self�esteem� %y sharing their experiences with others� this reaffirms their 

value as individuals� leading to self�efficacy� 

.n the school environment and other environments outside the home� the children 
� 'i\� 

ofdomestic violence are exposed to� children may observe other adults who do not use 

force and intimidation as a means of control� 7hey may learn�from these positive roles 

models that aggressive behavior is not universal� 4n the other hand� children from 

domestic violent homes may be socially isolated and not be able to witness other families 

in healthy environments� $s women and their children remove themselves from the 

violent environment� new learning and behaviors are experienced when they become 

exposed to positive alternatives and models� (ither way� learning by observation can 

have positive or negative outcomes� 

4ften times during a violent episode in the home� constructive negotiating and 

conflict resolution is lacking� 7hese children do not usually have the opportunity to 

witness constructive ways ofresolving conflict and the positive consequences or 
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outcomes� $ccording to social learning theory� people learn by observation and the 

outcomes of these observations� 7hus� when children in domestic violent families do not 

observe and learn positive negotiation strategies� they may be at a disadvantage for 

learning appropriate strategies for resolving conflict� $ positive change in behavior may 

occur once the children are away from the violence� )or example� studies by :idom 

(����) followed child victims of family violence throughout their lives� 7he study 

concluded that many children of domestic violence manage to overcome earlier adversity 

and carry on to lead productive non�violent lives� :ith appropriate modeling behaviors 

from peers and adults after the child has been removed from the domestic violence� 

children who witness domestic violence may begin to relearn appropriate behaviors� 

5unishment and 7einforcement 

$ccording to social learning theory� reinforcement and punishment have an 

indirect effect on learning� +owever� they are not the main cause of the�behavior� 7he 

behavior may be reinforced by positive outcomes of the removal of consequences� Ifone 

pays attention to the outcomes of the modeled behaviors� this will play a role in how the 

person chooses to act or react to situations� 

$gain� keeping in mind that social learning theory applies to learning and 

relearning behaviors� children who witness domestic violence may learn the outcomes of 

these behaviors by punishment or reinforcement� Ifthe abuse gets positive results� this 

may teach the child that violence and intimidation gets a desired outcome� Ifwomen 

choose to stay� this may appear to the children that the abuser accomplished the goal of 
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power and intimidation� Ifthe mother chooses to leave the domestic violence� the longer 

she is away from the violence� the more control she may gain over her environment� 

4ver time� she may learn new reactions to behaviors� thus gaining more control over her 

and her children's environment� 

$lso� if children witness domestic violence� they may learn from the victim's 

behavior the consequences� reinforcements� or punishments from the behavior� If the 

child observes negative consequences for the abuser� the child may learn that one is 

punished for his or her behavior� .n the short and long term effects of domestic violence� 

the children may learn that appropriate behavior gets positive results and negative 

behavior has consequences and punishment� 4n the other hand� if the abuser gets 

positive results� the child may use negative behavior to get his or her way in the future as 

a result of the reinforcement and punishment ofwitnessing of domestic violence� 

8afety and security play an important role in the adjustment of children exposed 

to domestic violence� If the police are involved in a domestic dispute� the child may learn 

from this third person that the police will help and protect them� 7his reinforces security 

and safety to a child� without the child necessarily showing a change in behavior� 4n the 

other hand� if children see that the police do not help them� they may not be able to trust 

police and other adult role models in the future� If the child witnesses the mother getting 

help from the police� this may reinforce to the child that they are not helpless� 7his may 

give the child security internally without a change in behavior� $lso� if the child sees the 

mother getting help from a third person� the child may feel relief and hope from the 

situation� $gain� this does not have to include a change in the child's behavior� 
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:nfortunately� there is little research ofpolice behavior in dealing with domestic 

violence and the effects it has on children� 8ome examples for future research in this area 

may include studies ofhow the father being arrested effects the children short and long� 

term� $nother area for future research would be the effects on the children if the father 

were in a program for non�violence� or how the punishment of the father affects the 

children� 

8ubsequently� if the children see the abuser being punished and sent to prison� this 

may cause negative effects for the children emotionally� physically� and in terms of 

economic disadvantages for the children and their mother� $lternatively� this may 

reinforce the children cognitively who witnesses domestic violence that bad behavior is 

associated with negative consequences� 4r� if the father is in prison� the children may 
~ -

have economic issues and self�esteem issues because they are with a father in prison� by 

themselves and their peers� 

7his is an area that has little research and may be fertile ground for future 

research� such as research with families where the abuser is in prison as punishment for 

the domestic violence and how the children are adjusting to the situation� 7esearch may 

begin with the children's adjustment academically� socially� peer relationships and peer 

pressure� alcohol and drug abuse� criminal activity� and economics� 

1ack of 1ong 7erm (ffects 

:sing social learning behavior as evidence that behaviors can be learned� they 

may also be unlearned� 7his may be why some negative effects of domestic violence 
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subside over time once the children have been removed from the situation� 7his would fit 

the social learning theory� )or example� a new learning environment� modeling mentors� 

and safe positive family support may play a crucial role in the recovery ofwitnessing 

domestic violence� $gain� future research of the long�term effects ofdomestic violence 

may be helpful by using two domestic violence groups� one group of children still living 

in domestic violence and one group that has been removed from the domestic violence in 

comparison to a group of children who have never been exposed to domestic violence� 

7he longer the children are away from the domestic violence� the better adjusted 

they may become and will hopefully have a stronger chance of recovery and diminished 

effects of the violence� 7he short and long term effects of domestic violence on children 

may be positively addressed by using social learning theory� such as relearning behaviors 
· ~ 

and appropriate modeling� 

)uring a summary of expert testimony in the :�8� )istrict (ourt� (astern )istrict 

of1ew <ork� )r� (van 8tark testified to a lengthy and well�substantiated opinion that� 

"(hildren rarely experience long�term effects from witnessing domestic violence�" +e 

testified that "one of the most dramatic experiences that advocates of the domestic 

violence movement have had is watching problems that seem to be quite profound and 

clinically significant abate after a relatively short period of safety ��� and security was 

provided�" (1ational (oalition )or (hild 5rotection 7eform) 

8tark also cited studies which demonstrated that among children exposed to the 

most severe type ofdomestic violence� well over ��% and sometimes over ��% tested 

were self�confident� were psychologically normal� had positive images of themselves� 
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and were emotionally well off� $s stated previously� (8ee page � in this text) children 

staying at the shelter for battered women showed some negative symptoms� but 

they significantly decreased after leaving the shelter and were no longer being exposed to 

the domestic violence� 

7he research of 8tark may also be of significance to social learning theory in that 

if children witness domestic violence� we could hypothesize that they may 

internally become passive�aggressive in their child and adult years� Ifchildren are shown 

to be well adjusted in their adult years� this would contradict other research that these 

children may show strong tendencies ofpassive�aggressive behavior in their adult years� 

4n the other hand� since research oflong�term effects is limited� it is hard to predict the 

outcomes of future behavior of the children witnessing domestic violence (1ational 
� '�\� 

(oalition for (hild 5rotection 7eform)� 

$lso� further research is needed in the area ofpassive�aggressive behaviors among 

children who witness domestic violence� $lthough children exposed to the most severe 

type of domestic violence are thought to have a stronger chance ofbecoming violent as 

adults� �����% of children in these situations do not become delinquents� do not develop 

drug or alcohol problems� and about ��% do not become violent adults (1ational 

(oalition )or (hild 5rotection 7eform)� 7he national average rate ofjuvenile 

arrests in ���� was ��% of all crimes� drug abuse��%� and alcohol abuse �% (/uvenile 

/ustice %ulletin� ����)� 7his confirms the findings under short�term externalizing 

relationships discussed earlier (8ee page � �)� 
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$nother study by :olfe et al� (����) suggests that children monitored in the 

battered women's shelters showed high percentages ofhaving fewer negative symptoms� 

and even above�average strengths in adjustment and social competence� 7his study done 

on women and children in domestic violence shelters focused on the immediate distress 

of the women and their children� 7his does not necessarily demonstrate an accurate 

overall picture of the child's short and long term behaviors associated with witnessing 

domestic violence� )uture studies are needed in this area and in defining social learning 

theory and its association with children who witness domestic violence� $gain� research 

is needed on children leaving the shelter and the domestic violence over a longer period 

of time� 

$ study of+ughes and 1uke (����) investigated children in a battered women's 
-• "0-

shelter and the effects of children's exposure to domestic violence� such as 

maladjustment� 7he research indicates that a significant percentage ofwomen and 

children exhibit low levels of distress and no evidence ofmaladjustment at all� +owever� 

this does not necessarily mean that these children will not experience problems of 

maladjustment later in life� 7he domestic violence may have affected the children in other 

ways� 7he children may be experiencing difficulties in areas not present in the study such 

as personality disorders or 578)� $gain� future research of the long�term effects of 

witnessing domestic violence is crucial� 

$s +ughes and 1uke ( ����) concluded in their study of children in battered 

women's shelters� a high percentage of these children did not exhibit maladjustment at 

all� $gain� this may be because the child is buffered with coping strategies or personality 
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traits that lower the risk ofnegative effects in witnessing domestic violence� $nother 

thought may be that the children are already fe~ling a sense of safety and relief once they 

enter the battered women's shelter with their mother� 7his brings us to the point of the 

mother leaving the domestic violence� 7he mother understanding the child's fears may 

lessen the impact ofwitnessing domestic violence� 7herefore� the long�term effects this 

will have on children who witness domestic violence may decline over time� 

7he study by +ughes and 1uke (����) still indicates that the women and children 

in the shelter reported the absence of significant symptomatology which speaks to a 

certain level of resiliency of the children residing in the shelters� 5rotective factors may 

have a great effect in the children and their ability to cope well and be resilient to 

negative behaviors� %uffers such as parental support and positive coping strategies may 
"4+ 

be ofgreat importance to the long�term effects ofwitnessing domestic violence� 

8ocial learning theory suggests that relearning positive behaviors in place of 

negative behaviors over time may be a strong buffer for children in limiting the short ot 

long�term effects of domestic violence� )uture research on the long�term effects of 

domestic violence and the buffers that help children lessen the negative effects of 

domestic violence would be beneficial� 

.n fact� studies by (ampbell et al� (����)� +olden et al� (����)� and :olfe et al� 

( ����) have shown that women's distress declined significantly even after the women left 

the battered women's shelter� 7hese studies found that although the mothers who resided 

at the shelter had more health problems� such as anxiety and depression� their children did 

not differ in externalizing problems from children who previously resided at the shelter� 
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+owever� when compared to six months after leaving the shelter� the children's 

externalizing problems and the mother's distress both showed lower levels� 

$ similar study by :are� /ouriles� 8piller� 2c)onald� 8wank� and 1orwood 

(����) compared to these studies also showed the same results but found that children's 

external problems stayed the same but internalizing problems declined after six months of 

the departure from the battered women's shelter� 

$gain� a high quality relationship with the custodial parent may contribute to the 

positive adjustment of the children� )or example� internal change may lead to short�term 

and long�term effects on children� such as attachment issues� It has been shown that 

mothers who are consistently sensitive� who cooperative with their children� and who 

recognize children's behavioral cues are more likely to have securely attached children 
···~ 

than mothers who display less positive interactions with their children ()rosch et al�� 

����� 5ederson 2oran� ����)� 7here is little research of attachment in the area of 

battered women in comparison to families without physical violence and also in 

comparison to families experiencing martial conflict aside from physical violence� 

.n my own personal life and the lives ofwomen . personally know who have left 

the domestic violence with their children� the women and children have gone on to have 

very satisfying and productive lives� . have witnessed the strong love and strength these 

women have for themselves and for their children to insure the most safe and secure 

environment the child could have under these circumstances� :ith the mother being 

sensitive to the needs of the child and setting a good example of coping skills� this may 

teach children of domestic violence survival skills and future coping skills� 
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1ittle research has been done not only on the negative effects of physical marital 

violence� but also on the importance of children being exposed to other forms ofmarital 

aggression such as insults� threats� and throwing objects� $lthough it is important not to 

disregard the effects on children who witness physical marital aggression� it is also 

important to be aware of other forms of aggression in the home environment and the 

long�term effects this may have on children who witness the aggression� 

$ccording to many researchers (/ouriles� %arling� and 4'1eary� ����� :olfe� 

/affe� :ilson� Zak� ����)� it appears that the effects of children witnessing other forms 

ofmarital aggression� aside from physical marital violence� is just as important as the 

frequency ofphysical marital violence in predicting a child's behavioral problems short 

and long�term� 7his research adds to a growing body ofknowledge that researchers need 
- 4+ 

to go beyond the incidence and frequency ofphysical martial violence in assessing the 

long�term �effects on children who witness different levels of aggression in the home� 

1ew research may focus on children witnessing aggression in the home environment 

without physical marital violence� 

$lso� research in the area ofmarital aggression and physical marital aggression 

may need to be narrowed down to samples of different groups of children's 

environments� :ith social learning theory� it is important to pay close attention to the 

four areas ( attention� retention� motor reproduction� and motivation) necessary for a 

change in behavior of the children who witness marital aggression� such as� the attention 

level or age of the child� if the child was able to retain the event and how much� if the 

child is physically capable of repeating the behavior (the child may be acting out 
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aggression in other ways internally or externally)� and what motivators the child may or 

may not have to repeat the violence� which may lead to the long�term effects of domestic 

violence on the children� 

(hange .n %ehavior 

8ocial learning theory poses the question ofleaming a behavior without a change 

in behavior� .n other words� a person who observes a behavior may learn that behavior 

but still not show it in his or her performance� 1eaming may or may not result in a 

change in behavior� :itnessing domestic violence may not pose long�term external 

behavioral effects but may pose internal changes� 8ocial learning theory suggests that one 

might have internal changes or more subtle problems without a change in behavior� )or 
·� 

example� there may be cognitive arrd attitudinal changes or self�esteem changes� but not 

behavioral changes� 

It is not certain that children exposed to domestic violence will act out 

inappropriate behaviors in the present and future� $ccording to social learning theory� a 

behavior can be learned by observation alone without an immediate change in behavior� 

but which could lead to problems later in life when the child becomes an adult� 1earned 

behaviors may start to surface at this time� although they were not manifest in the past� 

$ccording to studies done by (ummings (����) and *raham %ermann (����)� 

children may be developing beliefs and behavioral patterns that may put them at a greater 

risk for problems with psychological or interpersonal relationships� $lso� studies done by 

(dleson ( ����) show that children who witness domestic violence have a stronger chance 
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ofexhibiting emotional� behavioral� cognitive� and longer�term developmental problems 

than children from non�violent homes� .n contrast� he also goes on to state that significant 

percentages of children who witness domestic violence show no negative effects� despite 

witnessing repeated violence� 

4ne problem with these studies is the behavior may be learned by the children 

without a change in their behavior� If the children witness domestic violence� will they 

model the behavior short�term� long�term� or at all$ )uture research is needed with 

internal changes and subtle changes in children who witness domestic violence� 2ost 

research outcomes measure violence and behavioral problems� 

$lso� if children are physically abused� they may grow up to abuse their children 

as adults� 7his may be considered an example of a delayed behavior that may appear in 
·~ 

the future because of earlier exposure to witnessing domestic violence� 7o the contrary� 

a summary of this research suggests that children may end up being well�adjusted adults� 

+owever� if they were physically abused as children they may be more susceptible to 

abusing their children� 7oe current research mainly cannot clearly track this relationship 

because of so many extenuating variables� 

$nother area of the long�term effects of domestic violence on children that is still 

unclear is 5ost 7raumatic 8tress )isorder� 7oe symptoms of 578) may not appear until 

much later in life� or they may appear in a shorter amount of time� (8ee page �� in this 

text) 7oe outcomes of witnessing domestic violence and long term effects such as 578) 

require future studies on the severity and duration of the domestic violence� $nother 

area to keep in mind is the personality of the child and how susceptible the child may be 
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to trauma� 4ther areas of interest for future research may include the adjustment of the 

mother� the mother leaving the domestic violence� and children who receive counseling� 

$ change in behavior can occur in the children if� for example� children observe 

the parents' reactions ofnegative and positive ways of coping with stress and conflict� 

4bserving resolution after witnessing the violence may have positive effects on children� 

(hildren may learn resolution techniques and problem solving skills by observing how 

the parents resolve conflict after the violence has occurred� or the lack thereof� (8ee page 

�� in this text) 

$lternatively� if the mother chooses to leave the domestic violence� the child may 

observe the ways the mother copes with the stress and conflict of leaving and starting 

over� +opefully these would be positive ways to cope with the stress and conflict� which 
"3 

in tum may influence the behavior of the child� 

.n fact� according to (ummings ( ����)� resolution has been shown to be ofgreat 

importance to reducing the negative impact on children who witness marital discord� 7his 

research has shown that children who observe resolution between the parents 

after conflict will resume their base level ofdistress and aggression before the incidents 

occurred� If the background anger and conflict between the parents is completely 

resolved� the children's reactions after the incidence are comparable to reactions of 

entirely friendly interactions ((ummings� %allard� (l�8heikh� and 1ake� ����� 

(ummings� 8impson� :ilson� ����)� 7his adds to a growing body ofknowledge that 

researchers need to go beyond the incidence and frequency ofphysical marital violence 
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in assessing the long�term effects on children who witness different levels of aggression 

in the home� 

$gain� new research may focus on children witnessing aggression in the home 

environment without physical marital violence� or severe vs� mild violence which may 

include pushing� $ccording to social learning theory� behaviors can be learned and also 

be learned without a change i~ behavior� 7his leads us to the area of cognitive thinking 

and how children who witness domestic violence may respond and interpret issues and 

outcomes� 

1earning and processing cognitions can be learned without a change in 

performance� Ifone is paying attention to the modeling� he or she may start to interpret 

expectations and consequences cognitively� 7he person� the behavior� and the 
~ 

environment can have an influence on cognitive thinking� 

(ognitions 

$s a former victim of spousal abuse� it is my belief that the longer the child is 

away from the domestic violence� the more time the child will have to experience and 

replace� or relearn� new positive behaviors from him or herself and others� perhaps due to 

cognitive processes� 

8ocial learning theory suggests changes in cognitive thinking will occur as a 

result ofobserving and living the negative consequences ofdomestic violence� (hildren 

removed from domestic violence may start to relearn new acceptable behaviors and 
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coping skills associated with being further away from the violence and by being in a 

positive environment� 

)or example� when children witness domestic violence� they may cognitively 

learn to view women as inferior and weak� .n contrast� if the mother leaves the domestic 

violence� the children may view their mother and other women as strong individuals� $s 

the mother gains strength and safety for herself and her children� she can pass this 

confidence along to the child� 7he mother is� hopefully� cognitively changing her 

behaviors and beliefs about the domestic violence and her value in society� which may 

have a positive impact on the children� 7he impact of the mother is important to the child 

of domestic violence� .n fact� studies indicate that there are no clear differences in the 

gender of the child pertaining to the long�term effects of domestic violence ((hrensaft� 
~ 

(ohen� %rown� 8mailes� (hen� and /ohnson� ����)� 7his may be because the mother is 

usually the main caretaker for the children� 

$gain� the mother and chil_d experience new conditions and behaviors from being 

away from a threatening environment� $s the mother and child experience positive 

outcomes� they begin to build trust and hope� :hen the mother becomes motivated and 

empowered� she sets an example for the child that is invaluable� 7he mother is also 

demonstrating new social learning behaviors and using them to her and her children's 

advantage� )or example� if the mother uses appropriate parenting skills and appropriate 

punishment� the children may begin to develop a sense ofnormalcy and trust� 

7he mother's choice to leave the domestic violence� or stay in the violent 

environment this could play a role in a child's decision making process now and in the 
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future� If the children witness their mother being abused and not leaving the situation� this 

may teach the child that the mother deserves to be abused� and the child may grow up to 

be abused as an adult� or to abuse others� 4n the other hand� if the children see the 

mother leave the situation� they may cognitively learn strength and power� 7hey may not 

tolerate unacceptable behavior as adults� If the mother leaves� the child may feel 

security� safety� and trust� 7his may carry over into short and long�term behaviors as 

children and adults� 

(mery (����) suggested from reviewing studies that having a warm� loving 

relationship with one parent will mitigate� but not eliminate� the negative effects of 

domestic violence on children� $gain� according social learning theory� the child may 

become cognitively aware that by leaving the domestic violence� the environment has 
"q 

changed for the better and the children and their mother may start to experience feelings 

of safety and security� 7his may teach the child that there are positive rewards from the 

mother's actions ofleaving the violence and empowering her life and the lives ofher 

children� $gain� with social learning theory� the child may see the negative consequences 

that may develop for the batterer who is no longer in control of the home environment� 

$gain� more research is needed in the area ofhow women and children continue 

to grow as a result from leaving the domestic violence� 7esearch could focus on the 

motivation and empowerment ofnew or old cognitive beliefs of children� both as children 

and adults� when the children are removed from the domestic violence and hopefully 

exposed to a positive environment for a long period of time� $lthough children may 
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observe domestic violence� once removed from the violent environment� their symptoms 

of internalizing and externalizing behaviors may decline� 

8ocial learning theory suggests changes in cognitive thinking from observing and 

living the negative consequences of domestic violence� especially when the children 

leave their homes to go to a shelter for battered women� 7his is another adjustment 

for the children� but may prove to be a positive start in the direction ofliving a safe life 

for both the mother and the children� 

*rych and )incham ( ����) compared cognitive relationships of children 

witnessing marital conflict and children who witness domestic violence� %oth groups of 

children were affected by blaming themselves for the marital conflict or fearing that one 

partner would leave the home� 7he intensity� frequency� and resolution of conflict had 
·~· 

less of an impact on the two groups of children than the fear of a parent leaving or the 

children blaming themselves� 7he children who witnessed domestic violence had more 

fear of the argument escalating and tended to intervene with the parents� +owever� in 

this study� it is unclear which potential causes is the true source of the child's problem� .s 

it the anxiety and depression of the parent or child� the child's fear of escalation� the 

parent leaving� or perhaps an emotional disturbance originating in the child� that causes 

the problems$ 4r� is it actually witnessing the violence that causes the child's problems$ 

It is important to recognize the cognitions of the children experiencing marital 

conflict or domestic violence� 7o address this area using self�regulation and self�efficacy� 

it has been shown that adolescents can be excellent partners with each other in changing 
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prevailing cognitions of family violence (7utledge� ����)� 7ole playing in educational 

settings� group therapy� and cognitive therapy can all be effective in changing cognitions� 

8trong social support from friends and the community helps the children who 

witness domestic violence gain some level of power over their lives� $s the victim gains 

more power over his or her life� the process of empowerment will continue to progress 

and strengthen� 

8ocial learning theory says that behaviors can be relearned and changed� 

(ducation for battered women is essential� $dvocates for battered women have sought 

change through services such as shelters� support groups� economic assistance� and 

influencing law enforcement about domestic violence� 5owerless individuals can gain 

power with access to these resources� 
··~ 

)or example� +all (����) suggested that "empowering changes in women's 

attitudes result in new values that motivate women to participate more actively in broader 

social contexts�" (p���)� 7esearch has indicated that empowering women helps them to 

leave the violence ()avis 8rinivasan� ����)� 

$s the mother gains control over her life and her children� she may inadvertently 

lessen the long�term effects of domestic violence on her children� $s a result ofleaving 

the domestic violence� the mother may experience a lower level of depression� $nother 

example of a protective buffer for the mother is her level of education� If the mother has 

options of strong employment and a strong income� this will serve as a protective buffer 

for the children� (motional stability and the mother's higher level of education� may 

serve as protection to the children against otherwise negative outcomes (*armezy� ����� 
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*raham�%ermann� %anyard� (oupet� (gler� 2attis� ����� 2asten (oatsworth� ����� 

2asten� 2iliotis� *raham�%ermann� 7amirez� 1eman� ����� 8ameroff 8eifer� 

����)� 4ther protective elements in the environment include socioeconomic status� 

parenting styles� and peer and sibling relationships (7utter� ����� 8ameroff� ����)� 

5arenting� 8ocial 7elationships and 8upport 

5ositive parenting and forming positive attachments between the child and the 

parent is crucial to a child's development� 5arenting and attachments as well as social 

relationships are at risk for children who live and witness domestic violence� 7here is a 

definite need for studies in areas ofparenting and social relationships as it identifies with 

the long�term effects on children of domestic violence� 
4+ 

$ccording to social learning theory� learning a behavior involves many different 

aspects and circumstances� )uture research may include studies comparing children 

witnessing domestic violence with children who have strong attachments or strong 

support systems and relationships outside the home� 4ther areas that may be significant 

in short�term and long�term effects ofdomestic violence on children is the duration� 

severity� frequency of witnessing the domestic violence� and personality disorders� 7his 

is significant with social learning theory because of the four conditions (attention� 

retention� producticm� and motivation) necessary for modeling to occur� $gain� these 

areas are fertile grounds for future research� 

$lso� future research is needed in children who have been away from the 

domestic violence for a long period of time� $ccording to social learning theory� old 
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behaviors can be replaced and relearned with new behaviors� If studies are based upon 

short�term effects only� this does not pose an accurate picture of the future of children 

who witness domestic violence� Ifmore research was focused on long�term effects of 

domestic violence on children� this would be beneficial for creating helpful support 

programs to aid these children now and in the future of their adult lives� 

Ifchildren witness domestic violence� will they model this behavior immediately 

or in the future$ It is important to distinguish short and long�term effects of domestic 

violence on children so these children do not become labeled and put into a specific 

category of expected future behavior� 8elf�fulfilling prophecy (which is labeling 

someone and in turn� the person fulfills this label because he or she starts to believe this 

even if it is not accurate) may cause further problems for children who witness domestic 
··· II!-

violence� If friends� family� and society label children� they may come to believe that 

they will automatically be violent towards women and others in the future� )urther 

research in the area ofdomestic violence and self�fulfilling prophecy may be of 

importance to the future research oflong�term effects of domestic violence on children� 

as they become teenagers and adults� 8ocial learning theory suggests that one may model 

a behavior� It is important for children to be encouraged to seek positive outcomes for 

changing negative behaviors they may have witnessed with domestic violence� thus 

avoiding negative self�fulfilling prophecies� 

$lso� 5ett ( ����) concluded from studies that the most important predictor of 

social adjustment problems is if the child has a high quality relationship with the 

custodial parent� +i~ studies revealed that ��% of children with a good relationship to 
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one parent did not show any conduct disorders� $gain� these studies reveal the 

importance of a strong social support system� strong relationships with family and 

friends� and dispositional attributes of the child such as the ability to adjust to new 

situations� )uture research comparing the relationship of the custodial parent and the 

adjustments of children of divorce� children of domestic violence� and children from non� 

violent homes would be beneficial� 

)or example� social learning theory suggests that the effects ofmodeling positive 

behaviors can change one's circumstances� It is important for children who witness 

domestic violence to have the educational opportunities for future positive growth� 

$ccording to social learning theory� self�efficacy can be achieved through self�regulation� 

self�instructions� and self�reinforcement (8ee page �� in this text)� 

2ore research is needed in the area ofhow women and children continue to grow 

as a result from leaving the domestic violence� and what kind of support systems will � 

benefit them the most� 7esearch could focus on the empowerment of children� both boys 

and girls� when the children are removed from the domestic violence and hopefully 

exposed to a positive environment for a long period of time� $lthough 

children may observe domestic violence� once removed from the violent environment� 

their symptoms of internalizing and externalizing behaviors may decline� especially when 

they leave their homes to go to a shelter for battered women for help and support� 

$lthough this is another adjustment for the children� this may prove to be a positive start 

in the direction ofliving a safe life for both the mother and the children� 
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8ummary 

$s stated earlier in this paper� the short�effects of witnessing domestic ·violence 

are problematic� $ccording to recent research� after leaving the domestic violence� these 

short�term effects or problems do subside over time� 7he recent studies on the long�term 

effects show these effects or problems diminishing� with the exception of 578)� 

.t is important for future research to focus on what helps diminish the long�term 

effects of domestic violence versus why 578) does not diminish� $lso� research is 

needed as to how protective factors help diminish the long�term effects ofdomestic 

violence� 

8o far� the primary factors diminishing the long�term negative effects of 

witnessing domestic violence are strong social support� secure attachments to friends� 
··+~ 

strong family support� and a supportive relationship in adulthood� 7hese all provide 

models� :ith appropriate support and changes in relearning appropriate social behaviors� 

the mother and the children of domestic violence may start the process of empowerment� 

7here are limitations on the current research of the long�term effects of children 

witnessing domestic violence� )uture directions need to address these limitations� $ 

literary critique of the current research on the long�term effects ofdomestic violence on 

children will help provide suggestions for future research� 

Ftstqe 5ereaqcK 

$lthough there is a significant amount of research in domestic violence� research 

is lacking in the long�term effects of domestic violence on children� $fter an extensive 
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review ofliterature in the area of domestic violence and its effects on children� it is 

critical to examine the comparisons and variables lacking in this research in order to 

continue with further research� 

8tudies such as the hobo doll studies� discussed earlier� are significant to 

observational learning (modeling)� 7o add to this� further research may include similar 

studies ofmodeling but include three groups of children� 7his would include the children 

from battered homes� children not in battered homes� and children who have left battered 

homes over a significant period of time� ;icarious reinforcement (viewing positive 

rewards of action) and vicarious punishment (viewing negative consequences of action) 

may be a significant tool used to assess and measure the children's observations and 

motivations� 

(arlier research on the effects~domestic violence has on children is significant but 

limited because ofmany uncontrolled variables� )or example� most children were 

interviewed in battered women's shelters right after the incident� $ lot of these studies 

did not take into account how much time had lapsed from being removed from the 

domestic violence� the retention rate of the domestic violence� and the severity of the 

domestic violence with these children� $ccording to %andura� social learning theory is a 

combination of environmental and biological factors� 7hus� the psychological make�up 

of the child is an extremely important variable to consider in assessing research and 

determining areas needed for further research� 

4ther variables such as divorce are fertile grounds for future research� $lthough 

divorce is usually a difficult period for most children� if children ofdomestic violence are 
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removed from the domestic violence� they may actually feel relief and safety� and as a 

result� start to function better� aside from the fact that the parents are divorced� (ffects of 

divorce on children from domestic violent homes would be a good comparison with 

children from homes without domestic violence� +ow would social learning theory apply 

to observations and cognitions in assessing both these groups of children$ 

4ther major limitations of research studies of the long�term effects ofdomestic 

violence are long recall periods� selective biases� and clinical samples rather than the 

general population (:eis� ����)� (xperiencing or witnessing domestic violence in the 

home varies tremendously from one child to another� 7his calls for more research being 

done with these variables in mind� 7his may be challenging because these studies are 

needed over longer periods of time� 

8ome examples of these vari! bles include buffers or attributes children possess� _ 

such as above average intelligence� attention span� interpersonal skills� and feelings of 

self�esteem and self�efficacy� 7he type ofvariables or combinations of these variables 

that give a child the greatest chance of surviving domestic violence with the least 

negative effects is important for future research� .n addition individual talents� 

attractiveness both physically and personally� religious affiliations� socio�economic 

advantage� and opportunities for good schooling and education are other buffers that may 

be used as comparisons for future research� 

(ontact with people and environments that are positive for development may help 

to shield the effects of domestic violence� Ifchildren have positive attributes and 

opportunities� they may be less socially isolated and may have more support and 
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encouragement with relationships outside the home than children who do not� 7hese 

circumstances and attributes may be used as comparisons in future studies with the long� 

term effects of domestic violence� 

7esearch into protective buffers for the children in domestic violent homes is 

crucial to the present and future of the well�being of the child� %uffers such as support 

from at least one strong parent and mentoring relationships with other positive adults as 

role models for children of domestic violence can have a tremendous impact on the long� 

term effects of domestic violence� 

7he severity� frequency� recency� type of violence� and other important 

characteristics associated with a child's exposure to domestic violence are rarely 

assessed or reported by researchers� 8ocial learning theory would suggest assessing the 
- ib+ 

attention level of the child ofdomestic violence� the child's retention level� the ability to 

produce or replicate the behavior� and motivations that may lead the child to model the 

behavior� 

(hild abuse and neglect are often not assessed in spite of the high�risk population 

of domestic violence� 7his may be due to a high rate ofnon�reported incidences of 

domestic violence� 1on�reporting of child abuse in homes without domestic violence is 

also a significant problem� 7hese two areas could be used as comparisons in future 

research� (hild abuse victims and victims of domestic violence may have a significant 

association with children who may model this behavior as adults� 7he change in behavior 

of the child is significant in assessing the long�term effects of child abuse and domestic 

violence� 
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$nother area worth mentioning is the issue ofwhether the children participate in 

abusing the mother during the incident ofdomestic violence� or afterwards at some later 

time� 7his is important to social learning theory because of the rewards� punishments� 

and consequences that the child observes between the parents during incidences of 

domestic violence� 7here is little research in this area� and this is why this was not 

discussed at length earlier in this paper� 7his area is fertile ground for future research� 

7here are few observational studies of the children who witness police behavior 

when dealing with domestic violence� and the long�term effects such witnessing has on 

children� 4ther areas such as rewards and punishment of the father's abuse may teach the 

child appropriate or inappropriate behaviors of the police and how this may affect the 

child's safety� security� and well being� 8tudies linking police and judicial behavior may 
~ 

include how the father being arrested and�or going to jail affects the children� $lso their 

(ognitions concerning the father's punishment and the consequences ofpolice 

intervention woul_d also be helpful� 4r� ifon the other hand the father is not punished or 

held accountable by the police� this may appear to the child to be a reward for the 

negative behavior the child observed� 

2ost studies have been done in shelters� usually soon after the domestic violence 

occurred� which is a very volatile and critical time for the mother and the children� 

1eaving the home and going to a shelter is a change for the child and the mother� as 

opposed to being able to remain in their homes� 7he mother and the child's cognitions 

may change before and after their time spent in the shelter� $lso� the range or severity of 

the incident and the differences in each child and his or her own situation needs to be 
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taken into account� 2ost studies have relied on the caregiver's response rather than the 

child's views and cognitions� )ew assessment tools exist to address the effects of 

witnessing domestic violence� 

)urther research is needed with unselected samples to test the link between 

domestic violence and the risk for abusive relationships in adulthood� 8tudies should 

include domestic violence from the child's perspective� 2any times the mother's 

perceptions and the child's perceptions of the domestic violence vary from one another� 

2ore research may include a child's perception and older children's perceptions of 

domestic violence because of differing cognitive abilities due to the age of the child� 

1ittle attention has been paid to demographics and poverty with differential 

developmental needs of children exposed to domestic violence� )ew studies have 
I 

differentiated between the effects of the violence along with other secondary problems� 

such as leaving your home� divorce� and economics� 

1ittle research has been done on the long�term effects on children who witness or 

are exposed to other forms ofmarital aggression such as insults� threats� and throwing 

objects without physical domestic violence in the home� 7ecent research appears to 

demonstrate that these other forms of aggression are also damaging to the child and the 

long�term effects this may have on children� 

)ocusing on social learning theory and the long�term effects of domestic violence 

on children� future research could compare these forms ofmarital aggression in homes 

with domestic violence and homes without domestic violence� 7o assess a change in 

behavior� future research could compare these areas with children who witness domestic 
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violence to children who witness other forms ofmarital aggression without physical 

violence� 

1eaming without a change in behavior can occur� $lthough external changes are 

more easily detected in children who witness domestic violence� internal and subtle 

changes are not as easily detected� 2ost research outcomes measure behavioral problems 

and violence� 

7his leads to the area of 578) and the long�term effects of domestic violence on 

children� .nternal changes may be forming in the children who witness domestic violence 

but may not show up until much later in their lives� :nfortunately� 578) appears to be 

one of the most difficult areas to measure short and long�term� and also has the highest 

probability of not reversing itself completely (7ossman� ����)� $gain� the area of578) 
·~ 

is fertile ground for future research� 7his is a very important area in determining the 

long�term effects of domestic violence on children who witness domestic violence� 

2ore research needs to focus on women who choose to stay in a domestic violent 

situation and the long�term effects this has on children� $lso� future research for mothers 

and children who do leave the domestic violence is needed to access a change in � 

behavior� and how these children and mothers adapt to change and relearning new 

behaviors after a certain period of time� 

:hat areas appear to be influential in the success of changing behaviors and 

cognitive abilities that are shown to be positive for the mother and children who have left 

the domestic violence$ 7his could prove to be beneficial in creating helpful support 
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programs that aid children and mothers of domestic violence to lessen the long�term 

effects of domestic violence on children� 

$nother area for educational programs to focus on is how the children of 

domestic violence cognitively view relationships and marriage� )uture research may 

focus on the children's cognitive expectations ofrelationships between men and women 

and the expectations the child has about marriage� $ comparison between children who 

have witnessed domestic violence and children who have not would be beneficial� 

4ne area of research that appears to be lacking in children of domestic violence is 

the theory of self�fulfilling prophecy� (hildren� mothers� and society are bombarded with 

statistics of the effects of domestic violence on children and families� $lthough this is 

definitely a high�risk situation� according to research� more children in these 
'4� 

environments do go on to have very successful lives than those who do not� 7his is why 

future research into the long�term effects of domestic violence on children is crucial� 

$s a former victim ofdomestic violence� . see myself as a victim once� not twice� 

. do not see myself as a victim now� . no longer live my life through a victim mentality� 

. do have three children� :nfortunately� my children are victims� $fter leaving the 

domestic violence� my children and . have chosen to actively and proactively beat the 

negative statistics of the future of children and women of domestic violence� 8ocial 

learning theory in terms ofmotivation and changes in behavior explains much of the 

reasons why we overcome the effects of domestic violence and thus is fertile ground for 

future research� 
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$gain� future research may focus on recognizing and documenting strengths for 

women and children of domestic violence� In addition� future research could focus on 

women being proactive in their lives� their ability to adapt to a new environment away 

from the abuse� strategic planning of their life and their children's lives and other 

behaviors the mother can engage in to protect and even save her children from the 

detrimental effects ofmarital violence� 

7hese changes and motivation can improve the lives of families ofdomestic 

violence� )uture research could focus on learning and relearning coping strategies� 8ocial 

learning theory suggests that self�efficacy and self�regulation are key in changing 

negative behaviors into positive behaviors� $s the former victim becomes self�sufficient� 

the short�term effects of domestic violence on children will start to diminish� $s reviewed 
·~ 

earlier in this paper� the short�term effects of domestic violence on children appear to be 

rather grim and disturbing� �7racking children of domestic violence over a few months 

from being removed from the domestic violence� suggests better outcomes as short�term 

behavioral problems diminish� 

.n summary� recent studies are suggesting better outcomes for children who 

witness domestic violence� )uture research is necessary for families to build on the 

strengths of social learning theory hoping for positive outcomes for the mother and the 

children who witness domestic violence� 
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Cnmcktrhnm 

$s stated earlier� domestic violence is prevalent in our society� $lthough there is 

an abundance of research on the short�term effects ofdomestic violence on children� 

there is little research of the long�term effects on children who witness domestic violence� 

7his thesis applied social learning theory to critique the literature on the outcomes 

of the long�term effects on children who witness domestic violence� 7he basic principles 

of social learning theory include learning by observation� punishment and reinforcement� 

changes in behavior (behavior can occur without a change in behavior)� and cognitions� 

$ccording to the literature review� children who witness domestic violence are at 

a higher risk for negative learned behaviors and short�term effects than children who do 

not witness domestic violence� 2oreover� the studies show that the majority of these 
- i++ 

children have fewer long�term effects as compared with short�term effects� 4ne 

exception to this is 578)� 2ore research is needed to understand 578) and the long� 

term effects of domestic violence on children� 

8ocial learning theory is based upon learning behaviors� 7he current research 

suggests that children and adults of domestic violence can relearn new positive behaviors� 

%y reviewing the current literature and studies of the long�term effects ofdomestic 

violence on children� it is evident that future research is needed in this area� 
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	1\QQH 7. BFQNHW 
	9KH 1TQL 9HWR 7KKHHWX TQ 5KNQIWHQ TK 6TRHXWNH 9NTQHQHH. 5WNWNTXNQL 6THNFQ 1HFRNQL 9KHTW\. 
	3EXWWFHW. 9KH UXWUTXH TKWKNX WKHXNX NX WT XXH XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ WT HWNWNTXH WKH QNWHWFWXWH TQ WKH TXWHTRHX TKWKH QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ. 6THNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ NX IHKNQHI FQI INXHXXXHI. 6TRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NX UWHYFQHQW NQ TXW XTHNHW\. 9KHWH NX FQ FEXQIFQHH TKWHXHFWHK TQ WKH XKTWW.WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ. NQTZQ FX WKH "KTWLTWWHQ YNHWNRX." ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. :QKTWWXQFWHQ\ WKHWH NX QNWWQH 
	...
	~ 
	WHXHFWHK TQ WKH QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. 
	9KH TXWHTRH TK WKH HXWWHQW WHXHFWHK XXLLHXWX WKFW ZKNQH HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH FW LWHFWHW WNXN TKQTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX. WKH RFOTWNW\ TK WKHXH HKNQIWHQ LT TQ WT KFYH XXHHHXXKXQ. KNLK KXQHWNTQNQL QNYHX. 9KNX WKHXNX ZNQQ HTRUFWH FQI HTQWWFXW HXWWHQW QNWHWFWXWH XXNQL XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ FX NW UHWWFNQX WT WHXHFWHK TQ WKH QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. FQI WKH ZF\X WKH WKHTW\ RF\ KFYH FQ NRUFHW TQ KXWXWH WHXHFWHK. 
	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
	9KH HXWWHQW QNWHWFWXWH TKWKH HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ NX WHYNHZHI 
	~.. 
	XXNQL XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ WT HWNWNTXH WKH QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ ZNWQHXXNQL 
	ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. 6XLLHXWNTQX KTW FWHFX TKKXWXWH WHXHFWHK ZNQQ EH FIIWHXXHI WT EHWWHW XQIHWXWFQI WKH TXWHTRHX TKWKH QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQH.QHH. 
	3QWKTXLK XFRH.XH[ FQI KHRFQH.RFQH YNTQHQHH ITHX THHXW. WKH UHWHHQWFLH TKRFQH. KHRFQH YNTQHQHH NX RXHK KNLKHW. ;Q WKH :QNWHI 6WFWHX. ..% TKYNHWNRX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH ZTRHQ. FQI ..% TKWKH UHWUHWWFWTWX FWH RFQH (6FQEHW & 9FQNFKHWWT. ....). 9KNX WKHXNX ZNQQ KTHXX TQ RFQH.KHRFQH (KHWHWTXH[XFQ) YNTQHQHH FQI NWX QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TQ HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. 
	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
	~
	. 
	YNTQHQHH WT EH FKKHHWHI. 6THNHW\ NX EHHTRNQL FZFWH TKWKH QHLFWNYH NRUFHW TKITRHXWNH 
	YNTQHQHH TQ F HKNQI'X HRTWNTQFQ. EHKFYNTWFQ. FQI XTHNFQ KXQHWNTQNQL .. 
	5KNQIWHQ FWH H[UTXHI WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NQ YFWNTXX IHLWHHX TKKWHTXHQH\. XHYHWNW\. IXWFWNTQ. FQI IHLWHH TKWHHNUWTHNW\. 3QWKTXLK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NX XXXFQQ\ WKTXLKW TKFX UK\XNHFQ FXXFXQW. NW FQXT NQHQXIHX HRTWNTQFQ FQI YHWEFQ FEXXH. XH[XFQ FXXFXQWX. FQI RXWIHW. 9KH HKKHHWX HFQ EH QHLFWNYH WT HKNQIWHQ'X EHKFYNTWFQ. HRTWNTQFQ. FQI XTHNFQ KXQHWNTQNQL. 
	9KH NNQI TKYNTQHQW FHWNYNWNHX HKNQIWHQ FWH H[UTXHI WT RF\ NQHQXIH ZNWQHXXNQL WKH FHWXFQ HYHQW TKTQH UFWWQHW EHNQL FEXXHI. KHFWNQL WKH HYHQW. EHNQL UK\XNHFQQ\ FXXFXQWHI E\ EHNQL HQTXH WT WKH RTWKHW IXWNQL F HTQKQNHW. TW EHNQL KTWHHI WT HQLFLH NQ WKH YNTQHQHH. 9KH HKNQI NX QHKW ZNWK WKH FKWHWRFWK TKWKH YNTQHQHH. 6TRHWNRHX WKH HKNQI KFX WT HFQQ WKH 
	9KH NNQI TKYNTQHQW FHWNYNWNHX HKNQIWHQ FWH H[UTXHI WT RF\ NQHQXIH ZNWQHXXNQL WKH FHWXFQ HYHQW TKTQH UFWWQHW EHNQL FEXXHI. KHFWNQL WKH HYHQW. EHNQL UK\XNHFQQ\ FXXFXQWHI E\ EHNQL HQTXH WT WKH RTWKHW IXWNQL F HTQKQNHW. TW EHNQL KTWHHI WT HQLFLH NQ WKH YNTQHQHH. 9KH HKNQI NX QHKW ZNWK WKH FKWHWRFWK TKWKH YNTQHQHH. 6TRHWNRHX WKH HKNQI KFX WT HFQQ WKH 
	RF\ KFYH WT WHQTHFWH WT F XKHQWHW. TW ZNWQHXX F UTQNHH TKKNHHW FWWHXWNQL F UFWHQW FQI WFNNQL 

	KNR TW KHW FZF\. 
	9KH QXREHW TK HKNQIWHQ FKKHHWHI E\ ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH YFWNHX ZNIHQ\. 9KNX RF\ EH IXH WT QTQ.WHUTWWHI NQHNIHQHHX. 6TRH HTRRTQ KNLXWHX XXLLHXW WKFW . .. RNQQNTQ HKNQIWHQ FQI .. RNQQNTQ WHHQFLHWX FWH H[UTXHI HFHK \HFW WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH (5FWQXTQ. ....- 6WWFXX. ....). 3QWKTXLK WKNX QXREHW NX XWFLLHWNQL. XXXFQQ\ NQWHWYHQWNTQX FWH WFWLHWHI FW WKH FIXQW YNHWNR. 9KNX NX ZK\ WKHXH HKNQIWHQ FWH HFQQHI WKH "KTWLTWWHQ YNHWNRX." 
	EffecWV of WiWneVVing DomeVWic Violence on ChildUen 
	9HQHWFQ 7KKHHWX 
	• 
	:QWNQ WKH UFXW IHHFIH. WHXHFWHK INI QTW KTHXX TQ HKNQIWHQ TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. 9KHWH NX F XNLQNKNHFQW FRTXQW TK WHXHFWHK TQ WKH XKTWW.WHWR HKKHHWX FX TUUTXHI WT WKH QTQL. WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ. 
	0TWH WHHHQWQ\. WHXHFWHKHWX FWH KNQINQL HTQXNXWHQW IFWF TQ WKH HKKHHWX TK HKNQI ZNWQHXXHX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH QNQNHI WT UX\HKTQTLNHFQ UWTEQHRX FQI INKKHWHQW W\UHX TK WWFXRFX. 5TRUFWNQL HKNQIWHQ KWTR QTQ.FEXXNYH KTRHX WT HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. ..%...% TK HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH FW KNLKHW WNXN KTW UX\HKTQTLNHFQ UWTEQHRX (9WFKFR.4HWRFQQ. ....- -TXWNQHX. 0XWUK\. & 4'1HFW\. ....). 
	9KH ZF\X NQ ZKNHK HKNQIWHQ H[UTXHI WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ EH UX\HKTQTLNHFQQ\ RFQWWHFWHI NQHQXIH. (.) EHNQL WHWWTWN]HI. HTWWXUWHI. TW XUXRHI. (.) EHNQL IHQNHI 
	9KH ZF\X NQ ZKNHK HKNQIWHQ H[UTXHI WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ EH UX\HKTQTLNHFQQ\ RFQWWHFWHI NQHQXIH. (.) EHNQL WHWWTWN]HI. HTWWXUWHI. TW XUXRHI. (.) EHNQL IHQNHI 
	RHINHFQ. TW HIXHFWNTQFQ QHHIX. 

	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
	6KTWW.9HWR 7[WHWQFQN]NQL 3WTEQHRX 
	5KNQIWHQ H[UTXHI WT XWWHXX FQI WWFXRF RF\ XKTZ XNLQX TKQHLFWNYH H[WHWQFQ EHKFYNTWX. 9KH RTWKHW XXXFQQ\ WHUTWWX WKHXH H[WHWQFQ UWTEQHRX. HKFX EHHQ HTQXNXWHQWQ\ 
	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
	~
	. 
	6WHNQ. 7NWHKNH. :FWWNX. & -TXWNQHX. ....- 6HH UFLH ..NQ WKNX WH[W). 
	3HHTWINQL WT XWXINHX. ZNWQHXXNQL UFWWQHW FEXXH INI QTW FKKHHW WKH HYFQXFWNTQ (EHKFYNTW) TKWKH HKNQI'X FIOXXWRHQW FX RXHK FX EHNQL F YNHWNR TKUK\XNHFQ FEXXH FQI ZNWQHXXNQL UFWWQHW FEXXH. 5KNQIWHQ ZKT ZHWH UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI WHUTWWHI QTZHW H[WHWQFQN]NQL UWTEQHRX WKFQ WKH HTRUFWNXTQ LWTXU TKHKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXXHI ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQI ZKT ZHWH FQXT UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI. ;WTQNHFQQ\. WKH HKNQIWHQ WHUTWWHI KHZHW UWTEQHRX FRTQL WKHRXHQYHX WKFQ ZKFW WKHNW RTWKHWX WHUTWWHI FETXW WKHNW HKNQIWHQ. 9KNX RF\ EH EHHFXXH WKH R
	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
	QTZ XHQK.HXWHHR. ZNWKIWFZFQ. XQHHU INXTWIHWX. UX\HKTXTRFWNH NQQQHXXHX. FQI HFWNQL 

	INXTWIHWX. 5KNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ (XTQX FQI IFXLKWHWX) WHQI WT H[KNENW WKHXH 
	UWTEQHRX HTQXNXWHQWQ\ FQI KFYH EHHQ XKTZQ WT KFYH RTWH XQHHU INXTWIHWX. KHFIFHKHX. 
	XWTRFHK UWTEQHRX. FQI TWKHW NQQQHXXHX. 3X\HKTQTLNHFQ NQWHWQFQ UWTEQHRX RF\ NQHQXIH 
	IHUWHXXNTQ. UFXXNYNW\. XFIQHXX. XHQK.EQFRH. XK\QHXX. FQI XXNHNIFQ WHQIHQHNHX. :TZHYHW. NQ 
	F WHHHQW XWXI\ ZNWK EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ NQ XKHQWHWX. WKH HKNQIWHQ'X NQWHWQFQN]NQL UWTEQHRX 
	IHHWHFXHI FKWHW WKH RTWKHW QHKW WKH XKHQWHW. ;Q HTRUFWNXTQ ZNWK H[WHWQFQ HKKHHWX. WKHXH 
	WHRFNQHI XWFEQH FKWHW QHFYNQL WKH XKHQWHW. 3LFNQ. WKNX NX EFXHI XUTQ F WNRH UHWNTI TKXN[ 
	RTQWKX ( BFWH. -TXWNQHX. 3NQQHW. 0H6TQFQI. 6ZFQN. FQI 3TWZTTI. ....). 3 QTQLHW 
	~ 
	UHWNTI TKWNRH FZF\ KWTR WKH ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ HKFQLH WKHXH XWFWNXWNHX. 
	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
	UX\HKTQTLNHFQ UWTEQHRX QTQL FKWHW BTWQI BFW ;; ZFX TYHW. 6\RUWTRX NQHQXIH WH. 

	H[UHWNHQHNQL WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW. QNLKWRFWHX. QXRENQL FQI FYTNIFQHH EHKFYNTW. 
	WWFXRFWNH NQWWXXNTQX. FQI K\UHW.FWTXXFQ. 5KNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ RF\ H[UHWNHQHH 
	3966. 6TRH HTQXHWYFWNYH HXWNRFWHX XKTZ ..% TKHKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ H[KNENW 
	WKHXH X\RUWTRX (9WFKFR.4HWRFQQ & 1HYHQITXN\. ....). 
	3HHTWINQL WT INFLQTXWNH HWNWHWNF KTW 3966. NQ TWIHW KTW XTRHTQH WT EH XXXHHUWNEQH WT 3966. WKH UHWXTQ RXXW KNWXW H[UHWNHQHH. ZNWQHXX. TW EH HTQKWTQWHI ZNWK FQ HYHQW TW HYHQWX WKFW NQYTQYH WKH WKWHFW TKIHFWK. XHWNTXX NQOXW\. TW WKH WKWHFW WT UK\XNHFQ NQWHLWNW\ TK WKH XHQK TW TWKHWX. 6HHTQIQ\. WKH UHWXTQ'X WHXUTQXH RXXW NQYTQYH KTWWTW. KHFW. TW 
	~ 
	KHQUQHXXQHXX. 
	9KH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW NX HTQWNQXFQQ\ WHQNYHI TW H[UHWNHQHHI NQ TQH TW RTWH TKWKH KTcQTZNQL ZF\X. WHHXWWHQW NQWWXXNYH WHHTQQHHWNTQX TKINXWWHXX WKWTXLK NRFLHX. UHWHHUWNTQX. TW WKTXLKWX- WHHXWWHQW IWHFRX TKWKH INXWWHXXNQL HYHQW- F XHQXH TKWHQNYNQL WKH WWFXRFWNH H[UHWNHQHH. XXHK FX KQFXKEFHNX TW WHHQFHWRHQW- KHHQNQLX TKNQWHQXH UX\HKTQTLNHFQ INXWWHXX ZKHQ H[UTXHI NQWHWQFQQ\ TW H[WHWQFQQ\ WT WKH HYHQW- FQI WHFHWNQL UK\XNTQTLNHFQQ\ EHHFXXH TKNQWHWQFQ TW H[WHWQFQ HXHX WT WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW. 
	7[UHWNHQHNQL 3966 RF\ NQYTQYH UHWXNXWHQW FYTNIFQHH TK XWNRXQN WHQFWHI WT WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW E\ FYTNIFQHH TKWKTXLKWX. KHHQNQLX. FQI HTQYHWXFWNTQX FETXW WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW. FX ZHQQ FX FYTNIFQHH TKUHTUQH. UQFHHX. TW FHWNYNWNHX WKFW FWTXXH WHHTQQHHWNTQX TK WKH WWFXRF. 4WKHW X\RUWTRX RF\ NQHQXIH. FQ NQFENQNW\ WT WHHFQQ WKH NRUTWWFQW FXUHHWX TKWKH 
	7[UHWNHQHNQL 3966 RF\ NQYTQYH UHWXNXWHQW FYTNIFQHH TK XWNRXQN WHQFWHI WT WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW E\ FYTNIFQHH TKWKTXLKWX. KHHQNQLX. FQI HTQYHWXFWNTQX FETXW WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW. FX ZHQQ FX FYTNIFQHH TKUHTUQH. UQFHHX. TW FHWNYNWNHX WKFW FWTXXH WHHTQQHHWNTQX TK WKH WWFXRF. 4WKHW X\RUWTRX RF\ NQHQXIH. FQ NQFENQNW\ WT WHHFQQ WKH NRUTWWFQW FXUHHWX TKWKH 
	KHHQNQLX KTW H[FRUQH. WKH NQFENQNW\ WT KFYH QTYNQL KHHQNQLX- FQI F XHQXH TK F KTWHXKTWWHQHI KXWXWH XXHK FX QFHNNQL KTUHX TKRFWWNFLH. HFWHHW. HKNQIWHQ. TW F QTWRFQ QNKH XUFQ. 

	._ 
	3966 ZNQQ XKTZ UHWXNXWHQW X\RUWTRX. 9KHXH RF\ THHXW IXWNQL NQHWHFXHI FWTXXFQ (QTW UWHXHQW EHKTWH WKH WWFXRF) FX NQINHFWHI E\ WZT TW RTWH TKWKH KTQQTZNQL. FQ TXWEXWXW TKFQLHW- INKKNHXQW\ KFQQNQL TW XWF\NQL FXQHHU- INKKNHXQW\ HTQHHQWWFWNQL- H[FLLHWFWHI XWFWWQH WHXUTQXH- FQI K\UHW.YNLNQFQHH. 
	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
	4YHW WNRH. RFQ\ HKNQIWHQ EHLNQ WT KHHQ WKH\ FWH UTZHWQHXX WT IT FQ\WKNQL WT XWTU WKH YNTQHQHH. 9KH HKNQI RF\ XWFWW FHWNQL TXW NQ HHWWFNQ XNWXFWNTQX. 3 HKNQI H[UTXHI WT F UHWXNXWHQW FWRTXUKHWH TKWKWHFW FQI NQWNRNIFWNTQ RF\ XWFWW WT FHW TXW WKH YNTQHQHH NQ UQF\ FHWNYNWNHX. 3W UWHXHQW. XWXINHX TKLHQIHW INKKHWHQHHX NQ WKNX FWHF FWH QFHNNQL. 
	6TRH HKNQIWHQ H[UHWNHQHNQL 3966 ZNQQ XKTZ F QTXX TK NQWHWHXW NQ KTEENHX FQI FHWNYNWNHX WKH\ TQHH HQOT\HI (YXQH. ....). 6\RUWTRX NQ \TXQL HKNQIWHQ ZNQQ HKFQLH TYHW WNRH FX WKH HKNQI LHWX TQIHW EHHTRNQL NQHWHFXNQLQ\ XNRNQFW WT FIXQW X\RUWTRX. 
	6TRH HKNQIWHQ H[UHWNHQHNQL 3966 ZNQQ XKTZ F QTXX TK NQWHWHXW NQ KTEENHX FQI FHWNYNWNHX WKH\ TQHH HQOT\HI (YXQH. ....). 6\RUWTRX NQ \TXQL HKNQIWHQ ZNQQ HKFQLH TYHW WNRH FX WKH HKNQI LHWX TQIHW EHHTRNQL NQHWHFXNQLQ\ XNRNQFW WT FIXQW X\RUWTRX. 
	RTWH IHXWWXHWNYH. WHLWHXXNYH. FQI FQWN.XTHNFQ EHKFYNTWX. 3WH.XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ RF\ XKTZ WHUHWNWNYH IWFZNQLX FQI UQF\ TXW WKH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW. 4WKHW X\RUWTRX RF\ NQHQXIH QNLKWRFWHX. HQNQLNQL EHKFYNTW. IHYHQTURHQWFQ WHLWHXXNTQ. INXWXWEHI XQHHU UFWWHWQX. FQI FHWNQL TXW NQWHWQFQN]HI EHKFYNTWX. 

	;Q LHQHWFQ. XHKTTQ.FLH HKNQIWHQ KFYH NQHWHFXHI HTLQNWNYH IHYHQTURHQW FQI NQHWHFXHI YHWEFQ FENQNWNHX FX HTRUFWHI WT UWH.XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ. 9KHXH WWFXRFWN]HI HKNQIWHQ RF\ XWNQQ H[UHWNHQHH EHI.ZHWWNQL. HQNQLNQL EHKFYNTWX FQI FQ[NTXXQHXX. 3QXT. WKH\ XWFWW WT XKTZ H[WHWQFQN]HI EHKFYNTWX RTWH WKFQ NQWHWQFQN]HI EHKFYNTWX HTRUFWHI WT UWH. XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ. 9KHXH HKNQIWHQ RF\ KNLKW ZNWK WKHNW UHHWX. ZNWKIWFZ KWTR KWNHQIX. IHYHQTU UTTW FWWHQWNTQ XNNQQX. FQI XKTZ F IHHQNQH NQ FHFIHRNH UHWKTWRFQHH. 6HKTTQ.FLH 
	. 
	HKNQIWHQ RF\ XWNQQ KFYH WWTXEQH IHXHWNENQL WKH WWFXRF NQ HTQHWHWH WHWRX. WKXX IHYHQTUNQL X\RUWTRX XXHK FX KHFIFHKHX FQI XWTRFHKFHKHX. F KHFW TKEHNQL FQTQH. FQI XQHHU INXWXWEFQHHX. 9WFXRFWNH 3QF\ ( FHWNQL TXW INXWXWENQL HYHQWX ZKNQH UQF\NQL) FW WKNX FLH NX RTWH XTUKNXWNHFWHI FQI HTRUQH[. TKWHQ NQYTQYNQL WTQH UQF\NQL FQI HTRUQNHFWHI WXQHX. 9KXX. WKH HKNQIWHQ'X WWFXRFWNH UQF\. TW. UQF\ WKFW FHWX TXW WKH QHLFWNYH HYHQWX WKH\ KFYH ZNWQHXXHI. NX FQXT RTWH XTUKNXWNHFWHI WKFQ NQ UWH.XHKTTQ HKNQIWHQ. 
	;Q UWH.FITQHXHHQHH FQI FITQHXHHQHH. HKNQIWHQ KFYH F LWHFWHW FENQNW\ WT WHHTLQN]H WKH WHQFWNTQXKNU EHWZHHQ HRTWNTQ FQI HTLQNWNYH FENQNWNHX. ;Q TWKHW ZTWIX. WKH HKNQIWHQ RF\ EH FEQH WT HTLQNWNYHQ\ UWTHHXX WKH WWFXRF FQI NQWHLWFWH WKH H[UHWNHQHH NQWT WKHNW HTQWH[W TK QNKH H[UHWNHQHHX. 4\ FITQHXHHQHH. WKH X\RUWTRX TK WKHXH HKNQIWHQ ZNQQ XWFWW WT 
	XHHR XNRNQFW WT FIXQW X\RUWTRX. :TZHYHW. KTW FITQHXHHQWX. WKH KHHQNQLX WKH\ KFYH FETXW 
	WKHNW XFKHW\. KXWXWH. FQI NIHQWNW\ FWH XWNQQ YXQQHWFEQH WT FQWHWFWNTQX (YXQH. ....). 
	7HHHQW XWXINHX (0HINQF. 0HONF. 6HKHQQ. 6FZXTQ. & 0FWLTQNQ. ....) TK3966 NQ HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ KFYH HTQHQXIHI WKFW QNQNX HFQ EH XHHQ EHWZHHQ HKNQIKTTI HTWUTWFQ UXQNXKRHQW FQI UFWHQWFQ FLLWHXXNTQ. 0TWHTYHW. NQ HFXHX ZKHWH HKNQIWHQ H[UHWNHQHH WWFXRF FQI XWFWWQH WHFHWNYNW\ ZNWK 3966. WKHWH NX F LWHFWHW WNXN TKQTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TK3966 WKWTXLKTXW WKHNW QNYHX. 
	;Q XXRRFW\. ZKHQ HKNQIWHQ FWH H[UTXHI WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQI H[UTXXWH WT WKH WHUHFWHI WWFXRFWNH HYHQWX NQYTQYNQL KFRNQ\ RHREHWX. WKH HYHQW NX INKKHWHQW KWTR F XNQLQH WWFXRFWNH HYHQW TXWXNIH WKH KTRH. 3QWKTXLK H[WHWQFQ FQI NQWHWQFQ X\RUWTRX IHHQNQH ZKHQ WKH RTWKHW QHFYHX WKH FEXXNYH HQYNWTQRHQW. 3966 ITHX QTW (7TXXRFQ. ....). 9KNX 
	.. 
	RFNHX WKNX INXTWIHW RTWH INXWWHXXNQL WKFQ TWKHW X\RUWTRX FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK ITRHXWNH 
	YNTQHQHH. (6HH UFLH .. NQ WKNX WH[W.) 8XWWKHW WHXHFWHK TK3966 NQ HKNQIWHQ TKITRHXWNH 
	YNTQHQHH NX YNWFQ. 
	7HQFWNTQXKNU 3WTEQHRX 
	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
	EHKFYNTWFQ UWTEQHRX NQ WKH HKNQIWHQ. FX ZHQQ FX UWTEQHRX ZNWK UHHWX FQI WTRFQWNH 

	WHQFWNTQXKNUX. 
	3WWFHKRHQW WKHTW\ XXLLHXWX WKFW F HKNQI LTHX EFHN FQI KTWWK H[UQTWNQL KNX.KHW HQYNWTQRHQW FQI FW WKH XFRH WNRH HKHHNNQL NQ ZNWK FQ FWWFHKRHQW KNLXWH. ;Q WNRHX TK XWWHXX. WKH HKNQI'X H[UQTWFWNTQ ZNWK WKH HQYNWTQRHQW NX WHIXHHI FQI WKH HTQWFHW ZNWK WKH FWWFHKRHQW KNLXWH NX HQKFQHHI. IXWKH WKWHFW NX UWTQTQLHI FQI WKH HKNQI'X XHHXWH EFXH NX XQHHWWFNQ. WKH HKNQI'X RTWNYFWNTQ KTW H[UQTWFWNTQ RF\ QHXXHQ. 
	9KH WHQFWNTQXKNU EHWZHHQ F EFWWHWHI RTWKHW FQI HKNQI RF\ KFYH FWWFHKRHQW FQI UFWHQWNQL NXXXHX. 9KWHH XWXINHX IHRTQXWWFWH WKFW ETWK UFWHQWNQL XWWHQLWKX FQI UFWHQWNQL XWWHXX HKKHHW F HKNQI'X QH\HQ TK FIOXXWRHQW (9WFKFR.4HWRFQQ & 1HYHQITXN\. ....- 
	~
	.. 
	1HYHQITXN\ & 9WFKRF.4HWRFQQ. ....F. ....E). 
	4WKHW WHXHFWHK KTXQI WKFW KNLK QHYHQX TKRFWNWFQ XFWNXKFHWNTQ FWH UTXNWNYHQ\ WHQFWHI WT UFWHQWNQL UWFHWNHHX ZNWK UWH.XHKTTQ FLH HKNQIWHQ (0HWNL. 5TZFQ. & 5TZFQ. ....- 9XWWXWT. ....). ;Q HTQWWFXW. QTZHW QHYHQX TKUFWHQWNQL FWH WHQFWHI WT QHLQHHWKXQ FQI KTXWNQH UFWHQWNQL UWFHWNHHX. If NX UTXXNEQH WKFW WKH HKNQI RF\ KFYH F QHLFWNYH FWWFHKRHQW ZNWK WKH RTWKHW TW KFWKHW NQ F YNTQHQW KTRH. 9KNX RF\ QHFI WT KXWWKHW FWWFHKRHQW UWTEQHRX NQ TWKHW NRUTWWFQW WHQFWNTQXKNUX NQ WKHNW QNYHX XXHK FX ZNWK UHHWX. XNEQNQLX. FQI 
	:TZHYHW. FHHTWINQL WT RTWH WHHHQW XWXINHX. ZKHQ WKH NQINWHHW HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH ZHWH WFNHQ NQWT FHHTXQW. WKH WTWFQ NRUFHW TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ UFWHQWNQL HKKHHWNYHQHXX ZFX WFWKHW XRFQQ. 6TRH ZTRHQ WHUTWWHI UTXNWNYH HKKHHWX TKUFWHQWNQL. 
	:TZHYHW. FHHTWINQL WT RTWH WHHHQW XWXINHX. ZKHQ WKH NQINWHHW HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH ZHWH WFNHQ NQWT FHHTXQW. WKH WTWFQ NRUFHW TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ UFWHQWNQL HKKHHWNYHQHXX ZFX WFWKHW XRFQQ. 6TRH ZTRHQ WHUTWWHI UTXNWNYH HKKHHWX TKUFWHQWNQL. 
	QTWHI NQ WHHHQW XWXINHX WKFW KWTR HTRRXQNW\ XFRUQHX. TWKHW KFHWTWX [` WKH KFRNQ\. XXHK FX 

	QNKH XWWHXXHX. RF\ FHWXFQQ\ KFYH RTWH NQKQXHQHH TYHW WKH HKNQI'X KXQHWNTQNQL (1HYHQITXN\. 
	:XWK.4THNX. 6KFUNWT. & 6HRHQ. ....). 8XWWKHW WHXHFWHK TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQTQL ZNWK . TWKHW QNKH XWWHXXHX ZTXQI EH KHWWNQH LWTXQIX KTW KXWXWH WHXHFWHK. 
	3FWHQWNQL FQI RTWKHWNQL YFWNFEQHX RF\ NQKQXHQHH WKH NRUFHW TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH 
	TQ HKNQIWHQ. 3QWKTXLK QNWWQH WHXHFWHK KFX EHHQ ITQH TQ UFWHQWNQL NQ ITRHXWNH YNTQHQW 
	KTRHX. WHHHQW XWXINHX FXXHXXHI WKH LWHFWHXW QXREHW TKYFWNFEQHX NQ RTWKHWNQL. 9KH 
	WHXHFWHK XXLLHXWX WKFW WKH XXH TKWHFXTQNQL. UK\XNHFQ UXQNXKRHQW TW UK\XNHFQ FKKHHWNTQ. TW 
	F YFWNHW\ TKYFWNTXX QHLFWNYH HKNQI.WHFWNQL EHKFYNTWX NX QTW FQ\ INKKHWHQW EHWZHHQ 
	HTRUFWNXTQ LWTXUX FQI EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ (:TQIHQ & 7NWHKNH. .... ). 
	' 
	;Q LHQHWFQ. XWXINHX HTQHQXIHI WKFW. ( .) EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ ZHWH QTW FQ\ RTWH FLLWHXXNYH WTZFWIX WKHNW HKNQIWHQ WKFQ QTQ.EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ. (.) EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ ZHWH OXXW FX FKKHHWNTQFWH FX QTQ.EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ FQI UWTYNIHI XWWXHWXWH KTW WKHNW HKNQI FQI. (.) XNLQNKNHFQW NRUWTYHRHQW NQ WKH RTWKHW'X IHUWHXXNYH X\RUWTRX ZHWH QTWHI ZNWKNQ XN[ RTQWKX TKQHFYNQL WKH EFWWHWHW (BTQKH. -FKKH. BNQXTQ. FQI ZFN. ....). 
	3HWKFUX WKH XHQK.ZTWWK TK WKH RTWKHW FQI KHW UX\HKTQTLNHFQ KXQHWNTQNQL RF\ HKKHHW WKH WFWNQLX NQ UFWHQWNQL. If KFX EHHQ XKTZQ WKFW RTWKHWX ZKT FWH HTQXNXWHQWQ\ XHQXNWNYH FQI HTTUHWFWNYH NQ WHHTLQN]NQL HKNQIWHQ'X EHKFYNTWFQ HXHX .. XXHK FX ZNWKIWFZFQ. FQLHW. IHUWHXXNTQ. XQHHU UWTEQHRX. FQI TWKHW EHKFYNTWFQ FQI KHFQWK UWTEQHRX .. FWH RTWH QNNHQ\ WT KFYH XHHXWHQ\ FWWFHKHI HKNQIWHQ WKFQ RTWKHWX ZKT INXUQF\ QHXX UTXNWNYH NQWHWFHWNTQX ZNWK WKHNW HKNQIWc_Q (8WTXHK HW FQ.. ....- 3HIHWXTQ & 0TWFQ. ....). 
	3HWKFUX WKH XHQK.ZTWWK TK WKH RTWKHW FQI KHW UX\HKTQTLNHFQ KXQHWNTQNQL RF\ HKKHHW WKH WFWNQLX NQ UFWHQWNQL. If KFX EHHQ XKTZQ WKFW RTWKHWX ZKT FWH HTQXNXWHQWQ\ XHQXNWNYH FQI HTTUHWFWNYH NQ WHHTLQN]NQL HKNQIWHQ'X EHKFYNTWFQ HXHX .. XXHK FX ZNWKIWFZFQ. FQLHW. IHUWHXXNTQ. XQHHU UWTEQHRX. FQI TWKHW EHKFYNTWFQ FQI KHFQWK UWTEQHRX .. FWH RTWH QNNHQ\ WT KFYH XHHXWHQ\ FWWFHKHI HKNQIWHQ WKFQ RTWKHWX ZKT INXUQF\ QHXX UTXNWNYH NQWHWFHWNTQX ZNWK WKHNW HKNQIWc_Q (8WTXHK HW FQ.. ....- 3HIHWXTQ & 0TWFQ. ....). 
	UQF\ F WTQH NQ XKTWW FQI QTQL WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NQ WKH HKNQI. :TZHYHW. F XWXI\ E\ BTQKH. -FKKH. BNQXTQ. FQI ZFN (....) HTRUFWHI QTQ.YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX WT HXWWHQW FQI UWHYNTXX WHXNIHQWX TKF EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ'X XKHQWHW FQI KTXQI WKH HKNQIWHQ NQ WKHXH FWHFX (QTZ NQHTRH XWFWXX. XNQLQH UFWHQW XWFWXX. FQI KWHTXHQW RTYHX) XKTZHI QT INKKHWHQHHX NQ EHKFYNTWFQ TW HRTWNTQFQ UWTEQHRX. 

	;Q F XWXI\ E\ 9W\HK (....). QFWWFWNYHX KWTR HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ INKKHWHI KWTR WKTXH E\ QTQ.YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX NQ ETWK WKH HTQWHQWX TKWKHNW WHUWHXHQWFWNTQX FQI WKH ZF\X NQ ZKNHK WKH\ HTRRXQNHFWHI WKHNW QFWWFWNYHX. 9KH HKNQIWHQ [` WKH EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ'X XKHQWHW YNHZHI WKHNW RTWKHWX FX QHXX QXWWXWNQL. FKKHHWNTQFWH. FQI FXWKTWNWFWNYH. :TZHYHW. WKH\ INI QTW YNHZ WKHNW RTWKHWX FX RTWH FLLWHXXNYH. QHLQHHWKXQ. TW WHOHHWNQL. 9KH 
	. 
	HKNQIWHQ'X WHUWHXHQWFWNTQX ZHWH QHXX UTXNWNYH. EXW QTW RTWH QHLFWNYH TW FLLWHXXNYH FX 
	HTRUFWHI. ZNWK WKTXH E\ HKNQIWHQ KWTR QTQ.YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX. 5KNQIWHQ TKETWK XFRUQHX ZHWH FEQH WT RFNH QHLFWNYH FQI UTXNWNYH HTRRHQWX FETXW RFWNWFQ HTQKQNHW. FQI ETWK TK WKHXH W\UHX TK KFRNQNHX NQYTQYHI WKH HKNQIWHQ NQ QTQ.YNTQHQW RFWNWFQ HTQKQNHW. 8NQFQQ\. HKNQIWHQ NQ WKH XKHQWHW XKTZHI RTWH FYTNIFQHH NQ WKH XWTW\WHQQNQL WFXN (LNYNQL F HKNQI WKH EHLNQQNQL TKF XWTW\ FQI KFYNQL WKHR KNQNXK NW) WKFQ HKNQIWHQ KWTR WKH HTRRXQNW\ LWTXU. 
	4QH WHFXTQ HKNQIWHQ KWTR YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX RF\ H[KNENW QHXX UTXNWNYH UTWWWF\FQX TK WKHNW RTWKHWX NX YNHWNRX TK UFWWQHW FEXXH RF\ UWTYNIH QHXX XHQXNWNYH HFWH FQI QHXX UTXNWNYH WHXUTQXHX WT WKHNW HKNQIWHQ'X QHHIX. 9KNX WHIXHHI HFWH RF\ EH IXH WT IHUQHWHI HRTWNTQFQ WHXTXWHHX (:TQIHQ. 6WHNQ. 7NWHKNH. :FWWNX. & -TXWNQHX. ....- 1HYHQITXN\ & 
	4QH WHFXTQ HKNQIWHQ KWTR YNTQHQW KFRNQNHX RF\ H[KNENW QHXX UTXNWNYH UTWWWF\FQX TK WKHNW RTWKHWX NX YNHWNRX TK UFWWQHW FEXXH RF\ UWTYNIH QHXX XHQXNWNYH HFWH FQI QHXX UTXNWNYH WHXUTQXHX WT WKHNW HKNQIWHQ'X QHHIX. 9KNX WHIXHHI HFWH RF\ EH IXH WT IHUQHWHI HRTWNTQFQ WHXTXWHHX (:TQIHQ. 6WHNQ. 7NWHKNH. :FWWNX. & -TXWNQHX. ....- 1HYHQITXN\ & 
	HKNQIWHQ RF\ NQ fXd` KFYH UWTEQHRX ZNWK FWWFHKRHQW. 

	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
	WKH KTRH. 

	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
	9HQHWFQQ\. WKH WHQFWNTQXKNUX EHWZHHQ HKNQIWHQ TKFQQ FLHX KTWRHI NQ UHHW LWTXUX. FWH YHW\ NRUTWWFQW NQ IHYHQTUNQL XTHNFQ XNNQQX. 6THNFQ HTRUHWHQHH NX FWWFNQHI FQI RFNQWFNQHI WKWTXLK UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX FQI NQWHWFHWNTQX. 3HHWX XHWYH FX RTIHQX KTW HFHK TWKHW E\ HNWKHW UXQNXKNQL TW NLQTWNQL HHWWFNQ EHKFYNTWX. TW WHNQKTWHNQL FUUWTUWNFWH HXQWXWFQ EHKFYNTWX. 9KNX KFX QHI RFQ\ XHKTQFWX WT NIHQWNK\ UFWHQW.HKNQI NQWHWFHWNTQ ZNWK KTZ WKNX WHQFWNTQXKNU NQKQXHQHHX XTHNFQ HTRUHWHQHH (6TILH & 0XWUK\. ....). 
	3FWHQWX INWHHWQ\ NQKQXHQHH F HKNQI'X UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX E\ UWTYNINQL LXNIFQHH. FIYNHH FQI XXUUTWW. FQI XXLLHXWNTQX FETXW FHWNYNWNHX NQ UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX. 5KNQIWHQ KFYH WKH HFUFHNW\ WT QHFWQ FQI NRUWTYH FUUWTUWNFWH XTHNFQ XNNQQX ZNWKNQ WKH KFRNQ\. 5KNQIWHQ ZNQQ KTWR XHHXWH FWWFHKRHQWX ZNWK WKHNW UFWHQWX NKWKH UFWHQWX WHXUTQI NQ F XHQXNWNYH FQI 
	FUUWTUWNFWH XTHNFQ XNNQQX FQI HTRRXQNHFWNTQ XW\QHX ZNWK WKHNW UHHWX. BFWR WHQFWNTQXKNUX 
	ZNWK WKH UFWHQWX ZNQQ XXXFQQ\ QHFI WT KWNHQIQ\. FXXHWWNYH WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNWK WKHNW UHHWX. 
	6XHK KWNHQIQ\ FXXHWWNYHQHXX NX NH\ WT XTHNFQ HTRUHWHQHH. 
	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
	:XXFQQ\ HKNQIWHQ IHYHQTU WKHNW UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX WKWTXLK WKHNW XHKTTQX. 9KH ;XWFHQN 
	.. 
	6TRHXWNH 9NTQHQHH 6WXI\ QFXQHKHI NQ .... HYFQXFWHI HKNQIWHQ KTW WKHNW FHFIHRNH 
	UHWKTWRFQHH FQI XTHNFQ XNNQQX NQ WKH XHKTTQX. 9KH LWTXUX HTQXNXWHI TKHKNQIWHQ ZKT ZHWH 
	HNWKHW YNHWNRX TKUK\XNHFQ FEXXH. ZNWQHXXHX WT XUTXXFQ FEXXH. ETWK YNHWNRX TKUK\XNHFQ 
	FEXXH FQI ZNWQHXXHX WT XUTXXFQ FEXXH. FQI QHNWKHW YNHWNRX TW ZNWQHXXHX TKXUTXXFQ FEXXH. 
	;Q XXRRFW\. WKH IFWF HTQQHHWHI KWTR WKH WHFHKHWX XXLLHXWHI WKFW ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH KFI HQHFW HKKHHWX TQ WKH HKNQI'X XTHNFQ FQI FHFIHRNH XNNQQX. FQI UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX (6FZXI. 3TXWXN. 1FRE. & 6WHWQEHWL. ....). 
	3HHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX FQXT NQHQXIH FQI H[WHQI NQWT WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNUX. 4\ WKH WNRH F HKNQI WHFHKHX FITQHXHHQHH FQI HQHTXQWHWX KNX.KHW KNWXW WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNU. H[UHHWFWNTQX FQI NQWHWUHWXTQFQ XNNQQX FETXW WKH QFWXWH TK F HQTXH WHQFWNTQXKNU KFYH FQWHFI\ EHHQ HXWFEQNXKHI ZNWKNQ WKH KFRNQ\ HTQWH[W. 7HHHQW XWXINHX WHUTWW WKFW RTWH WKFQ KNKW\ 
	3HHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX FQXT NQHQXIH FQI H[WHQI NQWT WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNUX. 4\ WKH WNRH F HKNQI WHFHKHX FITQHXHHQHH FQI HQHTXQWHWX KNX.KHW KNWXW WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNU. H[UHHWFWNTQX FQI NQWHWUHWXTQFQ XNNQQX FETXW WKH QFWXWH TK F HQTXH WHQFWNTQXKNU KFYH FQWHFI\ EHHQ HXWFEQNXKHI ZNWKNQ WKH KFRNQ\ HTQWH[W. 7HHHQW XWXINHX WHUTWW WKFW RTWH WKFQ KNKW\ 
	BWNLKW. ....). ;Q TXW XTHNHW\. YNTQHQHH NQ WKH FITQHXHHQW UTUXQFWNTQ KFX NQHWHFXHI FQTQL 

	ZNWK IFWNQL YNTQHQHH. 
	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
	3HHTWINQL WT XWXINHX E\ 9WF\ & 8TXKHH (....). WKH KFRNQ\ HQYNWTQRHQW FQI KTZ WKH KFRNQ\ XTHNFQN]HX FQI NQWHWFHWX ZNQQ FKKHHW KTZ FITQHXHHQWX ZNQQ WHXUTQI NQ IFWNQL WHQFWNTQXKNUX. 0FQ\ WNRHX. IFWNQL WHQFWNTQXKNUX ZNQQ RNRNH RFWWNFLH FQI KFRNQ\ YNTQHQHH. ZKNHK KFX EHHQ HQTXHQ\ FXXTHNFWHI ZNWK IFWNQL YNTQHQHH. 7[UTXXWH WT UK\XNHFQ FEXXH TW XH[XFQ FEXXH FX F HKNQI TW ZNWQHXXNQL ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ KFYH XTRH FXXTHNFWNTQ ZNWK IFWNQL YNTQHQHH. 
	3X XWFWHI UWHYNTXXQ\. WHQFWNTQXKNU UWTEQHRX FWH HWXHNFQ NQ FXXHXXNQL QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ. 3WHFX XXHK FX UFWHQWNQL. FWWFHKRHQW NXXXHX. UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX. FQI WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNUX RF\ IHWHWRNQH WKH UTXNWNYH FQI QHLFWNYH TXWHTRHX TKWKH QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ 
	3X XWFWHI UWHYNTXXQ\. WHQFWNTQXKNU UWTEQHRX FWH HWXHNFQ NQ FXXHXXNQL QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ. 3WHFX XXHK FX UFWHQWNQL. FWWFHKRHQW NXXXHX. UHHW WHQFWNTQXKNUX. FQI WTRFQWNH WHQFWNTQXKNUX RF\ IHWHWRNQH WKH UTXNWNYH FQI QHLFWNYH TXWHTRHX TKWKH QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH TQ HKNQIWHQ 
	0FQ\ WHXHFWHKHWX FQI UWFHWNWNTQHWX. ZKT ZTWN ZNWK HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ. 

	YNHZ ZNWQHXXNQL ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FX F KTWR TK HRTWNTQFQ FQI UX\HKTQTLNHFQ FEXXH. 
	3QXT. XXHK HKNQIWHQ FWH FW LWHFWHW WNXN TKUK\XNHFQ FQI XH[XFQ FEXXH FX ZHQQ. 
	:XLKHX. 3FWNNQXTQ. & 9FWLT (....) XXH WKH WHWR "ITXEQH.ZKFRR\" WT IHXHWNEH HKNQIWHQ ZKT ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQI ZKT FWH FQXT UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI. 9KHXH HKNQIWHQ FWH RTWH QNNHQ\ WT XXKKHW QHLFWNYH UWTEQHRX WKFQ HKNQIWHQ ZKT TQQ\ ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH (:XLKHX. HW FQ. ....). 
	;Q KTRHX ZKHWH ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH THHXWX. HKNQIWHQ FWH .. WNRHX RTWH QNNHQ\ WT EH UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI FQI QHLQHHWHI HTRUFWHI WT HKNQIWHQ KWTR QTQ.YNTQHQW KTRHX (6HQFWH -XINHNFW\ 5TRRNWWHH :HFWNQL ........ FX HNWHI NQ 0FXXFHKXXHWWX 5TFQNWNTQ. ....). 3HHTWINQL WT :XLKHX (....). XNQHH HKNQIWHQ ZKT FWH FEXXHI FQI ZNWQHXX ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH RF\ EH QHXX ZHQQ FIOXXWHI WKFQ WKTXH ZK. OXXW ZNWQHXX YNTQHQHH. NW NX NRUTWWFQW NQ WHXHFWHK WT HQFXXNK\ HKNQIWHQ NQWT LWTXUX TK FEXXHI FQI QTQ.FEXXHI HFWHLTWNHX. 
	;Q FIINWNTQ WT UX\HKTQTLNHFQQ\ EHNQL RFQWWHFWHI. HKNQIWHQ TKITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FWH FW WNXN KTW UK\XNHFQ FQI XH[XFQ FEXXH. 4TZHQ (....) IHXHWNEHX QNQNX EHWZHHQ XH[XFQ FEXXH FQI ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. 4KWKH KFRNQNHX WHKHWWHI WT KHW HQNQNH TKUHINFWWNHX. XKH WHUTWWHI F ..% UWHYFQHQHH TK ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH NQ WKH HKNQIWHQ WHKHWWHI WT KHW KTW XXXUHHWHI XH[XFQ FEXXH. 4KWKH RTWKHWX. ..% H[UHWNHQHHI HKNQIKTTI UK\XNHFQ FEXXH. FQI ..% KFI H[UHWNHQHHI HKNQIKTTI XH[XFQ FEXXH. 
	3HHTWINQL WT XWXINHX E\ 3UUHQ & :TQIHQ (....). NW KFX EHHQ IHWHWRNQHI WKFW WKHWH NX F KNLK WFWH TKTYHWQFU EHWZHHQ ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FQI UK\XNHFQ HKNQI FEXXH. ;Q F .. 
	EFWWHWHI ZTRHQ FWH FQXT UK\XNHFQQ\ FEXXHI (3UUHQ & :TQIHQ. ....). If NX HQHFW KWTR WKH 
	QNWHWFWXWH WKFW HKNQIWHQ TKEFWWHWHI ZTRHQ FWH FW LWHFWHW WNXN KTW XH[XFQ FQI UK\XNHFQ 
	FEXXH. 3HHTWINQL WT 4QFHN. :H\RFQ. FQI 6RNWK 6QHU (.... ). TQH TKWKH EHXW WNXN 
	NQINHFWTWX TK HKNQI UK\XNHFQ FEXXH NX H[UTXXWH WT ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH. 
	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
	An OYeUYieZ of 6ocial LeaUning TheoUy 
	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
	8XWWKHW. 4FQIXWF XWWHXXHX WKFW XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ ITHX QTW XHH F UHWXTQ FX F 

	KHQUQHXX YNHWNR TKHQYNWTQRHQWFQ NQKQXHQHHX. :H ITHX QTW EHQNHYH NQ TYHWXNRUQNK\NQL 
	NQINYNIXFQ TW HQYNWTQRHQWFQ KFHWTWX FX FIINQL XU WT TQH'X EHKFYNTW. 3HHTWINQL WT 
	WHHNUWTHFQ IHWHWRNQNXR. UHTUQH FWH ETWK UWTIXHHWX FQI UWTIXHWX TKWKHNW HQYNWTQRHQW. 
	4FQIXWF (....) XWFWHX WKFW. "4HKFYNTW UFWWQ\ HWHFWHX WKH HQYNWTQRHQW FQI WKH WHXXQWFQW 
	HQYNWTQRHQW. NQ WXR. NQKQXHQHHX WKH EHKFYNTW" (U. ..). 
	6THNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ KTHXXHX TQ EHKFYNTWX QHFWQHI ZNWKNQ F XTHNFQ HTQWH[W. If UWTUTXHX WKFW UHTUQH QHFWQ KWTR TQH FQTWKHW E\ TEXHWYFWNTQ. RTIHQNQL. FQI NRNWFWNTQ. FQTQL ZNWK WKH NRUTWWFQHH TKWHZFWINQL HTQXHTXHQHHX. 1FWHW NQ KNX ZTWN FQI NQINYNIXFQ 
	.
	" 
	IHYHQTURHQW. 4FQIXWF KTHXXHI TQ WKH HTLQNWNYH WHYTQXWNTQ. UFWWNHXQFWQ\ UF\NQL FWWHQWNTQ 
	WT NQKTWRFWNTQ.UWTHHXXNQL FHWNYNWNHX. 9KNX HTLQNWNYH UWTHHXX RHINFWHX KTW WKH QHFWQHW WKH 
	WHQFWNTQXKNU EHWZHHQ RTIHQNQL HYHQWX FQI RFWHKNQL UHWKTWRFQHHX. 9KH KTXW LHQHWFQ 
	UWNQHNUQHX TKXTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ FWH. ( .) QHFWQNQL E\ TEXHWYFWNTQ. (.) UXQNXKRHQW FQI WHNQKTWHHRHQW. (.) HTLQNWNTQ FQI. (.) QTQL.WHWR HKKHHWX (F HKFQLH NQ EHKFYNTW). 
	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
	ITNQL UTTWQ\ FW KNX OTE FQI NX KNWHI. WKH TWKHW HRUQT\HH ZNQQ TEXHWYH WKH QHLFWNYH 
	HTQXHTXHQHHX TKWKH FHWNTQX TEXHWYHI. 9KNX NX FQ H[FRUQH TK YNHFWNTXX UXQNXKRHQW 
	(QHLFWNYH HTQXHTXHQHHX TKFHWNTQX). 
	9KH XHHTQI LHQHWFQ UWNQHNUQH NX UXQNXKRHQW FQI WHNQKTWHHRHQW. 7HNQKTWHHRHQW FQI UXQNXKRHQW HFQ THHXW NQ XHYHWFQ ZF\X. XXHK FX TEXHWYNQL WKH RTIHQ EHNQL WHNQKTWHHI TW UXQNXKHI. WHNQKTWHHRHQW E\ F WKNWI UHWXTQ. FQI INWHHW WHNQKTWHHRHQWX TW UXQNXKRHQW TK WKH NQINYNIXFQ WKWTXLK EHKFYNTWFQ HTQXHTXHQHHX. 5TQWHRUTWFW\ XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL UHWXUHHWNYHX KTHXX TQ NQINWHHW HKKHHWX TKQHFWQNQL. UXQNXKRHQW FQI WHNQKTWHHRHQW. FQI WKH H[UHHWFWNTQX TK NQKQXHQHNQL HTLQNWNYH UWTHHXXHX. 
	9KNX EWNQLX XX WT WKH WKNWI LHQHWFQ UWNQHNUQH. HTLQNWNTQ. 5TLQNWNTQ UQF\X F WTQH NQ 
	.... 
	QHFWQNQL. 7[UHHWFWNTQX FQI FZFWHQHXX TKKXWXWH WHNQKTWHHRHQWX TW UXQNXKRHQWX HFQ 
	KFYH F RFOTW HKKHHW TQ TQH'X EHKFYNTW. 6THNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\ RF\ EH HTQXNIHWHI F WWFQXNWNTQ EHWZHHQ HFWQNHW QHFWQNQL WKHTWNHX FQI HTLQNWNYH QHFWQNQL WKHTWNHX. 5TLQNWNYH KFHWTWX NQ XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL NQHQXIH. TEXHWYFWNTQ- FHWXFQ NRNWFWNTQ- FWWHQWNTQ- H[UHHWFWNTQX FETXW WKH HTQXHTXHQHHX- NQKQXHQHHX KWTR WKH HQYNWTQRHQW- FQI QNYH TW X\RETQNH RTIHQX. 
	3HHTWINQL WT XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\. WKH EHKFYNTW FQI NWX TXWHTRHX WHNQKTWHH F HKNQI'X HTLQNWNYH UWTHHXX. 9KNX EWNQLX XX WT WKH KTXWWK LHQHWFQ UWNQHNUQH TK XTHNFQ QHFWQNQL WKHTW\. QHFWQNQL F EHKFYNTW HFQ THHXW ZNWKTXW F HKFQLH NQ EHKFYNTW. 1HFRNQL F EHKFYNTW RF\ TW RF\ QTW EH XKTZQ NQ UHWKTWRFQHH. 9KH TEXHWYHW NX WHNQKTWHHI E\ F WKNWI UHWXTQ. 5HWWFNQ HTQINWNTQX FWH QHHHXXFW\ KTW QHFWQNQL TW RTIHQNQL EHKFYNTWX WT THHXW. 
	WT WKH EHKFYNTW. (.) WKH FENQNW\ WT WHRHREHW WKH EHKFYNTW (WHWHQWNTQ). (.) WKH FENQNW\ WT 
	WHUQNHFWH TW UWTIXHH WKH EHKFYNTW FQI. ( .) RTWNYFWNTQ WT IHRTQXWWFWH WKH EHKFYNTW. 
	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
	9KH KTXWWK HTQINWNTQ QHHHXXFW\ KTW F QHFWQHI EHKFYNTW NX RTWNYFWNTQ. 9KNX HTQINWNTQ FQXT WHQNHX TQ RFQ\ TWKHW YFWNFEQHX. 3LFNQ. XXNQL ITRHXWNH YNTQHQHH FX FQ H[FRUQH. FX WKH HKNQI RFWXWHX FQI KNX.KHW FENQNW\ WT FHW TXW EHKFYNTWX NQHWHFXHX. WKH HKNQI RF\ EH NQ F EHWWHW UTXNWNTQ WT IHKHQI WKH RTWKHW KWTR WKH FEXXHW. 3QXT. KH TW XKH RF\ 
	make.up. the outcomes ofhow a child reacts may vary from one child to another. )or 
	example. a child who is less aggressive may· walk away from conflict. whereas a child 
	who is internally more aggressive may choose to participate in the conflict either 
	emotionally or physically. 
	7he presence ofthe four conditions necessary in learning behaviors vary from one person to another. 7he circumstances. environments. and supportive or non.supportive relationships may play a role in how a behavior is not only learned but also acted upon. 7hese issues will be addressed in this paper. along with how a person is able to be proactive in changing negative behaviors and relearning and replacing old behaviors with new positive behaviors. 
	-"ai 
	.n order for a person to be proactive in replacing old behaviors with new positive behaviors. the person must learn to demonstrate self.regulation. 8elf.regulation or self. monitoring leads to attaining self.efficacy (having control over events). )or example. another area of%andura's work in social learning theory is the role the selfplays in evaluation and regulation ofbehavior. %andura believes that a person incorporates societal standards and monitors his or her self (self.monitoring.self.regulation) in 
	$n outcome of self.regulation.self.monitoring is self.efficacy. 7his is described as an individuals' belief that he or she can exercise some control over the events that will 
	$n outcome of self.regulation.self.monitoring is self.efficacy. 7his is described as an individuals' belief that he or she can exercise some control over the events that will 
	they can execute successfully and gain self.efficacy. 7he individual's prior history affects whether the person will have low self.efficacy. or high self.efficacy. $ person with low self.efficacy may avoid challenges and opportunities. whereas a person with high self.efficacy will seek out better opportunities and promote future efforts for experimentation. 8elf.efficacy can be achieved through self.regulation. self.instructions. self.monitoring. and self.reinforcement (8ee page .. in this text). 

	)or example. with domestic violence. once children are removed from the domestic violence or eventually leave the environment. they may start to experience settings in which they can positively learn to exercise more control over their lives. 7his may happen in educational settings. $lso. if the mother leaves the abuse and is 
	···~ 
	motivationally and positively proactive in her life. the child may start to feel safety and security. 7his may bring the child closer to achieving high self.efficacy. 4n the other hand. ifthe child exhibits low self.efficacy. this may lead to detrimental long.term effects of witnessing domestic violence. 
	.n summary. these four general principles of social learning theory will be used in this paper as they relate to the long.term effects ofwitnessing domestic violence on children. $fter critiquing the current literature on children witnessing domestic violence. this paper will then discuss future research suggestions from this critique. 
	.n summary. these four general principles of social learning theory will be used in this paper as they relate to the long.term effects ofwitnessing domestic violence on children. $fter critiquing the current literature on children witnessing domestic violence. this paper will then discuss future research suggestions from this critique. 
	1eaming %y 4bservation 

	4ne ofthe three general principles ofsocial learning theory is learning by observation. 7his principle is based upon the beliefthat people can learn behaviors and outcomes ofthese behaviors by observing others. 7he steps involved in the modeling process are attention. retention. reproduction. and motivation. )or example. to learn a behavior. (.) one has to be paying attention. (.) one must retain or remember the behavior that gained the person's attention. (.) the person observing the behavior has to be abl
	$ccording to social learning theory. if children witness domestic violence. they may repeat this behavior. 8hort.term effects may include aggressive behavior among siblings or at school in social situations. 1ong term effects may include repeating the observed behavior in adult relationships. such as fighting among peers or using violence in an intimate relationship. 
	%andura was responsible for hundreds of studies done in reference to social learning theory and the environment and behavior. and a person's psychological processes. 4ne ofhis groups ofstudies that stands out the most is the "hobo doll studies" (a hobo doll is a punching doll). $ film was presented to kindergarten children ofa girl punching a hobo doll. $fter the children watched the film. they were sent in a room to play with a hobo doll. 7he children copied the behavior they had observed on the film 
	7hough hobo doll studies show modeling aggressive behaviors and learning by observation. its association with domestic violence has not been studied. :ould children from domestically violent homes react differently than children from non.violent homes$ 8tudies have not been done on children who witness domestic violence in comparison with children who have not witnessed domestic violence. $lso. just because the children modeled the behavior with the hobo doll in this environment. does not mean they will do 
	:ith social learning theory attention. retention. motor reproduction. and motivation must be present for an individual to successfully model the behavior of 
	~ 
	someone else. )o these hobo doll studies take into account the retention rate. the severity ofthe behavior. and the duration of the modeled behavior over a longer period oftime$ 4ther studies have been done. but have they been applied to battered women$ 8o far. it is unclear what the long.term effects may be. )uture research in this area may be relevant to understanding the short.term effects and long.term effects ofwitnessing domestic violence. 
	)or example. future research in learning by observation may focus on circumstantial differences of domestic violence. such as the severity and duration ofthe domestic violence along with short.term effects and long.term effects. using longitudinal studies over long periods oftime. 8ocial learning theory would suggest that ifchildren witness domestic violence. the children will in tum learn to use violence. 8everal 
	)or example. future research in learning by observation may focus on circumstantial differences of domestic violence. such as the severity and duration ofthe domestic violence along with short.term effects and long.term effects. using longitudinal studies over long periods oftime. 8ocial learning theory would suggest that ifchildren witness domestic violence. the children will in tum learn to use violence. 8everal 
	violent behavior. 

	)or example. 8inger (....) did a study on ..... children and teenagers and found that recent exposure to domestic violence in the home was a significant factor in predictions ofa child's behavior displaying violence. $gain. this study may be profound for short.term effects. but may not prove long.term effects on children witnessing domestic violence. 1earning by observation and modeling this behavior ( domestic violence) in the future or in the child's future adult relationships is fertile ground for longit
	:hether studies ofchildren who witness domestic violence and its effects are 
	--+++ 
	short or long.term. can children relearn new. non.violent behaviors$ )o they want to relearn behaviors$ 7ecent workshops (4ntario 5sychological )oundation. ....) have noted that adolescent survivors offamily violence are very open to discussions in the schools and creative with their ideas to change or learn appropriate behavior. 8ocial learning theory suggests that in learning by observation. improvement can be made from effective modeling that teaches new behaviors and promotes self.efficacy. 7his gives t
	7eachers demonstrating and modeling appropriate behaviors may accomplish relearning by observation through education. Ifchildren ofdomestic violence are taught poor coping skills and resolution. this may carry over into their lives outside the home environment when dealing with stressful situations. events. and people. +owever. 
	7eachers demonstrating and modeling appropriate behaviors may accomplish relearning by observation through education. Ifchildren ofdomestic violence are taught poor coping skills and resolution. this may carry over into their lives outside the home environment when dealing with stressful situations. events. and people. +owever. 
	avoid modeling inappropriate behaviors. this may be a start in children's behavior. 

	%y modeling. teachers can expose the students in educational settings to appropriate models with group sessions. group therapy. role.playing. and a variety of other models to break down traditional stereotypes. 7his may help students to believe they are capable ofaccomplishing these tasks. It is important for the teacher to relay to the student confidence.building messages and set realistic expectations. $s the adolescent is in the process ofrelearning appropriate behaviors. he or she is gaining self. confi
	.n the school environment and other environments outside the home. the children 
	. 'i\. 
	ofdomestic violence are exposed to. children may observe other adults who do not use force and intimidation as a means ofcontrol. 7hey may learn.from these positive roles models that aggressive behavior is not universal. 4n the other hand. children from domestic violent homes may be socially isolated and not be able to witness other families in healthy environments. $s women and their children remove themselves from the violent environment. new learning and behaviors are experienced when they become exposed
	4ften times during a violent episode in the home. constructive negotiating and conflict resolution is lacking. 7hese children do not usually have the opportunity to witness constructive ways ofresolving conflict and the positive consequences or 
	4ften times during a violent episode in the home. constructive negotiating and conflict resolution is lacking. 7hese children do not usually have the opportunity to witness constructive ways ofresolving conflict and the positive consequences or 
	outcomes ofthese observations. 7hus. when children in domestic violent families do not observe and learn positive negotiation strategies. they may be at a disadvantage for learning appropriate strategies for resolving conflict. $ positive change in behavior may occur once the children are away from the violence. )or example. studies by :idom (....) followed child victims offamily violence throughout their lives. 7he study concluded that many children ofdomestic violence manage to overcome earlier adversity 

	5unishment and 7einforcement 
	$ccording to social learning theory. reinforcement and punishment have an indirect effect on learning. +owever. they are not the main cause ofthe.behavior. 7he behavior may be reinforced by positive outcomes ofthe removal ofconsequences. Ifone pays attention to the outcomes ofthe modeled behaviors. this will play a role in how the person chooses to act or react to situations. 
	$gain. keeping in mind that social learning theory applies to learning and relearning behaviors. children who witness domestic violence may learn the outcomes of these behaviors by punishment or reinforcement. Ifthe abuse gets positive results. this may teach the child that violence and intimidation gets a desired outcome. Ifwomen choose to stay. this may appear to the children that the abuser accomplished the goal of 
	she is away from the violence. the more control she may gain over her environment. 
	4ver time. she may learn new reactions to behaviors. thus gaining more control over her 
	and her children's environment. 
	$lso. if children witness domestic violence. they may learn from the victim's behavior the consequences. reinforcements. or punishments from the behavior. Ifthe child observes negative consequences for the abuser. the child may learn that one is punished for his or her behavior. .n the short and long term effects ofdomestic violence. the children may learn that appropriate behavior gets positive results and negative behavior has consequences and punishment. 4n the other hand. if the abuser gets positive res
	8afety and security play an important role in the adjustment ofchildren exposed to domestic violence. Ifthe police are involved in a domestic dispute. the child may learn from this third person that the police will help and protect them. 7his reinforces security and safety to a child. without the child necessarily showing a change in behavior. 4n the other hand. if children see that the police do not help them. they may not be able to trust police and other adult role models in the future. Ifthe child witne
	violence and the effects it has on children. 8ome examples for future research in this area 
	may include studies ofhow the father being arrested effects the children short and long. 
	term. $nother area for future research would be the effects on the children ifthe father 
	were in a program for non.violence. or how the punishment ofthe father affects the 
	children. 
	8ubsequently. ifthe children see the abuser being punished and sent to prison. this may cause negative effects for the children emotionally. physically. and in terms of economic disadvantages for the children and their mother. $lternatively. this may reinforce the children cognitively who witnesses domestic violence that bad behavior is associated with negative consequences. 4r. if the father is in prison. the children may 
	~-
	have economic issues and self.esteem issues because they are with a father in prison. by themselves and their peers. 
	7his is an area that has little research and may be fertile ground for future research. such as research with families where the abuser is in prison as punishment for the domestic violence and how the children are adjusting to the situation. 7esearch may begin with the children's adjustment academically. socially. peer relationships and peer pressure. alcohol and drug abuse. criminal activity. and economics. 
	1ack of 1ong 7erm (ffects :sing social learning behavior as evidence that behaviors can be learned. they may also be unlearned. 7his may be why some negative effects ofdomestic violence .. 
	the social learning theory. )or example. a new learning environment. modeling mentors. 
	and safe positive family support may play a crucial role in the recovery ofwitnessing 
	domestic violence. $gain. future research ofthe long.term effects ofdomestic violence 
	may be helpful by using two domestic violence groups. one group ofchildren still living 
	in domestic violence and one group that has been removed from the domestic violence in 
	comparison to a group of children who have never been exposed to domestic violence. 
	7he longer the children are away from the domestic violence. the better adjusted they may become and will hopefully have a stronger chance of recovery and diminished effects ofthe violence. 7he short and long term effects ofdomestic violence on children may be positively addressed by using social learning theory. such as relearning behaviors 
	·~ and appropriate modeling. )uring a summary of expert testimony in the :.8. )istrict (ourt. (astern )istrict of1ew <ork. )r. (van 8tark testified to a lengthy and well.substantiated opinion that. "(hildren rarely experience long.term effects from witnessing domestic violence." +e testified that "one ofthe most dramatic experiences that advocates ofthe domestic violence movement have had is watching problems that seem to be quite profound and clinically significant abate after a relatively short period of 
	staying at the shelter for battered women showed some negative symptoms. but they significantly decreased after leaving the shelter and were no longer being exposed to the domestic violence. 
	7he research of8tark may also be ofsignificance to social learning theory in that if children witness domestic violence. we could hypothesize that they may internally become passive.aggressive in their child and adult years. Ifchildren are shown to be well adjusted in their adult years. this would contradict other research that these children may show strong tendencies ofpassive.aggressive behavior in their adult years. 4n the other hand. since research oflong.term effects is limited. it is hard to predict 
	. '.\. (oalition for (hild 5rotection 7eform). $lso. further research is needed in the area ofpassive.aggressive behaviors among children who witness domestic violence. $lthough children exposed to the most severe type ofdomestic violence are thought to have a stronger chance ofbecoming violent as adults. .....% ofchildren in these situations do not become delinquents. do not develop drug or alcohol problems. and about ..% do not become violent adults (1ational (oalition )or (hild 5rotection 7eform). 7he na
	$nother study by :olfe et al. (....) suggests that children monitored in the battered women's shelters showed high percentages ofhaving fewer negative symptoms. and even above.average strengths in adjustment and social competence. 7his study done on women and children in domestic violence shelters focused on the immediate distress ofthe women and their children. 7his does not necessarily demonstrate an accurate overall picture ofthe child's short and long term behaviors associated with witnessing domestic v
	$ study of+ughes and 1uke (....) investigated children in a battered women's 
	-• "0-
	shelter and the effects ofchildren's exposure to domestic violence. such as maladjustment. 7he research indicates that a significant percentage ofwomen and children exhibit low levels ofdistress and no evidence ofmaladjustment at all. +owever. this does not necessarily mean that these children will not experience problems of maladjustment later in life. 7he domestic violence may have affected the children in other ways. 7he children may be experiencing difficulties in areas not present in the study such as 
	$s +ughes and 1uke ( ....) concluded in their study of children in battered women's shelters. a high percentage ofthese children did not exhibit maladjustment at all. $gain. this may be because the child is buffered with coping strategies or personality 
	thought may be that the children are already fe~ling a sense of safety and relief once they 
	enter the battered women's shelter with their mother. 7his brings us to the point of the 
	mother leaving the domestic violence. 7he mother understanding the child's fears may 
	lessen the impact ofwitnessing domestic violence. 7herefore. the long.term effects this 
	will have on children who witness domestic violence may decline over time. 
	7he study by +ughes and 1uke (....) still indicates that the women and children in the shelter reported the absence ofsignificant symptomatology which speaks to a certain level of resiliency ofthe children residing in the shelters. 5rotective factors may have a great effect in the children and their ability to cope well and be resilient to negative behaviors. %uffers such as parental support and positive coping strategies may 
	"4+ 
	be ofgreat importance to the long.term effects ofwitnessing domestic violence. 
	8ocial learning theory suggests that relearning positive behaviors in place of negative behaviors over time may be a strong buffer for children in limiting the short ot long.term effects of domestic violence. )uture research on the long.term effects of domestic violence and the buffers that help children lessen the negative effects of domestic violence would be beneficial. 
	.n fact. studies by (ampbell et al. (....). +olden et al. (....). and :olfe et al. ( ....) have shown that women's distress declined significantly even after the women left the battered women's shelter. 7hese studies found that although the mothers who resided at the shelter had more health problems. such as anxiety and depression. their children did not differ in externalizing problems from children who previously resided at the shelter. 
	.n fact. studies by (ampbell et al. (....). +olden et al. (....). and :olfe et al. ( ....) have shown that women's distress declined significantly even after the women left the battered women's shelter. 7hese studies found that although the mothers who resided at the shelter had more health problems. such as anxiety and depression. their children did not differ in externalizing problems from children who previously resided at the shelter. 
	$ similar study by :are. /ouriles. 8piller. 2c)onald. 8wank. and 1orwood 

	(....) compared to these studies also showed the same results but found that children's 
	external problems stayed the same but internalizing problems declined after six months of 
	the departure from the battered women's shelter. 
	$gain. a high quality relationship with the custodial parent may contribute to the positive adjustment ofthe children. )or example. internal change may lead to short.term and long.term effects on children. such as attachment issues. It has been shown that mothers who are consistently sensitive. who cooperative with their children. and who recognize children's behavioral cues are more likely to have securely attached children 
	···~ 
	than mothers who display less positive interactions with their children ()rosch et al.. 
	..... 5ederson 2oran. ....). 7here is little research of attachment in the area of 
	battered women in comparison to families without physical violence and also in 
	comparison to families experiencing martial conflict aside from physical violence. 
	.n my own personal life and the lives ofwomen . personally know who have left the domestic violence with their children. the women and children have gone on to have very satisfying and productive lives. . have witnessed the strong love and strength these women have for themselves and for their children to insure the most safe and secure environment the child could have under these circumstances. :ith the mother being sensitive to the needs ofthe child and setting a good example ofcoping skills. this may tea
	1ittle research has been done not only on the negative effects ofphysical marital violence. but also on the importance ofchildren being exposed to other forms ofmarital aggression such as insults. threats. and throwing objects. $lthough it is important not to disregard the effects on children who witness physical marital aggression. it is also important to be aware of other forms of aggression in the home environment and the long.term effects this may have on children who witness the aggression. 
	$ccording to many researchers (/ouriles. %arling. and 4'1eary. ..... :olfe. /affe. :ilson. Zak. ....). it appears that the effects ofchildren witnessing other forms ofmarital aggression. aside from physical marital violence. is just as important as the frequency ofphysical marital violence in predicting a child's behavioral problems short and long.term. 7his research adds to a growing body ofknowledge that researchers need 
	-4+ 
	to go beyond the incidence and frequency ofphysical martial violence in assessing the 
	long.term .effects on children who witness different levels ofaggression in the home. 1ew research may focus on children witnessing aggression in the home environment without physical marital violence. 
	$lso. research in the area ofmarital aggression and physical marital aggression may need to be narrowed down to samples ofdifferent groups ofchildren's environments. :ith social learning theory. it is important to pay close attention to the four areas ( attention. retention. motor reproduction. and motivation) necessary for a change in behavior ofthe children who witness marital aggression. such as. the attention level or age ofthe child. if the child was able to retain the event and how much. ifthe child i
	$lso. research in the area ofmarital aggression and physical marital aggression may need to be narrowed down to samples ofdifferent groups ofchildren's environments. :ith social learning theory. it is important to pay close attention to the four areas ( attention. retention. motor reproduction. and motivation) necessary for a change in behavior ofthe children who witness marital aggression. such as. the attention level or age ofthe child. if the child was able to retain the event and how much. ifthe child i
	may not have to repeat the violence. which may lead to the long.term effects ofdomestic 

	violence on the children. 
	(hange .n %ehavior 
	8ocial learning theory poses the question ofleaming a behavior without a change in behavior. .n other words. a person who observes a behavior may learn that behavior but still not show it in his or her performance. 1eaming may or may not result in a change in behavior. :itnessing domestic violence may not pose long.term external behavioral effects but may pose internal changes. 8ocial learning theory suggests that one might have internal changes or more subtle problems without a change in behavior. )or 
	·. 
	example. there may be cognitive arrd attitudinal changes or self.esteem changes. but not 
	behavioral changes. 
	It is not certain that children exposed to domestic violence will act out inappropriate behaviors in the present and future. $ccording to social learning theory. a behavior can be learned by observation alone without an immediate change in behavior. but which could lead to problems later in life when the child becomes an adult. 1earned behaviors may start to surface at this time. although they were not manifest in the past. 
	$ccording to studies done by (ummings (....) and *raham %ermann (....). children may be developing beliefs and behavioral patterns that may put them at a greater risk for problems with psychological or interpersonal relationships. $lso. studies done by (dleson ( ....) show that children who witness domestic violence have a stronger chance 
	than children from non.violent homes. .n contrast. he also goes on to state that significant 
	percentages of children who witness domestic violence show no negative effects. despite 
	witnessing repeated violence. 
	4ne problem with these studies is the behavior may be learned by the children without a change in their behavior. Ifthe children witness domestic violence. will they model the behavior short.term. long.term. or at all$ )uture research is needed with internal changes and subtle changes in children who witness domestic violence. 2ost research outcomes measure violence and behavioral problems. 
	$lso. if children are physically abused. they may grow up to abuse their children as adults. 7his may be considered an example of a delayed behavior that may appear in 
	·~ 
	the future because ofearlier exposure to witnessing domestic violence. 7o the contrary. a summary ofthis research suggests that children may end up being well.adjusted adults. +owever. ifthey were physically abused as children they may be more susceptible to abusing their children. 7oe current research mainly cannot clearly track this relationship because of so many extenuating variables. 
	$nother area ofthe long.term effects ofdomestic violence on children that is still unclear is 5ost 7raumatic 8tress )isorder. 7oe symptoms of578) may not appear until much later in life. or they may appear in a shorter amount oftime. (8ee page .. in this text) 7oe outcomes of witnessing domestic violence and long term effects such as 578) require future studies on the severity and duration ofthe domestic violence. $nother area to keep in mind is the personality ofthe child and how susceptible the child may 
	$ change in behavior can occur in the children if. for example. children observe the parents' reactions ofnegative and positive ways of coping with stress and conflict. 4bserving resolution after witnessing the violence may have positive effects on children. (hildren may learn resolution techniques and problem solving skills by observing how the parents resolve conflict after the violence has occurred. or the lack thereof. (8ee page .. in this text) 
	$lternatively. ifthe mother chooses to leave the domestic violence. the child may observe the ways the mother copes with the stress and conflict ofleaving and starting over. +opefully these would be positive ways to cope with the stress and conflict. which 
	"3 
	in tum may influence the behavior ofthe child. 
	.n fact. according to (ummings ( ....). resolution has been shown to be ofgreat importance to reducing the negative impact on children who witness marital discord. 7his research has shown that children who observe resolution between the parents after conflict will resume their base level ofdistress and aggression before the incidents occurred. Ifthe background anger and conflict between the parents is completely resolved. the children's reactions after the incidence are comparable to reactions of entirely f
	.n fact. according to (ummings ( ....). resolution has been shown to be ofgreat importance to reducing the negative impact on children who witness marital discord. 7his research has shown that children who observe resolution between the parents after conflict will resume their base level ofdistress and aggression before the incidents occurred. Ifthe background anger and conflict between the parents is completely resolved. the children's reactions after the incidence are comparable to reactions of entirely f
	in the home. 

	$gain. new research may focus on children witnessing aggression in the home environment without physical marital violence. or severe vs. mild violence which may include pushing. $ccording to social learning theory. behaviors can be learned and also be learned without a change i~ behavior. 7his leads us to the area ofcognitive thinking and how children who witness domestic violence may respond and interpret issues and outcomes. 
	1earning and processing cognitions can be learned without a change in performance. Ifone is paying attention to the modeling. he or she may start to interpret expectations and consequences cognitively. 7he person. the behavior. and the 
	~ 
	environment can have an influence on cognitive thinking. 
	(ognitions 
	$s a former victim of spousal abuse. it is my belief that the longer the child is away from the domestic violence. the more time the child will have to experience and replace. or relearn. new positive behaviors from him or herself and others. perhaps due to cognitive processes. 
	8ocial learning theory suggests changes in cognitive thinking will occur as a result ofobserving and living the negative consequences ofdomestic violence. (hildren removed from domestic violence may start to relearn new acceptable behaviors and 
	8ocial learning theory suggests changes in cognitive thinking will occur as a result ofobserving and living the negative consequences ofdomestic violence. (hildren removed from domestic violence may start to relearn new acceptable behaviors and 
	positive environment. 

	)or example. when children witness domestic violence. they may cognitively learn to view women as inferior and weak. .n contrast. ifthe mother leaves the domestic violence. the children may view their mother and other women as strong individuals. $s the mother gains strength and safety for herself and her children. she can pass this confidence along to the child. 7he mother is. hopefully. cognitively changing her behaviors and beliefs about the domestic violence and her value in society. which may have a po
	~ 
	(ohen. %rown. 8mailes. (hen. and /ohnson. ....). 7his may be because the mother is 
	usually the main caretaker for the children. 
	$gain. the mother and chil_d experience new conditions and behaviors from being away from a threatening environment. $s the mother and child experience positive outcomes. they begin to build trust and hope. :hen the mother becomes motivated and empowered. she sets an example for the child that is invaluable. 7he mother is also demonstrating new social learning behaviors and using them to her and her children's advantage. )or example. ifthe mother uses appropriate parenting skills and appropriate punishment.
	7he mother's choice to leave the domestic violence. or stay in the violent environment this could play a role in a child's decision making process now and in the .. 
	may teach the child that the mother deserves to be abused. and the child may grow up to be abused as an adult. or to abuse others. 4n the other hand. ifthe children see the mother leave the situation. they may cognitively learn strength and power. 7hey may not tolerate unacceptable behavior as adults. Ifthe mother leaves. the child may feel security. safety. and trust. 7his may carry over into short and long.term behaviors as children and adults. 
	(mery (....) suggested from reviewing studies that having a warm. loving relationship with one parent will mitigate. but not eliminate. the negative effects of domestic violence on children. $gain. according social learning theory. the child may become cognitively aware that by leaving the domestic violence. the environment has 
	"q 
	changed for the better and the children and their mother may start to experience feelings ofsafety and security. 7his may teach the child that there are positive rewards from the mother's actions ofleaving the violence and empowering her life and the lives ofher children. $gain. with social learning theory. the child may see the negative consequences that may develop for the batterer who is no longer in control ofthe home environment. 
	$gain. more research is needed in the area ofhow women and children continue to grow as a result from leaving the domestic violence. 7esearch could focus on the motivation and empowerment ofnew or old cognitive beliefs of children. both as children and adults. when the children are removed from the domestic violence and hopefully exposed to a positive environment for a long period oftime. $lthough children may 
	$gain. more research is needed in the area ofhow women and children continue to grow as a result from leaving the domestic violence. 7esearch could focus on the motivation and empowerment ofnew or old cognitive beliefs of children. both as children and adults. when the children are removed from the domestic violence and hopefully exposed to a positive environment for a long period oftime. $lthough children may 
	ofinternalizing and externalizing behaviors may decline. 

	8ocial learning theory suggests changes in cognitive thinking from observing and living the negative consequences ofdomestic violence. especially when the children leave their homes to go to a shelter for battered women. 7his is another adjustment for the children. but may prove to be a positive start in the direction ofliving a safe life for both the mother and the children. 
	*rych and )incham ( ....) compared cognitive relationships of children witnessing marital conflict and children who witness domestic violence. %oth groups of children were affected by blaming themselves for the marital conflict or fearing that one partner would leave the home. 7he intensity. frequency. and resolution ofconflict had 
	·~· 
	less ofan impact on the two groups ofchildren than the fear of a parent leaving or the children blaming themselves. 7he children who witnessed domestic violence had more fear ofthe argument escalating and tended to intervene with the parents. +owever. in this study. it is unclear which potential causes is the true source ofthe child's problem. .s it the anxiety and depression ofthe parent or child. the child's fear ofescalation. the parent leaving. or perhaps an emotional disturbance originating in the chil
	It is important to recognize the cognitions ofthe children experiencing marital conflict or domestic violence. 7o address this area using self.regulation and self.efficacy. it has been shown that adolescents can be excellent partners with each other in changing 
	It is important to recognize the cognitions ofthe children experiencing marital conflict or domestic violence. 7o address this area using self.regulation and self.efficacy. it has been shown that adolescents can be excellent partners with each other in changing 
	settings. group therapy. and cognitive therapy can all be effective in changing cognitions. 

	8trong social support from friends and the community helps the children who 
	witness domestic violence gain some level ofpower over their lives. $s the victim gains 
	more power over his or her life. the process ofempowerment will continue to progress 
	and strengthen. 
	8ocial learning theory says that behaviors can be relearned and changed. (ducation for battered women is essential. $dvocates for battered women have sought change through services such as shelters. support groups. economic assistance. and influencing law enforcement about domestic violence. 5owerless individuals can gain power with access to these resources. 
	··~ 
	)or example. +all (....) suggested that "empowering changes in women's attitudes result in new values that motivate women to participate more actively in broader social contexts." (p...). 7esearch has indicated that empowering women helps them to leave the violence ()avis 8rinivasan. ....). 
	$s the mother gains control over her life and her children. she may inadvertently lessen the long.term effects of domestic violence on her children. $s a result ofleaving the domestic violence. the mother may experience a lower level ofdepression. $nother example of a protective buffer for the mother is her level of education. Ifthe mother has options of strong employment and a strong income. this will serve as a protective buffer for the children. (motional stability and the mother's higher level of educat
	$s the mother gains control over her life and her children. she may inadvertently lessen the long.term effects of domestic violence on her children. $s a result ofleaving the domestic violence. the mother may experience a lower level ofdepression. $nother example of a protective buffer for the mother is her level of education. Ifthe mother has options of strong employment and a strong income. this will serve as a protective buffer for the children. (motional stability and the mother's higher level of educat
	*raham.%ermann. %anyard. (oupet. (gler. 2attis. ..... 2asten (oatsworth. ..... 2asten. 2iliotis. *raham.%ermann. 7amirez. 1eman. ..... 8ameroff 8eifer. ....). 4ther protective elements in the environment include socioeconomic status. parenting styles. and peer and sibling relationships (7utter. ..... 8ameroff. ....). 

	5arenting. 8ocial 7elationships and 8upport 
	5ositive parenting and forming positive attachments between the child and the parent is crucial to a child's development. 5arenting and attachments as well as social relationships are at risk for children who live and witness domestic violence. 7here is a definite need for studies in areas ofparenting and social relationships as it identifies with the long.term effects on children of domestic violence. 
	4+ 
	$ccording to social learning theory. learning a behavior involves many different aspects and circumstances. )uture research may include studies comparing children witnessing domestic violence with children who have strong attachments or strong support systems and relationships outside the home. 4ther areas that may be significant in short.term and long.term effects ofdomestic violence on children is the duration. severity. frequency of witnessing the domestic violence. and personality disorders. 7his is sig
	$lso. future research is needed in children who have been away from the domestic violence for a long period of time. $ccording to social learning theory. old .. 
	short.term effects only. this does not pose an accurate picture ofthe future of children 
	who witness domestic violence. Ifmore research was focused on long.term effects of 
	domestic violence on children. this would be beneficial for creating helpful support 
	programs to aid these children now and in the future oftheir adult lives. 
	Ifchildren witness domestic violence. will they model this behavior immediately or in the future$ It is important to distinguish short and long.term effects ofdomestic violence on children so these children do not become labeled and put into a specific category of expected future behavior. 8elf.fulfilling prophecy (which is labeling someone and in turn. the person fulfills this label because he or she starts to believe this even ifit is not accurate) may cause further problems for children who witness domes
	··· II!-
	violence. Iffriends. family. and society label children. they may come to believe that they will automatically be violent towards women and others in the future. )urther research in the area ofdomestic violence and self.fulfilling prophecy may be of importance to the future research oflong.term effects ofdomestic violence on children. as they become teenagers and adults. 8ocial learning theory suggests that one may model a behavior. It is important for children to be encouraged to seek positive outcomes for
	$lso. 5ett ( ....) concluded from studies that the most important predictor of social adjustment problems is ifthe child has a high quality relationship with the custodial parent. +i~ studies revealed that ..% ofchildren with a good relationship to 
	$lso. 5ett ( ....) concluded from studies that the most important predictor of social adjustment problems is ifthe child has a high quality relationship with the custodial parent. +i~ studies revealed that ..% ofchildren with a good relationship to 
	importance of a strong social support system. strong relationships with family and friends. and dispositional attributes of the child such as the ability to adjust to new situations. )uture research comparing the relationship ofthe custodial parent and the adjustments of children ofdivorce. children ofdomestic violence. and children from non. violent homes would be beneficial. 

	)or example. social learning theory suggests that the effects ofmodeling positive behaviors can change one's circumstances. It is important for children who witness domestic violence to have the educational opportunities for future positive growth. $ccording to social learning theory. self.efficacy can be achieved through self.regulation. self.instructions. and self.reinforcement (8ee page .. in this text). 
	2ore research is needed in the area ofhow women and children continue to grow as a result from leaving the domestic violence. and what kind ofsupport systems will . benefit them the most. 7esearch could focus on the empowerment of children. both boys and girls. when the children are removed from the domestic violence and hopefully exposed to a positive environment for a long period oftime. $lthough children may observe domestic violence. once removed from the violent environment. their symptoms of internali
	8ummar
	y 

	$s stated earlier in this paper. the short.effects of witnessing domestic ·violence 
	are problematic. $ccording to recent research. after leaving the domestic violence. these 
	short.term effects or problems do subside over time. 7he recent studies on the long.term 
	effects show these effects or problems diminishing. with the exception of578). 
	.t is important for future research to focus on what helps diminish the long.term 
	effects ofdomestic violence versus why 578) does not diminish. $lso. research is 
	needed as to how protective factors help diminish the long.term effects ofdomestic 
	violence. 
	8o far. the primary factors diminishing the long.term negative effects of witnessing domestic violence are strong social support. secure attachments to friends. 
	··+~ 
	strong family support. and a supportive relationship in adulthood. 7hese all provide models. :ith appropriate support and changes in relearning appropriate social behaviors. the mother and the children ofdomestic violence may start the process ofempowerment. 
	7here are limitations on the current research of the long.term effects of children witnessing domestic violence. )uture directions need to address these limitations. $ literary critique ofthe current research on the long.term effects ofdomestic violence on children will help provide suggestions for future research. 
	Ftstqe 5ereaqcK 
	$lthough there is a significant amount ofresearch in domestic violence. research is lacking in the long.term effects ofdomestic violence on children. $fter an extensive .. 
	continue with further research. 
	8tudies such as the hobo doll studies. discussed earlier. are significant to observational learning (modeling). 7o add to this. further research may include similar studies ofmodeling but include three groups ofchildren. 7his would include the children from battered homes. children not in battered homes. and children who have left battered homes over a significant period oftime. ;icarious reinforcement (viewing positive rewards ofaction) and vicarious punishment (viewing negative consequences ofaction) may 
	(arlier research on the effects~domestic violence has on children is significant but limited because ofmany uncontrolled variables. )or example. most children were interviewed in battered women's shelters right after the incident. $ lot ofthese studies did not take into account how much time had lapsed from being removed from the domestic violence. the retention rate ofthe domestic violence. and the severity of the domestic violence with these children. $ccording to %andura. social learning theory is a comb
	4ther variables such as divorce are fertile grounds for future research. $lthough divorce is usually a difficult period for most children. if children ofdomestic violence are .. 
	result. start to function better. aside from the fact that the parents are divorced. (ffects of 
	divorce on children from domestic violent homes would be a good comparison with 
	children from homes without domestic violence. +ow would social learning theory apply 
	to observations and cognitions in assessing both these groups of children$ 
	4ther major limitations ofresearch studies ofthe long.term effects ofdomestic violence are long recall periods. selective biases. and clinical samples rather than the general population (:eis. ....). (xperiencing or witnessing domestic violence in the home varies tremendously from one child to another. 7his calls for more research being done with these variables in mind. 7his may be challenging because these studies are needed over longer periods oftime. 
	8ome examples of these vari! bles include buffers or attributes children possess. _ such as above average intelligence. attention span. interpersonal skills. and feelings of self.esteem and self.efficacy. 7he type ofvariables or combinations ofthese variables that give a child the greatest chance of surviving domestic violence with the least negative effects is important for future research. .n addition individual talents. attractiveness both physically and personally. religious affiliations. socio.economic
	(ontact with people and environments that are positive for development may help to shield the effects of domestic violence. Ifchildren have positive attributes and opportunities. they may be less socially isolated and may have more support and 
	circumstances and attributes may be used as comparisons in future studies with the long. 
	term effects ofdomestic violence. 
	7esearch into protective buffers for the children in domestic violent homes is crucial to the present and future ofthe well.being ofthe child. %uffers such as support from at least one strong parent and mentoring relationships with other positive adults as role models for children of domestic violence can have a tremendous impact on the long. term effects ofdomestic violence. 
	7he severity. frequency. recency. type of violence. and other important characteristics associated with a child's exposure to domestic violence are rarely assessed or reported by researchers. 8ocial learning theory would suggest assessing the 
	-ib+ 
	attention level of the child ofdomestic violence. the child's retention level. the ability to 
	produce or replicate the behavior. and motivations that may lead the child to model the 
	behavior. 
	(hild abuse and neglect are often not assessed in spite of the high.risk population ofdomestic violence. 7his may be due to a high rate ofnon.reported incidences of domestic violence. 1on.reporting of child abuse in homes without domestic violence is also a significant problem. 7hese two areas could be used as comparisons in future research. (hild abuse victims and victims ofdomestic violence may have a significant association with children who may model this behavior as adults. 7he change in behavior ofthe
	(hild abuse and neglect are often not assessed in spite of the high.risk population ofdomestic violence. 7his may be due to a high rate ofnon.reported incidences of domestic violence. 1on.reporting of child abuse in homes without domestic violence is also a significant problem. 7hese two areas could be used as comparisons in future research. (hild abuse victims and victims ofdomestic violence may have a significant association with children who may model this behavior as adults. 7he change in behavior ofthe
	abusing the mother during the incident ofdomestic violence. or afterwards at some later 

	time. 7his is important to social learning theory because ofthe rewards. punishments. 
	and consequences that the child observes between the parents during incidences of 
	domestic violence. 7here is little research in this area. and this is why this was not 
	discussed at length earlier in this paper. 7his area is fertile ground for future research. 
	7here are few observational studies ofthe children who witness police behavior when dealing with domestic violence. and the long.term effects such witnessing has on children. 4ther areas such as rewards and punishment ofthe father's abuse may teach the child appropriate or inappropriate behaviors ofthe police and how this may affect the child's safety. security. and well being. 8tudies linking police and judicial behavior may 
	~ 
	include how the father being arrested and.or going to jail affects the children. $lso their 
	(ognitions concerning the father's punishment and the consequences ofpolice 
	intervention woul_d also be helpful. 4r. ifon the other hand the father is not punished or held accountable by the police. this may appear to the child to be a reward for the negative behavior the child observed. 
	2ost studies have been done in shelters. usually soon after the domestic violence occurred. which is a very volatile and critical time for the mother and the children. 1eaving the home and going to a shelter is a change for the child and the mother. as opposed to being able to remain in their homes. 7he mother and the child's cognitions may change before and after their time spent in the shelter. $lso. the range or severity of the incident and the differences in each child and his or her own situation needs
	2ost studies have been done in shelters. usually soon after the domestic violence occurred. which is a very volatile and critical time for the mother and the children. 1eaving the home and going to a shelter is a change for the child and the mother. as opposed to being able to remain in their homes. 7he mother and the child's cognitions may change before and after their time spent in the shelter. $lso. the range or severity of the incident and the differences in each child and his or her own situation needs
	child's views and cognitions. )ew assessment tools exist to address the effects of 

	witnessing domestic violence. 
	)urther research is needed with unselected samples to test the link between 
	domestic violence and the risk for abusive relationships in adulthood. 8tudies should 
	include domestic violence from the child's perspective. 2any times the mother's 
	perceptions and the child's perceptions ofthe domestic violence vary from one another. 
	2ore research may include a child's perception and older children's perceptions of 
	domestic violence because ofdiffering cognitive abilities due to the age of the child. 
	1ittle attention has been paid to demographics and poverty with differential developmental needs ofchildren exposed to domestic violence. )ew studies have 
	I 
	differentiated between the effects of the violence along with other secondary problems. 
	such as leaving your home. divorce. and economics. 
	1ittle research has been done on the long.term effects on children who witness or are exposed to other forms ofmarital aggression such as insults. threats. and throwing objects without physical domestic violence in the home. 7ecent research appears to demonstrate that these other forms ofaggression are also damaging to the child and the long.term effects this may have on children. 
	)ocusing on social learning theory and the long.term effects of domestic violence on children. future research could compare these forms ofmarital aggression in homes with domestic violence and homes without domestic violence. 7o assess a change in behavior. future research could compare these areas with children who witness domestic 
	)ocusing on social learning theory and the long.term effects of domestic violence on children. future research could compare these forms ofmarital aggression in homes with domestic violence and homes without domestic violence. 7o assess a change in behavior. future research could compare these areas with children who witness domestic 
	violence. 

	1eaming without a change in behavior can occur. $lthough external changes are 
	more easily detected in children who witness domestic violence. internal and subtle 
	changes are not as easily detected. 2ost research outcomes measure behavioral problems 
	and violence. 
	7his leads to the area of578) and the long.term effects of domestic violence on children. .nternal changes may be forming in the children who witness domestic violence but may not show up until much later in their lives. :nfortunately. 578) appears to be one ofthe most difficult areas to measure short and long.term. and also has the highest probability ofnot reversing itself completely (7ossman. ....). $gain. the area of578) 
	·~ is fertile ground for future research. 7his is a very important area in determining the long.term effects of domestic violence on children who witness domestic violence. 2ore research needs to focus on women who choose to stay in a domestic violent situation and the long.term effects this has on children. $lso. future research for mothers and children who do leave the domestic violence is needed to access a change in . behavior. and how these children and mothers adapt to change and relearning new behavi
	$nother area for educational programs to focus on is how the children of domestic violence cognitively view relationships and marriage. )uture research may focus on the children's cognitive expectations ofrelationships between men and women and the expectations the child has about marriage. $ comparison between children who have witnessed domestic violence and children who have not would be beneficial. 
	4ne area ofresearch that appears to be lacking in children ofdomestic violence is the theory ofself.fulfilling prophecy. (hildren. mothers. and society are bombarded with statistics ofthe effects of domestic violence on children and families. $lthough this is definitely a high.risk situation. according to research. more children in these 
	'4. 
	environments do go on to have very successful lives than those who do not. 7his is why future research into the long.term effects ofdomestic violence on children is crucial. 
	$s a former victim ofdomestic violence. . see myself as a victim once. not twice. . do not see myself as a victim now. . no longer live my life through a victim mentality. . do have three children. :nfortunately. my children are victims. $fter leaving the domestic violence. my children and . have chosen to actively and proactively beat the negative statistics of the future of children and women of domestic violence. 8ocial learning theory in terms ofmotivation and changes in behavior explains much ofthe rea
	$gain. future research may focus on recognizing and documenting strengths for women and children ofdomestic violence. In addition. future research could focus on women being proactive in their lives. their ability to adapt to a new environment away from the abuse. strategic planning oftheir life and their children's lives and other behaviors the mother can engage in to protect and even save her children from the detrimental effects ofmarital violence. 
	7hese changes and motivation can improve the lives offamilies ofdomestic violence. )uture research could focus on learning and relearning coping strategies. 8ocial learning theory suggests that self.efficacy and self.regulation are key in changing negative behaviors into positive behaviors. $s the former victim becomes self.sufficient. the short.term effects ofdomestic violence on children will start to diminish. $s reviewed 
	·~ 
	earlier in this paper. the short.term effects ofdomestic violence on children appear to be rather grim and disturbing. .7racking children ofdomestic violence over a few months from being removed from the domestic violence. suggests better outcomes as short.term behavioral problems diminish. 
	.n summary. recent studies are suggesting better outcomes for children who witness domestic violence. )uture research is necessary for families to build on the strengths of social learning theory hoping for positive outcomes for the mother and the children who witness domestic violence. 
	$s stated earlier. domestic violence is prevalent in our society. $lthough there is an abundance ofresearch on the short.term effects ofdomestic violence on children. there is little research ofthe long.term effects on children who witness domestic violence. 
	7his thesis applied social learning theory to critique the literature on the outcomes ofthe long.term effects on children who witness domestic violence. 7he basic principles ofsocial learning theory include learning by observation. punishment and reinforcement. changes in behavior (behavior can occur without a change in behavior). and cognitions. 
	$ccording to the literature review. children who witness domestic violence are at a higher risk for negative learned behaviors and short.term effects than children who do not witness domestic violence. 2oreover. the studies show that the majority of these 
	-i++ 
	children have fewer long.term effects as compared with short.term effects. 4ne exception to this is 578). 2ore research is needed to understand 578) and the long. term effects ofdomestic violence on children. 
	8ocial learning theory is based upon learning behaviors. 7he current research suggests that children and adults ofdomestic violence can relearn new positive behaviors. %y reviewing the current literature and studies ofthe long.term effects ofdomestic violence on children. it is evident that future research is needed in this area. 
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